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French Liner Towed Into Halifax

Humors

Yesterday.

■Whether itching, burning, bleeding, scaly,
crusted, pimply, or blotchy, whether simple,
to age,
scrofulous, or hereditary, from infancy
speedily cured by warm baths with Ccticuha
Ccticura (ointSoap, gentle anointings with
mild doses
ment, the great skin cure, and
of blood
of Cuticuea Resolvent, greatest

purifiers and

C
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throughout
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Two Weeks

Ago They

Drilled About the Atlantic at the

Will

of

Waves—Picked

the

Up

by
Into

Port.

I

have done for ten days. Since Thursday
two weeks ago, half of which time they
drifted on the Atlantio, their days and
nights have been filled with anxiety for

8PKGIAL WO TICE3*

caucus"
FALMOUTH.
The Republicans of Falmouth are requested
to meet at the Town Office in said town on Saturday, March 5.1898, at 2.30 p. m., lor the purseveral
pose of selecting candidates for the
town offices to be supported at the coming
municipal election, and to revise the town committee lor 1808. Per

Order.__

BEHOLD !

personal safety but tonight they
sleep in peace and comfort safe in the
their

harbor of Halifax.
After drifting for five days on the Newfoundland banks with her engines disabled and the screw shaft shattered the
Boston bound freight Roman, from Liverpool, came alcng, picked her up and

brought

her into Halifax without further

mishap of consequence.
Great was the joy on board the big
French steamer when the cloudy Sunday
morning broke with the shores of Nova
Scotia in sight and the word (.was passed
that Halifax would he reached before
13
Works,
Beating
Carpet
dark. Port was reached just in good time.
Preble St„ and dusted on their Three or four hours more would have
PATENT CARPET BEATING found the two steamers still at sea,caught
full of dust,
It looked faded
now it is clean.
and dull, now it looks fresli and
the
made
What
bright.
change! It was sent to Foster’s
That carpet

was

MACHINE, (only

one

in the

city)

and steamed without extra cost.
Telephone 202-2.

A

GOOD

:

:

SIGN.

dark and stormy night, with thick
snow falling, and they might have been
compelled to turn about and put off shore
to keep clear of the coast until anoth r
in

a

A

the Associated Press
Champagne just as the

correspondent of

boarded the
anchor dropped.
The saloon

presented

an

animated

soene

passengers rushed hither and thither
friends [in
eager to learn what anxious
New York had thought of their detenas

tion.
All were eager to tell the story of the
fateful experience which had befell them
adrift in midooean. Now that they were
safe in port they disclaimed any fear but
some of them could not conceal that they
had passed through a trying and anxious
time. Not since the Gascogne's experience
has a trans-Atlantic liner undergone such
the La Chama terrible experience as
pagne while adrift in midocean for five
days without sail of any kind.
She sailed from Havre on February 12
with flue clear weather which continued
for two days. Then the wind freshened
and a gale sprung up, blowing with

■

moderate force. All went well until the
17th. The ship was steaming fast against
head seas, when about four o’clook a
tremendous crashing sound was heard in
the engine rooms, gin an instant a panlo
The ship’s
the passengers.
Is made in the FINEST flour seized upon
was stayed and pounding thumps
milling plant on the GLOBE* progress
shook the whole craft.
Captain Poirot

PEOPLE’S Flour.
Is the most ECONOMICAL to use
IS AMERICAS NEATEST FAMILY1
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SALE tS OVER
But we liave a few lots of ODD
SiZES left which we are going
if
onee
at
to close out
prices will move them.
Ladies’ Patent Leather Oxfords,
low leather beel, formerly S4.00. Sow

$2.60.
Sizes AA, 21-2. 3.3 1-2, 4, 4 1-2 and 5 1-2.
Sizes A, 2 1-2. 3, 3 1-2, 4, 4 1-2 and 5.
Sizes B. 2, 2 1-2, 4, 4 1-2 end G 1-2.
Sizes C, 2, 2 1-2, 3, 3 1-2, 4,51-2, G,6 l-2and 7.

Ladies’ All Patent Leather Oxford,
Loui Con. Heel, formerly $5.00. STow
$2.70.
Sizes A, 2 1-2, 3, 31-2. 4. 5. B 1-2 and 6.
Sizes B, 3, B. 51-2. 6 and 61-2.
Sizes C, 2 1-2, 4 1-2, 5,6 1-2 and 6.
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|j THE BEST BREAKFAST CEREAL
The Reward
Msiypole Soap for Home
Uycingf, is that itputs a permanent fast
all
materials without any mess or
dye on
For using

trouble that will not was!* out

or

fade.

The proprietors would be pleased to
hear from anyone who has used this
wonderful soap, or address W. P. MILLS,

this office.

feb25dlwlstp*

helpless condition from Saturday a. in.
February 18 until Wednesday the 23rd. A
tread fear seized upon the saloon and the
All through
hours were passed wearily.
the long day the ship steadily drifted and
into the night, until the passengers who
had bravely withstood the experience had
Most of them
almost abandoned hopes.
had retired to their state rooms when near
midnight the cry “Sail ahoy” was heard.
Two steamers were sighted ten miles

away, one directly abaft and the other on
the port bow.
The La Champagne’s guns boomed up
and her fires burned.
The steamer In
'rent gave answering signals and bore
iown rapidly upon the La Champagne.
She proved to be the Warren liner Ho-

FATE OF THE LEGISLATOR
British Steamer
Water’s

Burned to the

Edge.

FIVE OF THE CREW DROWNED AND
ONE BURNED TO DEATH.

Remainder

of

Crew

30

in All

with Two

Passengers Weie Saved—Number Badly
CombusBurned—Canse Spontaneous
tion ill

made

arrangement

Cargo.

with

Captain Roberta to tow him to the nearest
port, whioh proved to be Halifax. The

subscription

for the men who so bravely manned the
and
life boat and left in search of help
thousand francs was
the sum of five

quickly

raised.

When the La Champagne was entering
Halifax harbor Captain Poirot waa presented with an address signed by all the
suitable
passengers to which he made a
and modest reply.
The aooidont Is
will neoessitte the

a

most serious one and
ship going Into dry

dock.
The Roman whioh has a large cargo on
hoard but no passengers, is bound to Hoston from Liverpool.

don, were rescued by the fruit steamer
Flowergate, and brought to this port arFour of the
riving here this morning.
crew, Chief Engineer John Traughear,

passed

The agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday, Feb. 27, taken
the observagiven in this

Legislator

left
23 with a miscellaneous cargo
phosphate, cotton goods and
vjct^jo

tui
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anu

including

percussion

vouvim

ports.

in a long session as they are now.
Only
three of the fourteen regular appropriation bills remain in committee. The other

nopfo/l in

t*nnfcrfil t.hfl

nf

nntilnn

tihfl

the
ex-

CGTTl

With the appropriation bill and the immigration bill, tho consideration of which
set for March 15, out of way,
nothing remains to prolong the session of
Congress save the question of the annexahas been

The leaders on
tion of Hawaii or war.
both sides are looking ahead, and eliminating both these subjects as probabilities
or possibilities of delay, agree that appropriation bills should be passed and that

Congress
May.

should be ready to adjourn early

in

The programmo for the coming week
includes the completion of the sundry
civil bill, action on the bill for the relief
of the victims and survivors of the Maine
disaster, the Senate bill authorizing tho
enlistmont of two additional regiments of
srtlllery and the Loud bill relating to
second class mail matter. The latter bill
has been made the special order for Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
Beyond the fact that the Corbett case
will be decided Monday and'the fact that
tho bill regulating the right ot way
for railroads in Alaska and for other purposes will probably be taken up, the prois
gramme in the Senate for this week
quite indefinite. The Alaska bill is of

_______

——

popularity

package,

costing

Ager’s

£lefrg

Pectoral

----
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contract for such work

where

the

is necessary; while all agree that the
American people are not [likely to forg6t
Rumors of this, that or the
so readily.
other discovery, sotting on foot this, that
In mo6t
or the other theory are still rife.

spoiled,
Captain Sampson, Captain Chadwick These

ICE BURIED IS SNOW.
Blizzards Have Been Expensive For

Operators.

In sorno places there are
it is alleged, are the ad- other work.
of a dlvisiou of 11,600 Span- several feet ot snow on the ice, under that
ish regulars sent to take the place of the a few inches of water, then six or eight
sick and wounded who have returned to inches of sap ice and then eight to twelve
It_is
inches of blue ice.
On some ot the fields
Spain within the last few months. If the
Wednesday
gation will be concluded by
Havana are a there has been so muoh snow that the ico
of
and
cafes
streets
Havana.
and the court will return to
in need of has had no chance to thicken, even in the
Associated criterion, Spain does not seem
To a representative of the
coldest weather and the fields of Union
We have any more officers.
Press Captain Sampson said:
companies, near Crosby's
The Spaniards know that Senator Proc- and Dirigo
certain
a
to
Cuba
finished our work in
in
tor
is
a close friend of President MoKin- narrows, have thiokened very slowly
There is, as you know, nothing
extent.
of cultivation, because the dumping
of
spite
disclaimer
his
and
apolitical
despite
I can say regarding our opinions on the ley
of gravel there by the government dredges
WUHUUO
Mninn .lianstpr
All renorts nuruorting to UI1BB1UU IUC/
hoa
fVio cmir:n iif f.lio VM1TA1* cnmp.
able importance to bis visit at this junctfalse.
are
express our opinions
has been sent what and made quick water where there
he
that
ure.
Some
think
that
Asked with reference to the reports
here by the President to make a report on formerly were eddies.
the Maine’s fate was known positively to
The present condition of affairs may be
the situation.
have resulted from a mine explosion,
The arrival ol additional divers and ap- briefly summed up as follows:
said:
Marix
Commander
Lieutenant
E. H. & fl. Rollins have a full hjase,
Of course, I paratus by the Mascotte yesterday was
“These stories amuse us.
14.000
tons, all new iee. E. & I. K. Stet
be
but
there
will
hailed
satisfaction
with
can’t tell you what we have found out so
when a couple of big tugs son about 14,000 tons in their upper house
to
a local more confidence
stories
these
but
(pointing
far;
that carry machinery capable of lifting of 15,COO tons capacity, having stopped on
‘extra’ with sensational headlines), why
Great account of the rain. In their lower house,
hundreds of tons heave in sight.
they amuse us immensely.”
20.000 capacity, thoy have at this time
made
to
welcome
are
being
Martin ltedding, the diver, returned to preparations
the cruiser Vizcaya. Senor Rivero, editor about 8,000 tons.
His
on
the
West
today.
Mangrove
Key
The Consolidated Ice company, whic“The general
It of La Discussion, [says:
arrival here caus9d much comment.
recently
purchased the houses of E. &
on here is that the United States
impress
in
he talked too muoh
was said that
J. F. Webster, has Ailed the lower house,
decided
that
has
of
court
already
inquiry
Havana and had been removed in consethe disaster to the Maine was the result 30.000 tons, and is now at work with a
quence.
big crew trying to olear the Held at the
of an accidcn t.
Rear Admiral Sicard has had frequent
upper house where there are 4,000 tons of
is
a mere assumption as
this
Of
course,
conferences with Captain Sampson and
old Ice and 14,000 tons empty space. The
on
one can have
no
knowledge
positive
other members of the court of injuiry at
ice here is 12 to 13 inches thiok, but it is
“I the subject.
Ho remarked tonight:
the hotel.
have been made for calls covered by Eap, slush, water and snow.
Arrangements
Wednesthink they ought to get away by
owns the American
Senator Proctor upon General Blanco Tho Consolidated also
day. As yet there is nothing that can he by
houses on the opposite side of the river,
is
but
it
the
other
and
officials,
Spanish
said about their work.”
The field was
that he will call informally upon but will do nothing there.
In roply to a question as to the rumored expected
the week. Consul General neglected until it was found that the
several
during
Admiral
to
of
the
Cuba,
removal
warships
him. The report that Hudson crop would be very short and
“The fleet Is not moving Lee will accompany
Sicard said:
the officers of the then it was too late, boring the other day
and
Sigsbeo
and I kno w nothing about its going to Captain
in the admiral- showing only six inches of bine ice with
reexamined
be
You know it has steam up and Maine will
Cuba.
of sap on top. These
tomorrow is probably ; untrue, seven or eight inohes
court
ty
if
ordered.”
where
could go any
a
capacity of about 30,000
not been notified, but the houses have
have
as
they
He was asked if anything had happened
old stock in them.
States officials believe that Spain tons and there is some
to justify the story that the situation was United
have about 12,000
Sons
D.
Sargent's
examsuch
an
to
make
He has a moral right
more serious today than it had been.
tons in their houses of 18,COO tons capac“They know at Washington ination.
replied:
ity and are now waiting for cold weather
under
divers
SigsAmerican
Captain
our
relaJust how strained
about that.
at work on the to thicken tho fields.
be
will
bce’s
direction,
tions are with Spain lam unable to say.”
The Orrington Ice company has about
the wreck at the same time as thol Spanish
The
excitement yesterday over
lino ice in
their house,
will afford them such help as 18.000 tons of
arrival of the Cuban filibusters complete- divers and
the condition of which have a capacity of 24,000 tons, and
In
consistent
Is
viewing
of
and
sayings
ly eclipsed all the doings
is now scraping, expecting to fill next
und3r water.
the court of inquiry officers. Their quick wreckage
week.
departure prevented very much being •] THE STORY AND THE DENIAL.
The Arctic Ice company, capacity 16,000
the
learned as to the expedition, but
The
latest
Key West, February 27.—
tons, have about 11,COO tons housed.
An
are
elated.
has
Cumins
expedition
story as to the way the Maine was blown
Tho Sterns Lumber company, capacity
been in preparation to getaway from Key up is contained in a letter forwarded by a
30.000 tons, have 22,000 tons new ice and
West for some timo; but it will probably secret Cuban club In Havana to Mr. J.
8.000 tons old.
be delayed as the plans have been dis- M. Govln, a Cuban insurgent agent here.
The Dirigo Ice company, capacity 25,000
covered by Spanish spies.
The club received it in ordinary course
have but 5,000 tons housed, and it ia
tons,
J The survey steamer Bache sailed this of the mail. It was written in English doubtful if the houses enn be filled this
afternoon fur Havana to bring the re- but was signed “Maquinista” (machin- season.
The Union Ice company has not housed
The four
mainder of the wounded here.
j ist). After a long prearn bio saying [that a pond of ice to date.
masted schooner Isaiah Hart has arrived the writer knew the Maine’s tate was due
The Now York and New England comto panies will not fill this year.
with coal for the warships.
io a Spanish plot, the letter goes on
Thus, with a house capacity of 311,000
sav that in an old warehouse at Santa
I
tons, there are today about 134,000 of new
lltllTli
Catalina, £00 yards from where the Maine loo hnnend nn + Iva Ppnnhsfflf.
GOSSIP IN HAVANA.
apparatus had operations may increase this to 170,000
was moored, some diving
of
All
But
Few
Sorts
about 13,000
These Are Euinors
been hidden and that from this bass two tons and there are on hand
From
ice.
tons of merchantable old
Based on Fact.
divers had worked by night and filled the
will
be about
that
present
appearances
with
dynamite the size of Bangoi’s stock of ice for shiptorpedo holes of the Maine
Havana, via Key West, February 37.—
cartridges, connecting them with wires to ment this year—183,000 tons.
Many Americans and some Spaniards
Much of the ice held here is alicady sold
the battery on the land, from which the
under time contracts. No new contracts
here says that the investigation has thus
to
According
were
exploded.
cartridges
have yet been made and none are likely to
far been superficial and barren of vital
the letter the divers were to have been be made right aw’ay, as the prospect warresults. They claim that though nearly
has not been rants the dealers here in holding out for
a large sum, which
two weeks have passed, no knowledge has paid
than was obtained
The Cubans in Key West a much better price
forthcoming.
last year and buyers are likely to be somecondition of the
been gained as to the
has
Havana
in
that
investigation
what slow in meeting their views, holdforward part of the hull or as to whether say
to confirm the statements of the ing off until compelled to buy.
tended
the six or ten inch magazines forward to
which will go before the court of
They insist, letter,
the starboard exploded.
inquiry. An officer of the Maine, whoso
moreover, that expert divers, with enough
attention was called to the story today
of
the
conmake
to
drawings
experience
asserted positively to this correspondent
dition Of things submarine might have
that the torpedo holes of the Maine had
been at work a week ago and might have
not been opened during her stay in the
settled the question as to the magazines
harbor.
this.
before
least
at
views
demand
Those who hold those
SPAIN WOULDN’T ARBITRATE.
that the hull forward should be raised
Madrid, Feb. 27.—Senor Sagasta, comwithout further loss .of time before it has
upon an alleged interview with
menting
sunk too deep in the soft mud. There are
Prince Bismark iu which the latter is reas
to
the
so
far
some who go
oharge
ported as suggesting that the Cuban
United States government with adopting
trouble should he submitted to the Powthe Spanish policy of delay until the
ers fer arbitration, expressed his astondisaster shall bo partially forgotten or
officials ishment that such an idea could emanate
of the
and the Lieutenant Commander Potter
came ashore this afternoon and arranged
the preliminary details for the sosslon of
the court.
reported that the investi-

men,

vance

so

guard

uiuuuu

mittee.

bujiks
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ia That

a

direction of wind,

doomed men.
All were finally taken on board and the
much wider scope than its title indicates
boat dropped astern, but before the nine
be voted upon without
and it will not
tremena
men could be pulled on deck,
There is no
considerable discussion.
and
boat
dous sea capsized the small
to defeat the bill, but
general
disposition
quickly calmed the passengers and soon except
every man was thrown into tho water. seme Senators aro of the opinion that it
after it was discovered that the tail screw face.
Bateman and Angell were the only ones
should be amended in several particulars
hands
were
shaft had broken. The steamer was runComrad's
Quartermaster
who were not rescued. Meantime another
flow
and they will seek to secure these changes
and
the
but
at
frost
engines
they
bite,
high speed
ning
blue and swollen from
the
launched
and
in
it
was
been
boat had
before the vote is taken. It is thought the
He walked with
around like lightning when the resistence were not bandaged.
third officer, Martin, and Chief Steward
bill will pass after a day or two of talk
of the screw was removed and before they difficulty as his feet were badly swoolen.
Gaffney. Another big sea swept them
coaid stop them considerable damage was He made no complaint, however, and said
upon it.
away and they have not been seen since.
It is probable that after the Alaskan
an
such
room.
after
in
the
alive
done
engine
he was grateful to be
of
continued
the
flames
still
The lighting
bills of
bill is disposed of, some of tho
The wild racing of the big engines made experience. He praised the captain and
and as the flames reached the boxes of
less general importance on the calendar
an awful noise and the
p3nie stricken officers and crew of the Rotterdam and
oonstant explocaps there were almost
passengers thought that the ship would said tney were very kind to the men. The sions. In one of them, Fred E. Lee, the will be considered.
the
bestill
This faot is causing Senators to begin
are
crew
engines remainder of the boat's
Finally
be smashed up.
chief cook, was so severely burned that he
to talk about final adjournment at a far
stopped their pounding, after the piston ing cared for on the Rotterdam but with
jumped overboard and could not be earlier date than usual. Three of the hills
and connecting rods had snapped and the exception of Seaman Creur and Tansaved.
leave
their
done.
to
which are as yet unconsidsred aro the
was
able
be
other damage
quy they will
At 8 o’clock in the morning of the 16th
the
that
able
are
as
District of Columbia, the naval and the
announced
soon
As
they
this afternoon.
Captain Poirot
from
hero
bound
tho'steamer Flowergate
These are all Important
the ship
damage could be repaired and
they will he transferred to the Labretagne Palermo, Italy, hove in sight. Two boats sundry civil bills.
measures and eaoh is liable to cause dewould proceed at one o’clock next day. and the others who are still suffering will
were immediately lowered and after three
She was put about, but after further ex- be sent to the French hospital in this city,
bate, but Senators agree that until there
hours, all on board the burning vessel is some other reason for
for
made
the
been
that
have
damage where arrangements
postponing adamination it was found
Tennant
were safely transferred, Captain
14
kn
k '1 Iwr
IV7 UP flS
was irreparable.
Nothing remained to be their reception.
being me last to leave, oome oi me eiow
June.
She was then in latidone but anchor.
cTTiiininATO
A W A TrrTXTn
A TTt
saved n part of their
clothing but a
J2A VIXAiUX
tude 45.28 longitude 51.23, just in the
of those on board lost everymajority
WILLIAM M-SINUERLY DEADThe
26.—The
Holland.
steamers.
New
February
York.
track of outward bound
The rescue was none too soon,
thing.
Rotterdam
from
line Bteamer
passengers and crew wore hopeful ofjbe- American
for as the Flowergate started her engines One of tho Best Known Newspaper Protoing sighted by some passing steamer but Rotterdam, arrived at quarantine
the fire was seen bursting from the after
officer
Unsworth
their
third
prietors In tho Country.
with
George
a thiok fog sprung
blighting
night
up,
decks and the steamer ;svas probably enoverdue
French
of
the
and
seamen
in
nine
and
fog
tirely consumed not many hours after.
hopes. The ship was shrouded
suffered severe burns
men who had
Philadelphia, February 37.—Wm. M.
nothing could be seen on either side. The liner La Champagne, who were picked The
residence
while lighting the flames were tenderly Singerly died suddenly at his
steamer kept np a continual Are of guns up from a lifeboat on Thursday, February cared for
on
the Flowergate.
although
Heart
1701 Locust street this afternoon.
The men
ra43.10N.; Ion. 57VV.
live
on
half
and discharge of rockets, but no answer 26 in lat.
to
forced
everyone was
Mr.
oauso (f death.
hosdisease
the
the
was
aro
now
at
the
Rotterdam
were
the
aboard
Tlw
taken
iulured
on
tions.
and
when
Friday
came to their signals,
it is thought all will Singerly had been suffering for about ten
and
at
Chelsea
been
in
pital
captain despatched a boat containing in a helpless condition, having
The ship
recover but Engineer Holden.
for six days and
lifeboat
days from cold and had remained at home
the ship’s
a coxswain and lieutenant,
eight men,
was a steamer of 1899 tons net register,
his ineither to make land or sight a
passing nights. The men suffered terribly from 2,997 gross tons. She was built at Middle- since last Wednesday, although
in 1888, and was owned disposition was in no way serious. While
were all
and
of
the
weather
Eng
borough,
effects
the
stoamer.
of
Third Officer by the Charante Steamship company
sitting in his bedroom smoking a cigar,
That night a fierce gale sprang up and more or less frost bitten.
Liverpool, Eng.
he was seized with a violent fit of coughThe rescued passengers and crew will be
heavy seas dashed against the steamer on Unsworth stated that the La Champagne
In
ing and immediately fell over dead.
The anchor chainB strained broke her tail end shaft on Thursday, sent to England by the British consul.
the banks.
6 p. in., in lat. 45.27;
the room at the time were his grand
and swung and the ship was tossed about February 17, at
THE WEATHER.
steamer being in a
The
daughter, Miss Mabel S. Merideth and
like a feather.
After midnight the gale long. 61.62.
His son-in-law, James S.
anchored.
Poirot
two. servants.
Increased In fury and about four o’clock helpless condition Capt.
McCartney, had lett a few moments beSaturday morning the anchor hawser The steamer was on the [Newfoundland
fore the end came, leaving Mr. Singerly
parted with a snap and the ship drifted banks and there being a possibility of
in
her
not
apparently in good health.
southward.
the steamer
being picked up
had often
The physicians say they
The situation was critical. The passen- position, Capt. Poirot decided to send a
cautioned Mr. Singerly that his heart was
On the
assistance.
of
of
their
search
were
terrified
in
at
the
lifeboat
thought
gers
weak as a result of excessive
smoking
helpless condition, adrift on a disabled morning of the 18th the lifeboat, being
and of late his custom was to take a “dry
The current drove fully provisioned, Third Officer Unsworth
steamer In rnidocean.
smoke.”
Today, however, his cigar was
and his crew of nine men left the ship
lighted and it is thought that tho smoke
in the hope of*intercepting some passing
Washington, February 27.—Forecast brought on the coughing spell, the severisteamer and
getting assistance for the
for New England and eastern New \ork: ty of which ruptured a vessel of the heart.
The
weather
proved
disabled vessel.
Mr. Singerly leaves a daughter, Mrs. E.
intense cold. A Fair, northwesterly winds.
tempestous with an
forecast Singerly Baich who Is at present in
for
27.—Local
Boston,
February
was
passing
lookout
kept
of Ayer’s Cherry sharp
The
boat’s for Monday: Fair; northwest to west Europe.
steamers, but none were seen. The
Pectoral, and the great demand for crew, enoouraged by their officer, kept winds.
Win. M. Singerly was proprietor of the
has been recog- to their oars and for six days workod
a cheaper
Record Publishing company, president of
Local
Weather
the
to
Report.
with main and might, but owing
the
the Chestnut National bank and
nized by the proprietors in their new cold
and exposure,.became well-nigh exPortland, Me., Feb. 27.—The local Chestnut
Trust comand
Fund
Savings
hausted.
50 cents.
half-size bottle,
weather bureau oflico records as to the
s.eamer
14 Oni the 24th, at 1 p. m., the
pany, which recently collapsed and presifrom Rotterdam [to New weather are as follows;
Rotterdam,
dent of the Singerly Pulp and
Paper
with
no
stood
and
down
by
York, bore
8 a. m. Barometer 29.877: Thermom- mill. He was a
of tho Fairmont
all
hands.
member
rescued
and
little difficulty,
its
made the eter 30; Dew Point 26: Humidity 78;
Capt. Bonjer and his officers and Dr. Wind NW: Velocity S: weather cloudy. park commission and until lately
men as comfortable as possible,
treasurer ami a trustee of the Philadelphia
Thermom8
m.
Barometer
29.860;
attendp.
Rotterdam’s
surgeon,
Wheat, the
eter 33; Dew Point 20; Humidity 58; commercial museum.
,
ed carefully to the suffering seamen.
and Comrad were able to leave their
bunks aboard the Rotterdam at Hoboken
Officer Unsworth showed
this forenoon.
little of the effects of his fearful exposure
that the skin was peeling off his

Inquiry Board Arrived
City Yesterday.

took

blowing up of the wreck by dynamite was
prohibited, lost important evidence be
the
most moderate,
Even
destroyed.
strongly deprecate any more delay than

cases, when run down, they are easily
proved false. It is useless to deny that the
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS LOST ON
state of weather:
MOST IMPORTANT WITNESS WILL interest here is much less intense than it
to bo
New
ever
is
was
a
it
ready
week
but
clear;
E6
THE PENOBSCOT.
NW,
ago,
Boston,
degrees,
BE LIEUT. BLANDIN.
York, 82 degrees, NW, clear; Philadelkindled into acuteness by any established
phia, 34 degrees, N, clear; Washington,
facts.
32 degrees, NW, olear; Albany, 80 degrees,
The court of inquiry arc quiet, digniW, p. clear; Buffalo, 24 degrees, W, cloudy; Detroit, 28degrees, N, p. cloudy; Chi- No Conclusion Has Vet Been Arrived At— fied and stern. Its members are courte- Only a Long ami Strong Cold Snap Can
cago, 26 degrees, N, cloudy; St. Paul, 30
but they feel the deep responsibility
Bring Crop Cp To Even Two Third* of
“They Know at Washington” Admiral ous,
degrees, S, snow; Huron, Dab., 32 deresting on them. To talk indiscreetly
TVliat AVns Expected— Mott of the Time
grees, N, clear; Bismarck, 36 degrees,
Sicard’s Beply to Question, If Matters
might not only cost a commission, no
NW, clear; Jacksonville. 64 degrees, SW,
Uas Been Bevoicd to Scraping.
WTere More Serious Than They Had
matter how high the rank of the holder,
cloudy.
Been.
Bangor, February 27.—The remarkable
but would surely precipitato trouble either
CONGRESS WILL ADJOURN EARLY.
here or in the United States.
They were snow fall of this winter is likoly to cost
ST.—The
February
Fla.,
West,
Key
not exclusive when on
shore and they the ice operators of the Penobscot river a
members of the court of inquiry into the
lor such
dined with Consul General Lee now and good many thousand dollars,
the
oa
to
Senate and House Both
in
this
Agree
city
Maine disaster arrived
but the wreck was always a pro- have been the delays in work on accountthere;
and
This.
light house tender Mangrove today
of the time lost in scraping the field that
hibited topic.
will begin their work here at ten o’clock
It is generally expected that the court of the harvest which ordinarily would have
court
federal
the
in
tomorrow morning
Is still
will return after taking testi- been finished two weeks ago,
Appropriation Bills Haven’t Been So Far
It is understood]that the only inquiry
building.
and only a
and
along,
long
than
dragging
is
moro
at
and
it
or
a
at
a
mony
Key
West,
In
be
will
Century
Along
Quarter
important witness examined here
made by strong cold snap can bring the crop up to
deck probable that efforts will be
Dong Session.
Lieut. Blandin, the officer of the
trusty agents, during the court’s absence, even two-thirds of what was at first exoccurred.
Washington, February 27.—The House when the Maine explosion
to secure other and perhaps valuable test- pected. Some of the houses are full of
survivors
The testimony of the other
eaders have been straining all their enernow ice of the best quality, others bare a
imony.
is
time and celerity
few thousand tons of old stock with the
gies to expedite the appropriation bills will take only a short
of
more
lhan
arrival
a
The
battalion
of;
the officers of
with a view to an early final adjournment the order of the day with
and others still are either empty or
2,000 regular troops from Barcelona, as new,
and they are succeeding beyond their most the court.
intere3 only partly filled.
excited
cabled,
public
already
the
contrary
Notwithstanding reports to
The snow storms have been so many
sanguine expectations.
decconclu- only for the day. Guns were fired and
Not in a quarter of oentury have the the court has not arrived at any
rain soon and so close together that more time baa
which the
orations
hung,
as to the cause of the disaster.
appropriation bills been so far advanced sion
but that was all there was of it. boon spent in scraping than in all the

Temperature,

new

The

THE COURT AT KEY WFST

0.

dry
provisions
ships. On both these propositions
Liverpool February developments of the next few days are

liva

through during a luil in the fire.
The crew were badly handicapped in
passengers will
fighting the fire, a3 the hose and pumping
not leave until tomorrow afternoon.
The La Champagne mails will be for- engine were disabled or consumed. Soon
after the fire started it spread so rapidly
warded by special train.
on
that the forward part of the boat
FEARS SET AT REST.
which were seven men were cut ofl nr o'
New York, February 27.—The news of
the captain asked for volunteers to rescue
the safety of the La Champagno has set
Second Officer
the balance of the crew.
safethe
fears
for
and
the
rest
it
anxiety
Bateman and a seaman, Wm. Angell, at
the
At
crew.
and
ty of her passengers
once offered to row along the side of the
office of the company today there were
One of the
ship and briDg the men aft.
only few callers Third Officer Unsworth, boats was launohed with difficulty as
men who manned
ten
of
the
that
reported
there was a heavy sea running and by
the life boat and were pioked up six days
careful work managed to reach the almost
he
later by the steamer Rotterdam only
their baggage will be
Some of the
quickly.

precipitation,

ten have gone through one or more legisSecond Engineer John Holden, Fourth lative stages
the
and
one,
military
Engineer Robert Miln and Seaman Chas aoademy is in tho hands of the President
Robinson were so Beverly Injured that awaiting his signature.
they were taken to the marine hospital on
The naval bill, is practically complete
Holden is not expected to save for the
arrival here.
for
dooks and

Nothing out of the ordinary ocourred
The La Champagne’s malls, consisting
of the
of 250 bags were landed here tonight and until four o’clook on the morning
an exwithout
13th
when
authorities.
warning
office
of
inst.,
in
post
charge
given
forCaptain Poirot made arrangement with plosion took place from a hatchway
his agents here to forward the passengers ward of amidships followed by a great
the
All
tomorrow.
They will be taken off the outburst of smoke and flame.
came
but one
steamer early tomorrow in tenders and firemen and engineers
Bent by special train at 8 o’clock to New tumbling on deck, some of them more or
less burned. The missing man was Thos.
York.
The Canadian customs officials have Roberts and It was not until two days
to facilate their transportation and after that bis charred body was recovered
»greed

total

Weather Observation.

order:

31.23 north and longitude 44.10 west. The
and
fire broke out on
February 13th,
during
burned fiercely for three days,
Thomas
named
Roman passed a steel oable to the La which time a fireman
Champagne at noon Thursday and the Roberts was burned to death, the second
officer, James Bateman, and a seaman,
two steamers started for this port.
The first day the towing hawser parted Wm. Angell were drowned by the capsizthree times but little delay was experi- ing of a boat, the third officer, Martin,
enced and a start was finally made at one and a ohief steward, John Gaflney1 went
The La Champagne was picked adrift in another boat, and the chief cook,
o’clook.
45.28 longitude 51.23 and Fred E. Lee, being crazed with fearfnl
in
latitude
up
the
from that point onward no trouble was burns jumped overboard. The rest of
crew of thirty men with two passengers,
expel ienced.
was made up on board Dr. Wm. E. Mortimer and wife, of LonA
and

NW;

at S p. m., meridian time,
tion for each section being

Captain Roberts, bound from LiverFebruary 27.—The British
Boston,
streamer
pool to Boston.
Legislator, Capt. Tennant,
The Roman stood by the La Champagne bound from Liverpool for
Colon, was
and at one o’clock Captain Poirot went burned at sea February 16th in latitude
aboard

Wind NW; Velocity 10; Weather, clear.
Mean daily thermometer, E4; maximum thermometer, 89;
minimum thermometer, 28; maximum velocity of wind,
21

nan,

N. S., February 27.-The three
hundred and odd passengers on board the
palatial French liner La Champagne
will rest more soundly tonight than they

Halifax,

free.

Soaf.

BE

Have

Freighter Roman and Brought

Ch*m.

by Cuticura

TO

ONCE MORE IN HARBOR.

©ticura

Is

GLAD

PASSENGERS

HER

them southward fifty miles daily, veering
The steamer
again to the southwest.
kept showing her signals of distress, but
no relief came.
The ship drifted in this

A.

nnM

«
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Spanish

discounted. Many

said to entertain the opinion that this
is the case and to be very well pleased
other hand,
On- the
with the notion.
however, good judges say that all criti-

are

without a
that no ono
save the members of the court of inquiry
and their superiors is aware of all the
cism

in this

vein

is

made

knowledge of the facts and

from Prince Bismark

and

declared

em-

phatically that “Nothing but ignorance
of the question could inspire the notion
that Spain would suffer foreign intrusion

or

submit to arbitration her indis“Noof sovereignty.
“would dare propose

putable rights
body,’’ said ho,

such an absurdity,.and no Spanish govtestimony developed or of what submarine ernment would listen or dream ol such a
Those also urge
plans have been made.
the proposal.
that there is no use trying to raise
the
Bernabe
Y.
Polo
Senor
hull until the wreckage of armor,engines,
new Spanish minister to the U. S., has
decks, guns and masts have been taken
cn
route
Gibraltar
for
started
out. To do this will take time and the
Ho is fully enpowered to
t.o New York.
the
can only be found in
for
it
apparatus
continue the reciproci ty treaty negotianorth.
It is said no company in the world ever

tions.

FROM

Proctor

Says

RUSSELL SAGE WILL BUY

HAVANA.

Ko

Is

There

to

Sec the

Country.

Havana, February 2G.—In nn interview
with Senator Proctor this morning, the
correspondent of the Associated Press
asked: ‘'Will you please tell me the object of your mission here:”
“I have
To this Mr. Proctor replied:
if I had any official duty I
no mission;
would not have been a week getting here.
I am not in any sense a representative of
President McKinley, nor have I anything
to do with the court of inquiry. Install
call on Captain General Blanco and the
naval officers of the United States as a
no now idea.
private citizen. This trip is
Mr. Parker and I take two or three trips
in the
every year, hunting and fishing
I
far north or as far south as Florida.

wish you would deny positively that I am
*
here on official business.
he should
said
Mr. Proctor further
ta ke much interest in observing Cuba os
citizen. He was apparently in
a

private
high good

humor and chuckled over the
idea that he came as a commissioner from

President McKinley.
2 o’olock this afternoon only one
dead h ody had been found today. Seaman
HolzeP's condition is about the same as
at last Report. He Is very low.
The col irt of Inquiry was in session

Up

to

New York, February 26.—Russell Sago
gave out the following authorized interview this afternoon:
“From all the information received,
there is little doubt In my mind that the
Maine was blown up by outside agencies,
and if the naval commission so reports the
time for action has come and there should
bo no wavering.
This government must
demand the fullest reparation and thnt
without delay. Whatever action, war or
otherwise, President McKinley takes he
should and will have the support from
both rioh and poor,
Republicans and
Democrats. There is no question as to
In the civil
where the rich men stand.
war when it broke out, I bought govern
ment bonds, and I did the same In 1864.
So did other rich men. We had confidence
■

government. If the necessity arises
I will do the same again and generously; so will other rich men I know of.
I am an American first and last and
propose to stand by the flag.
As for
“Party lines will bo dropped.
the stock market that has got to take care
of itself for the present. I speak not only
In

our

now

my own views on this point, but those of
other moneyed men with whom I have
talked. Another thing, the families and
dependants of every sailor killed on the
Maine must bo taken care of.
That is a
bill

Spain

must be made to settle.

SAYS EDITOR MERRILL.

again tot'ay bnt did nothing, simply
Chicago, February 26.—Editor Medill
waiting to see if any new developments of the Tribune publishes this editorial
A this
resulted from the work of the divers.
morning:
“The time is past for conjectures as to
strong wlntl hindered the divers in their
operations, but the new divers and ap- whether there will be war with Spain.
paratus brought by the Mascotte are now There is war now. It will not commence
wall be when
on board the tug Right Arm and
Congress declares war. It began
ut to work an soon as possible.
when Spain blew up the Maine in the
Captain Sampson expects that the harbor of Havana.
Mangrove, with the court of inquiry on
“Any declaration mf war that Congress
board, will sail this evening unless new may make will be merely an announceGap- ment that this country is ready to addiscoveries are niade to detain her.
tain Sigsbee and the other officers of the minister to the countrymen of Alva conMaine who are here, will probably re- dign punishment for an act of perfidy
main until the Mangrove’s return.
Proctor took
This morning Senator
breakfast with Consul General Lee an cl
afterwards walked and drove about tlte

thing to be done.
When the President is ready he must let
Then it will let slip
Congress know.
the American dogs of war. It will not
olty.
The wreck of the Maine sinks percepti- take the Spaniards long to learn how the
of the hartGr. Americans
a crime which
can punish
bly every day into the mud
The court of inquiry this afternoon, re- none
but Spaniards or Asiatics could
examined Capt, Sigsbee, Surgeon He«ne- have perpetrated.
Consular 'Clerk
“The
berger, two divers, and
Spanish fleets must be swept
Drain.
They then verified the test! snony from the seas. Spain must be driven out
notes and made
of the West Indies, and be compelled to
by the stenographer’s
their departure at -about abandon all its claims to Cuba and Porto
for
preparations
6 o’clock.
Rico.”
Senator Proctor, with his friend, Mr.
visited
NOT A RELIGIOUS QUESTION.
Parker, and Consul General Lee*
the wreck In a launch. Capt, fiampson,
New York, February 20.—Archbishop
said he had no Ireland who is in this
just before the court left,
city today said:
“There

is

hut

one

idea when the court would return here.
“While at Washington I talked to the
It is reported from Spani sh sources officials of tho government and in my
that Capt. Sigsbee and the o iber officers opinionjnothing has come to light that
of the Maine who are here w 111 be called would call
for a rupture between the
admiralty court in Havana United States and Spain.
before the
CertaiDly if
next Monday to give testimony regarding guilt is brought to tho door of Spain full
This, Is the usual
the loss of the Maine.
retributive j ustice should he the order of
has been expected.
course, it is said, and
the flay. Full reparation ought to be prewhich
The diverB will continue the work on the ferable rather than that course
wreck next week under Capt. Sigsbee.
would entail on the country tho conseSeaman Frederick Hoizer,, After a most quences of war.
sturdy light for life, died thfi; afternoon.
“Tho attitude of tho administration is
A fatal temination has been feared from
worthy of the great nation.”
dignified,
was
man
the
terribly injured.
the first, as
“What is the at itude of the Catholio
Three bodies have been recovered today.
churoh at this time?” was asked
been identified as John W.
has
One
“The Cnhtoiic church assumes no attiJohnson.
tude of any kind. The fact that Spain is
BarMiss
Clara
visited
Proctor
Senator
The
a Catholic nation matters nothing.
ton thiB afternoon. Senator Proctor conis not one of religion.”
question
templates a run into the country, probArehishop Corrigan strongly repudiated
ably visiting Makanzas and other prin- the utterances attributed
to Father
cipal cities.
Weber, assistant priest of St. Peter’s
INTACT.
Catholic church at Kingston, N. Y., who,
of Frank Alartinelli is reNew York, February 26—A special tele- at the funeral
was the duty
from
Syl- ported to have said that it
gram to the Evening World
of every loyal Catholic to take up arms for
vester Scovol, at Havana, says:
the
“Divers working forward
yesterday SpaiD, a Catholio nation, against
found absolute proof that tho forward big United States.
magazine, which alamo could have so
THE JUNTA ON DYNAMITE.
damaged the ship, is surely uaexploded.
New York, February 26.—At the head06
this
are
floors
and
The sides
magazine
quarters of the Cuban Junta in this city
practically intact and in such Ehapa as
today the subject of the alleged existence
is Impossible had an explosion within
of mines in the harbor of Havana was the
occurred.
In support of
subject of free discussion.
so
6W0rn
to
have
divers
today
“Many
the allegations that such mines were laid,
the investigating board.
files of local papers of November, 1890,
“It is now believed by experts that a
was asserted
were produced in which it
500
aided
or
pounds
by
mine,
big torpedo,
that one shipment of six tons of dynamite
reserve
in
the
of saluting powder
magawas made from this port and the steamer
zine next to the big magazine, might
Ciudad Condal which sailed about the
have produced the actual results, both as
19th of the month named, refused to take
in
direction-found
.the
and
extent
regards
a large
nasscDgers because she carried
wreck.”
General
of dynamite for
consignment
1UO
f-”-'
Weyler. It was also alleged in the newsthe magazine have hexagonal mart in
the same
paper files shown that about
the
externa),
where
thin
presthe
copper
time a St. Louis concern was invited to
of
contents
Its
hexoit
into
sure foroed
make a tender of ten tons of dynamite for

"MAGAZINE

rT S-KJJ-

gonal powder.”

immediate shipment to Cuba.

TO THE PUBLIC.

PRESIDENT WILL NOT BE JINGOED

Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy to be a medicine of great wortli and
7»crit and especially valuable for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough, we
bottle
warrant every
will hereafter
bought of us, and will refund the money
to anyone who is not satisfied after using
two-thirds.of a 25 or 50 cent bottle.
D. W. Ileseltiue & Co., 387 Congress

Washington, February 20.—A member
of the cabinet, in speaking today of the
attitude of the President on the question
of a war with Spain said:
“President McKinley is giving thought-

street.

ful and earnest consideration to every
phaso of the Cuban situation as it appears
but he will not be jingoed into war or act
in anticipation of events which may never

Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St.
He fully realizes what war means
occur.
King S. Ravmond, Cumberland Mills. and will not
St.
go to this last direful ex921
Congress
Wm. Oxnard,
the approval of his conwithout
Hotel.
tremity
Square
P.
S.
U.
Goold,Congress
A CARD.

W© gua7-antee every bottle of Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy and will refund tne money to
after using
any one who is not satisfied
it. It is the most successful medicine in
the world for bowel complaints, both
for children and adults.
D. W. Ileseltine <fc Co., 387

science and a firm conviction that such a
course would be right in the sight of God
and man. But whenever the honor and
integrity of the nation or its people become involved, the President may be de-

pended upon
it promptly.

Congress

to

do his whole duty and do

’’

LEE NOT ALARMED.

street.

despatch
Key West, February 20.—A
Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St.
Havana says that despite rumors to
King S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills. from
the contrary nothing Is yet known as to
Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St.
H. P. S. Goold, Congress Square Hotel. the conclusions reached thus far by the
The despatch also says
court of inquiry.
the
that the hoisting of the wreck of

Easy Food
isy
isy
isy

to

Buy,

Cook,
to Eat,

to

uaker Oats
At all grocers

Maine from the mud in which it has beimbedded is considered an impossibility and that eighty bodies still remain
in the wreck.
that
A report is current in Havana
United States Consul General Lee has
been threatened with assassination bnt he
is not at all alarmed. Havana is quiet.

come

BAD FIRE IN BELFAST.

Belfast, February 27.—Nearly all the
buildings on the estate of Capt. Robert
with

H. Coombs
Northport
tents were destroyed by fire. Loss, $0,000;
insurance, $5,000.
on

avenue

con-

WEST.

IN WARLIKE KEY

BODNS'

ARMY AND NAVY.

Key West,Fla. .February 25—The officers
Preparations
of the Maine
spent the day lounging
around. The Detroit’s officers came ashore
and met and congratulated old friends
from the Maine.
Whan shown the despatches published here saying that the
Maine’s fate was positively due to a submine explosion all the naval
marine
officers
relapsed into official silence.
Their opinion, however, whatever may be
its worth, undoubtedly favors the theory
;hat the blowing up of the Maine was no
accident.
An official from the Detroit,
ifter greeting an old shipmate who was
>n the Maine, said:
“All of us on ths
To this
Detroit wait to go to Havana.
be
“And
the Maine officer replied,
flown up like

were?”
young, who
we

Another Maine

standing by
rfficer, quite
;himed in and said, “No, sir, they will
lever blow up another of our ships, not if
ive hate to pack our magazines with|ice.
was

The wildest kind of rumors were in clrmlation around Key West during the day
iuoh as that the fleet was to be ordered to
Havana at once. War talk was freely indulged in, but beyond the concentration
>f the fleet, in accordance with orders

to Increase Their

Efficiency.

Washington, February

26. —In the absence of news from Havana on any subject other than the disposition of dead
bodies, the official mind turned today to
the Spanish statement,
an ; analysis of
made with more or less degree of official

sanction, respecting the total absence
of submarine mines from Havana harbor,
and it was regarded by the navy department as negativing the theory of an external oause of the explosion, just as recent letters put an end to the exploding
boiler theory as an Internal cause.
from the
Nothing was heard today
court of inquiry and the department is
In fact, the
Ignorant of its findings.
only news coming direct from Havana
to the Navy
Department during the
day was contained in the following despatch from Gapt. Slgsbee:
“Have succeeded in making arrangements
by which bodies may be sent to
Key West in hermetically sealed zinc
Refer to Forsyth for burial in
caskets.
West.

Key

that bodies here-

Probable

after

about
ind the New York and Iowa are
The battleship Texas arsix miles out.
The
-ivi'd at Tortugas this afternoon.
Detroit will leave on Monday with proThe
torpedo boat
visions for the fleet.
now here, will join the fleet to-

Can secure health permit
at Key West to land bodies there. Divers
cannot get down after bodies this morning. Much debris. Will cut it away.

Ericsson,

The Montgomery, the Marblcafter coaling,

morrow.

lead and the Nashville,
will wait here for orders.

Madrid, February 26.—Deputy Mosa
Uenea, an intimate friend of General
iVeyler, has received a message from the
’ormer captain general of Cuba denying
;he report that Weyler took from the War
Denn-rtment at Havana papers and plans
connected with the fortifications. It is
’urther said that all the d cuments and
plans relating to the campaign in Cuba
the "War Deire among the archives of

partment at Havana.
The Impureial today warns Spain to
‘Distrust the pacific speeches of Presitent McKinley and that of General Woodand
ford at the recent banquet here,”
idds: ‘‘America is activoly preparing for
war, which is inevitable If the rebellion

prolonged beyond May.”
SIX WERE KILLED.

4

Sleigh Struck by
Near

a

by uniform.

ing

ma

placed

Grand Trunk Train

in

(Signed)
“SIGSBEE.”

reply was sent:
Havana—Referring

to

your telegram of this date, send bodies
that may hereafter be recovered to Key
West for burial. Send by Bache.

(Signed)
“LONG.”
Wnof

fT1,-.

follows:
“To Naval

n

JncnotoK

ren

c

fnptxrnrflorl

es

station, Key West—Sigsbes

send bodies that may hereordered to
after be recovered to Key WeBt for temporary burial. Will arrive in hermetically sealed zinc caskets. Make neoessary
Bodies will arrive by
arrangements.

It is thought at
there are
probably about 60 bodies remaining to be discovered and extricated
from the wreck.
THE TERROR AND CHICAGO.

turreted monitor Terror
New York this evening from

double

tsarted

exhibits, must bo authenticated by Capt.
Sampson and Judge Advocate Marix. It
will then be forwarded to Admiral Sioard,
the
regulations requiring that it “be
submitted for the consideration of the
officer convening the court,” who, in this
the admiral of the fleet.
There
is no speciflo provision as to the revision
or
approval which he is to give it and
the endorsement of Admiral Sicard will
depend upon the circumstances of the
case, was

probably being formed with a view
to its early transmission to the Navy Department. The admiral will then forward it to the office of the judge advo-

bodies and fragments Of
from the tracks and contin-

for

far

lebris

the northward
journey several
before It could be stopped,
passing over several bodies in its proThe victims of the disaster were
wess.
.n their way from West
Harvey to Blue

uing

on

hundred feet

Island
be

where

a

surprise

party

was

to

OF

AMERICAN

a

THE COURT’S REPORT.
With the

proceedings

of the court of in-

quiry drawing to a close, attention is
directed to the form and
now being

held.

DAUGHTERS

sufficient battery to make her,
when speed is taken into ncoount, a very
Her personnel will
effective gun boat.
same as before she went to
remain the
the yard for repairs last fall.
now

RE-

VOLUTION.
Washington, February 26.—This was
the closing day of tho meeting of the
Continental Congress of the
seventh
Daughters of the American Revolution,
in the absence of Mrs. Stevenson, Mrs.
Rose Brackett, the ilrst vice-president
genera), was in the chair.
Mrs. Mary S. Lockwood was elected to
Lhe editorship of the American
Monthly
Magazine, the organ of the society. Con-

u
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latitude far inquiry and yet certain general features will have to be obthe navy regulations gov
served under
erning Inquiries of this kind. These
widest

explained today by Capt. Lemley,
judge advocate general of the navy, and
were

Lauchhelmroer,

a veteran In the
legal arm of the naval service and author
of standard works on courts of inquiry,
court martial, etc. As a general rule. It
was explained, a court of inquiry sub-

Lieut.

Annual Statement
OF THE

Connecticut Mutual

general,

where it will become a permanent record. The Secretary of the
Navy and ultimately the President will
pass on tho opinion of the court, but as
of fact stand without
» rule the findings
cate

Co.,

Life Insurance
Of

oase,

Hartford,

SPRING

Conn.

DISPLAY OF

Net Assets, January l, 1897,
$60,981,671.61
RECEIVED IN 1897.
For Fremiums.... $4,743,410.04
and
For Interest
Kents. 3,153,044 47
Profit and Loss....
65,289.82
-$7,961,744.33

approval.

New Wool Dress Fabrics.
Our dress

WANT TO JOIN. THE ARMY.

for this

mits not only tho evidence taken, hut
disoussion followed a motion
siderable
also
gives its conclusions drawn from
by Mrs. Champion of Connecticut, that
Under rule 726, when
the evidence.
tablet be placed under the portraits of
courts are required to find facts thero is
Mrs. Harrison, which hangs in tho White
to be reported not only a recital of evibouse, telling of her connection with the
dence, but “also the results and concluA
lirst president general.
jrgan as its
sions of the court from hearing the evilechnical question
brought up as to
dence.” In this respect the findings are
whether the secretary lias the right to do
exact and conclusive on
much more
in
the
resulted
this without permission,
of fact than the civil findings
Issues
all
reference of the matter to the National
of a jury or of an inquest. Usually there
Board of managers.
which specifies the exact
Is a precept
Tho reports of the committee on the
on which the court is to make
charges
the
of
of
the
Daughters
imalgamation
In tho present case, however,
a finding.
Revolution and tho Daughters of the
the precept sent by Admrial Sicard was
American Revolution, was read by Mrs.
general in terms, 6iraply directing the
Eiiliza Newcomb Alexander. It expressed
court to inquire into and report on the
two
the
of
organihope of consolidation
attending the wreck of
circumstances
discussion
the
of
sations and tho outcome
This giveB the court wide
Maine.
the
expected, will be
which followed, it is
in prosecuting its inquiry.
the appointment of a committee to ar- scope
In form the report will be in two parts,
of
the
of
representatives
a
meeting
range
of facts and, second,
first, tho findings
the two organizations.
of the court. 'Iho findings
the
opinion
A touching incident just before the adquestion of fact
take up each material
journment of the morning session was
involved and give the conclusion of the
to
Mrs.
Stevenson
of
a
the presentation
The opinion states what
court upon it.
silver loving cup, the gift of the society.
he done under each finding of fact.
should
The
presentation was made by Mrs.
This opinion relates to the usual cases
Forsyth of New York. Mrs. Stevenson
are on trial, but in
the
A motion was in which officers
her thanks.
returned
adopted that the society bo represented at present case it would not, of course, exthe coming exposition.
tend to opinions on the government polithe
to
findings of facts.
cy applicable
ONE DAY
TO CUKE A COLD IN
Tne circumstances of the present case
All are
so
unusual, involving the relation
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
druggists refund the money if it fails to to cure of two governments, that tho repor,
may
tablets
on
ejich
iDc. The genuine has L. B. Q.

spent the past
department.

has just

week

returned

huntiug

up

from New York,

and

new

novelties

rare

beautiful collection of Foreign Wool Novelties in
both colored and black that will be difficult to excel.
The result is

DISBURSED IN 1897.
the War Department For
claims
and
death
by
have completed all tho preliminary work matured enEor the immediate execution of the bill dowments t $4,456,832.23
rewhich is expected to become a law with- Surplus
turned to polin the next few days, providing for two icy holders.. 1,284,481.48
There Lapsed and
additional regiments of artilery.
Surrenders d
will be no difficulty in securing the men, Policies
596,133.76
been
have
enlistment
for
is applications
Total
to
Policy
holneedthe
number
of
excess
received far in
ders .$6,337,447.47
ed, viz: 1,610 men. Great care will be Commissions to Agents,
Salaries, Medical Extaken in the recruiting and only the best
aminers* fees,Printing,
Under the law all
will be
officials

The

goods buyer

where he has

_$68,943,415.94

of

a

Of Their Newness and Correctness

■

there’s not

a

includes

The collection

shadow of doubt.

that is new and

everything

stylish.

....

aooepted.

men

Advertising,

Illuminated

Serges

Legal,

Real Estate and all
other Expenses.
AAXES.

As fast as reoruited they will be gathsred at the reoruiting rendezvous and hold
to await the action of the general comThe principal rendezvous for
manding,
Fort Slocum, N. Y.;
recruits are at

SCHEDULE OF ASSETS.
Loans upon Real Estate, first lien, .$33,045,67.3.68
2,300.00
Loans upon Stocks and Bonds.
983,315.72
Premium Rotes on Policies in force
Cost of Real Estate owned by the
9,840,914 84
Company
Cost of Bonds. 15,924 674.25
473,504.16
Cost of Bank and Railroad Stocks..

Washington

barracks;

Columbus

bar-

rorc onerician, ui.
anti
racks, unio;
Jefferson barracks, St. Louis. The present intention is to transfer some of the

Bal. Net

L.di'Ul 111

Assets,

Dee.

850,479.66
346,938.43
31, 1897,

and

recruits.

With the two new

Checked

$61,408,550.38

jravers

to nearly 27,000 men. The new organization will result in the promotion of
two lieutenant colonels, four majors, ten
captains, 34 first lieutenants and three
second lieutenants, and will absorb the
18 additional second lieutenants of in-

One of the assailants knelt In the middle of the road and aimed straight at the
King, who roticed that the man’s hand
was
shaking. Xho shot missed and the
King had a clear view of the man who.
His Majesty says, was barely 20 years
old. He continued to fire after the carriage until they were out of range. His
companion, who was more cowardly, did
not leave the ditch.
As soon as the news became known all
the leading
politicians hastened to the
palaco to express their congratulations
_rLn

nconno

rtf

imy HaiMuyo

nnrl tVtn

Princess.
The action of His Majesty io shielding
the Princes at the risk of his own life
has aroused great enthusiasm.
arrived near the
When the carriage
spot where the assailants were concealed,
rose
to
his
one of them
feet, crying in
Greek, “Stop, your majesty.’’ The King
cooly rose and standing in front of his
daughter, brandished his walking stick,
The first shot was
crying “Begone.’’
fired at a distance of 20 yards. The King
a third individual
says that he perceived
further away and several persons who
the
vicinity during the afterwere in

report seeing

noon,
men in

suspicious looking

field beside the road.
who was on horseback some
A cadet,
the royal carriage, heard
behind
distance
and
shots
galloped to the scene in
the
time to see the King’s assailants floeing
of Hymettus. Strong
in the direction
the districts in search
patrols aro scouring
assassins.
would-be
the
of
and M. Balli, former
M. Delyannis
premiers, were toamong the first to arrive
offer
their congratulaat the palace
tions. At half past nine o’clock the Meheld
a
service
thanksgiving
tropolitan
iu the palace chapel. The Queen knelt,
A
the
service.
throughout
sobbing
has been fixed to be
solemn Te Deuin
held in the cathedral tomorrow morning,
at which all the members of the royal
family will attend. All the diplomats
of prominence
have
and personages
His Majesty said
called at the palace.
tho
subversive propaganda
tn them that
of certain journals had brought about deresults.
plorable
Shortly after midnight the police were
of the club of which the
on the track
were
members.
The
King’s assailants
acsassins were chosen by lot. It is exthat several arrests will shortly be
a

pected
made.

__

THIS MODERN WAY.
itself to the well informed to
and effectually what was
do pleasantly
done in the orudest manner and

Commends

formerly

edy,^Syrup
Fig

as

well.

Poplins—an entirely

$1.00 yd.

new weave,

$1.00 yd.
$1.00 yd.

Cheviots—very“stylish,
noveiiy ouitiugs

m

uiue, grcou,

wiunu

yd.

$1.25

$1.50 yd.
Single Dress Patterns-.-in new effects, $7.50 to 12.00 each
Crepon in Bayedere and Souffle effects—in 20
different styles—very choice.
$14.00 and 15.00 pattern
Bayedere Novelties—the very latest,

4,619.17

If you

are

going

to buy

a

dress for spring

wear,

buy

now

while the assortment is unbroken.

13,962.4'J

We shall continue to give the Cambric Skirt Lining-best
quality—free with every wool dress pattern bought of us,

Liabilities:

NEW LACES AND

Amount required to reinsure all outstanding

Policies, net, Company’s standard.$54,924,070.00
All other liabilities- 1,303,654.97

TRIMMINGS.

-$56,227,724.97

Miss Gates and Miss

Subplus.$7,360,936.01
Ratio of expenses of management

to receipts In 1897. 10.68 per cent.
Policies iu force Dee. 31, 1897,
66,705 Insuring. $157,701,387.00

JACOB L. GREENE, President.
JOHN M. TAYLOR, Vice-Prest.
EDWARD M. BUNCE, Secretary.
DANIEL H. WELLS, Actuary.
H. N. FAIRBANKS, General Agent,
47 Main St.,
BANGOR, MAINE.
tc

feb25 d3t

AT DEPARTMENTS.

our

Lace and

quantities of
throughly posted on
if

so

have

EASTMAN EROS. 4 BANCROFT.

nrm

Washington, February 27.—The usual
Sunday quiet prevailed today at the State,
Captain
War and Navy Departments.
Crowninshield was In his office in the Navy
Department only long enough to open his
A
mail and a few important telegrams.
cablegram was received from Havana
confirming the published statement that

Blossom, representing

also back from market with

Trimming departments,
goods for their respective departments and are
what’s to be most worn. Perhaps you would like their advice,
which they
come in and let them show you the pretty things
over with you.
talk
the
matter
and
bought
are

DELEGATES TO WASHINGTON.

Accident, Employers’ Liability

New Bedford, Mass., Feb. 27.—The
strike coimcil at a meeting today decided to send two delegates to Washington
to represent the New Bedford unions at
the hearings of the Congressional judiciary committee on Representative Love31 Exchange St., Agents of
ring’s 58 hour amendment to the Constithe Maine court of inquiry left there on tution. The delegates chosen are John
the Mangrove yesterday for Key West. A Hannigan of the spinners union and
oablo was received from Minister RookAssurance
Secretary John Waldron of the carders.
hill at Athens briefly stating that an ct- The matter of
OF LONDON. ENG.,
securing the assistance of
DEC. 31.1897.
tempt had been made to kill King George, the American Federation of Labor, ac- U. S. BRANCH. STATEMENT
Insurance department,
with
shots
Five
results.
Deposited
bnt without serious
was
not
and
New York, Massachusetts,Ohio
cording to Secretary Cunnane,
were fired by the would be assassin.
$929,313.00
trustees,
discussed at the meeting of the strike
INCOME.
MEN
DISCOURAGED.
BIDDEFORD
council.
$1,058,004.23
Premiums.
Interest (including apsaid
Biddeford, February 27.—It is
preciation)
BODY HORRIBLY MUTILATED.
weavers
the
that
fifty
tonight
EXPENDITURE.
Lewiston, Feb. 27.—The horribly mupreparain the York mills are making
$620,659.51
of a man who had been run Losses,
250.949.32
tions to go to Jewett City, Conn., where tilated body
Commissions,
51.405.68
French oper- over by one of the night freights was Salaries,
work.
to
will
Many
go
they
23.906.37
State
fees,
atives who have been waiting for the found in the upper MAine Central freight All other charges,
64.414.63
mills to start will leave for Canada the yard about one o’clock this morning. Remittances to
1,011,335.51
head office, $65,405.75
coming week. Business men are despon- Later in the day the body was indenti$97,601.94
dent and they fear the city will be ruined fied as that of John Reily, a Grand Army
Business
unless the strike is soon ended
ASSETS.
man who is well known in local police
is at a standstill and many clerks are
States bonds,
$288,625.00
circles. It is thought that he was killed United
11,975.00
State and county bonds,
taking enforced vacations.
to board the west bound Municipal and town bonds, 274,825.00
while
trying
It is stated tonight that the York gates
320,604.58
Railroad bonds,

Fidslity Insarance.

and

MS & CO.

ANDERSON,

The Employers’ Liability

Corporation, limited,

_^^13$1,108.937.45

—in Ko

nnnnnil In

the

moraine.

but it

freight.

LATE MARINE NEWS.

cannot be verified.
PASTOR FREY RESIGN.
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.)

tJOOtnoay,

reu.

—oaucu sum. ajcuu<*

and Marion.
Boston, Feb. 27.—Arrived tug Argus

Biddeford, February 27.—At the Seoond
Portland.
Congregational church today the resignaPhiladelpbia, Feb. 27.—Ar. str. HarArthur
Frey,
tion of the pastor, Rev. T.
Portsmouth, towing barge Nerrisburg,
Ho is now in Denver, in quest
was read.
from Portland.
of health and has been advised that it riam
Hvannis, Mass., Feb. 27.—Ar. schr.
New
will not do for him to return to
Geo. W. Glorie, Barren island for PortEngland.
land and sailed. Passed schr. Alicia B.
BRIEFLY TOLD.
Crosby, Norfolk for Portland; John L.
Treat, Brunswick, Ga,, for Portland.
Fire in the Brown building, 143-150
CARTHAGINIAN AT HALIFAX.
Worth street. New York, caused $50,000
The steamer Carthaginian arrived at
loss Saturday night.
The Stamford dye works at Lynchburg, Halifax yesterday from Liverpool and
Loss sailed immediately for Portland.
W.
Va., burned this morning.
$100,000.
Saturday night the
York.
the Yale
Brown hocky team defeated
In

THE TERROR SIGHTED.

New

New York, February 28.—The monitor
Terror anchored off Totnpkinsville at 1.05

team 2 to 1.
Fever and famine are reported to be a. m.
causing a sad state of affairs in the Cape
de Verde islands.
Gov. Ramsdell'of New Hampshire has
to ascertain how long it
taken steps
would tako to mobilize the national guard
of that state.
MR. THOMAS’S PREDECESSOR.
Southampton,February 26.—The Amerwhich sails
ican line steamer St. Paul,
has
from this port today for New York,
Thomas D.
Mr.
among her passengers
ex-United States minister to

Ferguson,
Sweden and Norway.

TO MAKE ALLIANCE READY.

Portsmouth, N. H., February 27.—OrTo cleanse the sysPortsmouth
ders were received at the
and
send the United States
tem and break up colds, headaches,
navy yard today to
after effects,
fevers without unpleasant
steamer Alliance to sea on April 1st. She
the delightful liquid laxative rem- will be
put In first class repair by that
Made by California
of Figs
time.
Co.
Syrup

disagreeably

90c yd.

and red,

$61,410,967.35

QUIET

yd.

75c

75c, 88c yd.

Etamines—all colors,

w

...

Bills receivable.

Rents due and accrued.

68c,

weave,

and Henriettas—new shades,

Checked
7,534,865.56

2,416.97
Less Agents’ Credit Balances.
commissioned officers and men to the
$61,408,550.38
new regiments as a neuclus for their orAdd
ganization and to fill their places by pro- Interest due and accrued $1,029,649,71
motion

Suitings—momie

Cobalines—new effects,

men must be citizens of the
the new
It is probable that the
United States.
ranks will be recruited to a large extent
trom men who have already served one
cr more terms in the army.

No vacancies will be created,
Hampton Roads under orders Issued to- fantry.
and
no appointments will have
filled
bus
26.—A
however,
reina
most
February
be
Chicago,
powerful
day. She will
with pleasure seekers was struck by a forcement to the defense of the commer- to be made. The commanders of the new
be Lieutenant Colonels
will
3rand Trunk passenger train at the Wes- cial
metropolis in case of need and sta- regiments
Wiliister and Wm. Sinclair, who
south of Blue Isl- tioned in the Narrows, it would be diffi- E. W.
avenue crossing,
:ern
will be promoted to the grade of oolonel
ind, in the southwestern part of the city cult for any hostile ship to pass her. With as soon as the bill becomes a law.
number
of
the
Six
it 9 o’clock tonight.
the exception of the arrival of the trainAIMED TO KILL.
were killed and none of ti e ocoupants of ing ship Essex at Hampton Roads today
without
injury, and the Brooklyn’s arrival at St. Lucia,
;he vehicle escaped
Flreu at King George of
Nine
Shots
20 being badly hurt. The dead Drobably
her way to La
ibout
to coal on
Greece.
ire:
Guayra, distant 500 miles, this was the
Mary Ritze. 17 years old.
only naval movement today.
Jennie Willette, 18 years old.
number of alarming'
a
Athens, February 26.—An unsuccesswere
There
3tories today as to the shipments of or- ful attempt was made today to assassl
Sophia Van Buren, 15 years old.
Louis Sauerrier, 15 years old.
dnances from the Washington navy yard Date King George of Greece.
The King was returning from PhelerFred Pelky, 20 years old.
to New York, for the arming of the auxUnidentified woman, taken to West iliary navy. It is said at the department um at 5 o’clock in the evening in a
Princess
that so far none of the small guns have landau, accompanied by the
Harvey.
The injured are:
bean shipped today, but that a tew from Maria, when two men, who were hidden
George Sauorbier, driver, collarb one the Chicago, probably 14 five-inch rapid in a ditch alongside the road, opened
fire with guns upon the occupants of the
proken and severely bruised.
firing guns, will be despatched Monday carriage. The first shot missed,
but
Thomas Hayes, spine injured and ribs or Tuesday.
the second wounded a footman in the
recover.
caunot
in
the
coachman
With these guns
up his
aroken;
Chicago arm. The
whipped
place,
The train which collided with the bus would be pretty well modernized in the horses and the royal party dashed away
at a gallop. The miscreants fired seven
toward Chicago. It was be- matter of armament.
She will carry
was bound
none of which
more shots after them,
in
hind them as approached Blue Island still her four
guns
big eight-inch
took effect and the King and Princess
at
a
unharmed.
The
was
to
the
and
returned
on
the
the
while
Tom
going
palace
southeast,
sponsons on the spar deck,
states that one of the assailants
ligh rate of speed. As the bus rounded gun deck these 14 five-inch rapid firing King
was dressed in gray clothing and His
curve in the road, the train was seen
declares that he could easily
guns will replace eight six-inch guns Majesty
down
A
is
to
The
grade
preslight
old
Dolphin
of
go identify him.
ipproaching.
pattern.
news of the attempt upon the
The
from stopping the into commission in New York on the 24th
vented the driver
life caused a great sensation.
vehicle, as it slipped on the ice and snow, of March. Although rated as the Presi- King’s
When the second shot whizzed past the
ind just as tho frightened horses leaped dent’s
yacht the vessel, which has been carriage the King rose and stood in front
the heavy loicross the railway tracks
thoroughly overhauled and furnished of his daughter in order to shield her.
comotive struck the vehicle in the middle, with new boilers and decks, oarrles even One of the horses was slightly wounded.

hurling human

52(1

Market value of stocks
regiments there will be seven regiments
and bonds over cost.
771,770.27
of artillery and the total strongth of the Net uncollected and de(Signed)
ferred premiums.
302,728.13
orthe
hospital corps,
army, including
-$2,180,110.60
“LONG.”
dnance aDd engineers’ battalions and the
the department that
West Point detaohment will bo increased Clitoss Assets, December 31, 1897, $63,588,660.98

Bache.

The

Chicago,

charge of wreck-

ster.

The following
“To
Slgsbee,

UNCLE SAM’S INTENTIONS.

in Cuba is

cannot be recognized.
Probably
bodies will not remain intact. Condition of bodies requires Immediate notion.
Merritt may be recognized
Jenkins and

Wainwright

MISCELLANEOUS.

port,accompanied

nothing occurredSJto
Washington,
The Deinstify additional excitement.
;roit, the Nashville, the Montgomery and
ihe Marblehead are at the dock ooaling
rom

be confined to findings of fact, without
the usual opinion of the court.
When the inquiry is concluded the reby all the evidence and

The
will
sal.

Cash Deposited with trustees, with Kidder, Peabody & Co.,
1,15».34
Cash iu hand and in bank.
Interest due and accrued
on bonds, not included
7,13*.09
in market value,
Premiums in due course of
2i4 539.18
collection,

Agents’ balances
(Premiums three
months

overdue), $7,352.47 -—$l,U)i»,009.52

LIABILILIES.
Reserve for

out-

standing, contingent and
direct,

$258,490.00
60,806.29

etc

for

Reserve

unexpired

USKS’

^

792.703.36

$412,306.16
Head Office Statement.
March 31, 1897.
CAPITAL, SUBSCRIBED, $3,750,000.
$750,000.00
Capital, paid up in cash.
of
Assets, exclusive
2,297,155.00
capital,
guaranteed
$l,lto,680.00
Liabilities,

Surplus

as

regards policy holders,

Summary of

Surplus

as

regards pol-

o/guSraffieed capital

G?SteedCaPltar’n
available

1,101,475.00

resources,

Total

DAMON ASSEMBLY.

losses

3.000,000.00

gtk297.155.00

feb22eod3w

degree staff of Damon assembly
meet

Tuesday

afternoon for rehear-

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.

subscriber he.reby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed Executor of the
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, I
and Testament of
Will
last
Lucas County.
) ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the
LEWIS AV. PENDLETON late of Portland,
&
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, as the
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo, law directs, and I have appointed AVilliam M.
County and State aforesaid, and that said firm Bradley of Portland, Maine, my agent or attorwill pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- ney within the state. All persons having deLARS for each and every case of Catarrh ,cants against the estate of said deceased are
that cannot be cured by the use of Hall s desired to present the same for settlement, and
Catarrh Cur.
all indebted thereto are requested to make
Frank .T.Cheney.
payment immediately.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my tDAVARD AV. PENDLETON, Detroit, Mich.
or to AVILLIAM -At. BRADLEY,
presence, tills 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
Agent or Attorney.
A. YV. GLEASON,
feblGdlaw3wW*
Portland. Feb. 15, 1898.
Notary Pnblie.

THE

Hall’s Catarvh Cure is taken internally and
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of tile system. Send for testimonials, free
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists. 75n.
Hall’s Family Fills are the bets.

H. E. KVMLLS

PianO Tunes*,
Order

slate

at Chandler’s Musi® Store, A31
Congress street.

EAST COMMERCIAL STREET
■

Disease of the Kidneys Are
The Grand Trunk Wants. It For
Always Serious.
Yard Room.

Bright's Disease is Catarrh of the Kidneys.
Pe-ru-na Cures
of These

Catarrh,
Organs.

The

Committee

Streets Visit

X

ney trouble. Am
now entirely cured. Mrs. Ann Nel-

to seek out catarrhal affections, no
matter to what vital organs they have
penetrated, is truly remarkable. Peru-na will cure catarrh, and by curing
catarrh has undoubtedly saved hundreds from a death that would have
been attributed to Bright’s disease,

a

Peter whore it may be located.
ru-na will do it.
everywhere
to
Dr.
sell Pe-ru-ua. For advice, write
S. B. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio, ho
will crivA it; tr» vnn free.

Druggists

Municipal court, Saturday, cases
disposed of as follows;
Michael J. Mini.ough.' Assault; probable cause found; bail $1,000.
Win. Nickerson and Edward Fitzgerald
each ordered to recognize in $200 with
sureties for appearance at May term, 1898,
of Superior court as material witnesses

A GOTHIC CATHEDRAL.

er’s subject Is “A Gothic Catheral,’
Chartres being the representative selected
It will be remembered that this wonder
fuljcnthedral was that which Inspired
Mr. James Russell Lowell’s impressive
Perkins's
All who heard Mr.
poem.
lecture on “Parsifal'’ were delighted by
the vividness with which that great music
drama was described—the lecturer’s own
enthusiasm and evident
delight In his
subject being a peculiar inspiration to
the portrayal of his theme. We may look
for much of the same charm in the deMr.
lineation of his present subject.
Perkins spent a long time in France durand
made
a
the
special
ing
past summer,
study of French cathedrals, returning
with an enthusiasm about them which,
with his unusual power of vividly presenting significant facts, and of conveying
his own strong impressions concerning
them, be will undoubtedly communicate
to all who hear him.
CLUB.

Equal
of

Eastern
Promenade,
Saturday afternoon. It was a very interesting meeting and there was a large
attendance. An important amendment
was passed,
changing the wording of

Donnell,

the constitution from women to parties
or persons, thus allowing men to become
members of the club.
Work for the coming year was also discussed and a programme committee appointed for the next meeting.
officers were elected
Tha
following

straight line

received from the law

for the

Chase & Sanborn’s

Seal Brand Coffee

ROBIN SON-PI A YES.

is

of the Immaculate
Mr. Joseph F. Robinson and
were married by the

At the Cathedral

i the joys of

strange that

a

delight

drink

in

made

from such material.

MRS. CARVER'S READING.

ston

not

thousands of homes

A recepvery handsome.
tion was held at the home of the bride.

drug

par excellent.
And it is

were

At any
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EAST COMMERCIAL

1 p. m., 3
on

too, and 7 to 9
March 2nd, then it will

sion afier 5 p. m.

p.m.,

except

not be in

During these

ses-

hours

the voting lists will be revised and corrected. Let every Republican see that
his

name

is on the list and see that it is

voting lists.”
J. J.

Gerrlsh
of the

granting

spoke in favor
petition of the

of

the

Grand

Trunk.
The oommittee voted to defer action on
tho
matter
until
eleven o’clock to

day when it will act upon the petition.

United States for thejpurpose of erecting
a monument to Gen. Lafayette in Paris,
the same to

be

presented to the French
government and unveiled and dedioated
on July 4, 1900.
The language of the preamble caused
Mr. Hale to inquire what “remarkable
document” was being read.
Mr. Thurston explained tho resolution,
and then Mr. Hale suggested that the
preamble i.be stricken out as the “grand
and lofty tumbling of it3 rhetorio” was
a
reflection on tho sanity of the Senate.

Worfc of

Improvement .Will Go Itight On.
[SFECIAli

TO THE

sundry civil bill today, but ChairCannon held tho floor with It until
to yield to Mr.
adjournment, refusing
Eoutelle of Maine, the chairman of the
naval committee, who was anxious to
for the hill reportsecure consideration
ed by him for the relief of the victims and
the

man

PEE8E-]

Washington, February 26.—The sundry
civil appropriation Dili has passed the
House with the items for Portland and
Rockland harbors as it was
reported
from the committee on appropriations,
>200,000Jfor Portland harbor and $300,000
for

Every
! himself

|

grocer
on

class of

who

handling

prides

the best

goods sells Chase &

Rockland.

propriation will be required. A total expenditure of $830,000 has been authorized

:

in

one

and two

sealed with
tee of

a

seal

perfection.

Shall the road be foroed to go
out to Deering, to Falmouth or to some
other place outsido tho city limits when
right at hand and just where it is most
needed is land which can be readily utilized for this purpose and which is at presMr. Strout conent of nse to no one?
of the
tinued to say that (ho business
Grand Trunk in the next few years would
be larger than it has ever been before and

tho contract is
The rate of
time has been
pated that the

ivt

JUCllta

during

It will equal the tonnage of Boston
offered the property owners on the slopo ter.
of Munjoy hill one and one-half oents a for the winter months and in a few years
foot for their land in his efforts to obtain it will exceed the tonnage of New York
if the Grand Trunk has a chanoo to. expossession of it.
tend its system
It would not be feasible
g Mr. Strout said that when the matter
the city
first came up he had gone to Mr. Thomas for the Grand Trunk to go outside
build its freight yard and it would
and asked him to make a price on his to
land. After a great deal of writing back greatly hamper the road if it was obliged
to give
and forth and several interviews no de- to do this. The Grand Trunk has
a full
cision had been arrived at and as Mr. a guarantee to the steamships of
Thomas would not make an offer to tho cargo and pay for any vacant spree.
is delayed in
the Grand Trunk had not pressed Every day that a

railroad

careful washing
should be cleansed with

|S

|FAIRY
SHI
SM

i

SOAP OP T1IE CENTURY. " i^p;
Btera-ior the toilet, Lath and laundry.
Sold evsrytvbcre in ttarco
St. Louis. New York, r
Made only bv THE S. S. I'AISBAHKCOSPAJY, Chicago.
TXJE.
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MM8a«BflSligSg

SPRING STYLES FOR 1898.

VIVIV

harbor;
£300,000 for Wilmington,
Del., and increasing the appropriation
for Boston harbor from $1 00,000 to $250,
0C0, were adopted. As contracts for these
works had been authorized, they were
The emend
the rules.
in order under
ment offered by Mr. Grosvonor, Republican of Ohio, appropriating $28,880 for the
continuation of the publication of the
Reoord of the Rebellion was adopted.
committee of the
At 5.15 p.’m. the
without having completed
whole rose
the consideration of the bill.

PORTLANDS LOST BY A GOAL.

Turnbull,

No

mao

Socks

right

Ke matter

without

a

becoming

Hat;

Slow well Sis may Sis dressed
otherwise lie needs a

HAT
ElflLIL

TO TOP
him out.

popular shapes, either sett
stiff, just as you fancy, and we don’t charge
Hat store prices either, ton will find

We have all the new and
or

a

saving here In the Hat dine
as well as ether

things,

back;

up to the present Goal. Won by. Rush by. Caged by. Time.
slow, but it is antici- 1— Portland, Campbell, Campbell,
2.15
rate required by contract 2— Portland, Murphy,
.25
Campbell,
5.35
It
is
re3—
in
future.
the
attained
Murphy,
Rockland, Murphy,
will be
.30
4—
Murphy,
Murphy,
quired by this contraot that work be car- 5— Rookland,
5.20
McKay,
Portland, Murphy.
ried on at a rate of progress at least equal
Murphy,-Limit
14.05
to tho rate at which funds shall be made 6— Rockland, Murphy,
Perry,
Limit.
Murphy,
June
the
For
30,
available.
year (nftlng
0.00
Whipple,
The aot of 7— Portland, Murphy,
1898, $350,000 was allotted.
3.80
8— Rockland, Campbell, Murphy,
2.25
JuneS, 1896, provides “that any part of 9— Rookland, Murphy, Lincoln,
Limit
the annual allotment herein provided for,
Murphy,Score, Rockland, 5; Portland, 4. Stops,
and paid for material furnot earned
Smith, S3; Allen, 32. Foul, Campbell,
nished or work done in one fiscal year, 1
Timer, A. T.
Referee, Snowman.
Attendance, 400.
may be paid for material furnished and Blacklngton.
very

TRY OS, OR RATHER TRY THE HATS.
■— -——-■—■-—-—™

—

-—

under the contracts in any
fiscal year. The work under
the present contraot, ought tojjbe finished
in the year 1900. Last year’s appropriation having been $350.000,and this year’s
in the
$200,090, tho total appropriated
last bill and the presentf,bill is $550,000.
work done

subsequent

BATH, 3, LEWISTON, 1.
Lewiston,February 26.—Bath won from
Lewiston tonight in a lively and scrappy
The team work of Bath did much
game.
The work of Bursuccess.
toward its
gess at the goal was phenomenal. Kelley,
the referee, allowed the Bath team alto-

Thus this year’s appropriations gives a
too many liberties.
MeGilvray
larger sum than is needed to complete gether
fouled Gay and Walton sevthe present contract, which amounts to deliberately
sral times. Jason played a lively game
$51S,Q00.
Tho

improvements

for

Rockiand har-

sions to Mt.

it looks as though the road might be Eastern Promenade not being built upon
obliged to build a 'new elevator in the and give the city a chance to acquire the
future to handle the immense business. land on this slope to add to the Eastern
Mr. Strout areued that it was for the in- Promenade.
! tercst of the city of Portland to grant the
COT! request of the raliroad which is doing so DIVISION SUPERINTENDENT
TER
much for this city.
of the Grand Trunk said that few men
JiK. ELIAS THOMAS
realize the amount of tonnage which has
stated at this point that Mr. Strout had come into Portland
the past win-

require

by different members to inject
into the bill
river and harbor items
three of them being successful; amend

progress

base of Munjoy hill should be taken into
consideration.

said that the discontinuance of East Commercial street would in no way affect tho
plans of the park commissioners, who
(lhconwould he glad to see thu street

H

made

McKay, centre;
Allan, goal.

$518,499.

spoke against the granting of the petition
and suggested that tho proposed park way
which had been contemplated around the

PARK COMMISSIONER JORDAN

and all other fabrics that

Portland harbor, but .all of-tiiis has
on
Rockland, February 26.—-The visitors
were defeated tonight in one of the hardnot been contracted for.
under est fought games of the season. The
was entered jnto
Tho contract
date of June 4, 1897, and work thereunder summary:
has been begun. Under tho terms of the
Rockland—Murphy, Lincoln, rushers;
Gendreau, half tack
timo for its completion is Perry, centre;
contract the
Smith, goal.
governed by tho availability of funds for
Portland—Campbell, Whipple, rushers;
payment. The approximate amount of
half

been attracting almost'as much attention
in the city as those of Congress. Thursday evening the ladies of tho Maine delegation in
Congress received the Maine

LEANDER W. FOBES

8

survivors of the Maine disaster. About
20 pages of the sundry civil bill wero
disposed of today. Many efforts wore

sums

for Lewiston,

but did not have bis eye

four

bles.

She

of her

now

ironrt;

enjoyable

complete

Washington,

February 26.—During

in

a

long speech, opposed the admission

Mr. Corbett, while Messrs. Foraker,
Kyle and Mantle supported Mr. CorTile vote on the case, it
bett’s
claims.
has been agreed, will be taken next Mon-

day at 3 p. in.
Mr. Mantle or Montana declared his intention to support tho claim of Mr. Corbett to a seat m the Senate. He said tho
right of a sovereign state to bo represented at all times in the Sonata was beyond
doubt.
Bills to provide for tho disposition of
abandoned imported merchandise; to
grant the right of way through the Indian territory to the Denison, Benham
and New Orleans railroad company for

Read her

recovery.

Dear Mrs. Pinkiiam:—I wish you to

and

Liver

Pills

have done for
me.

I suffered
for four years
with
womb

trouble.

My

doctor said I
had falling of
the womb. I

a

of

wit,In fpmnlo fron-

publish what Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, Sanative Wash

LOFTY'TUMSLING7

greater part of tho Sonate's session today
the right of Henry W. Corbett to a
seat from the State of Oregon, was under
discussion. Hr. Thurston of Nebraska,

Proprietor

letter:

week.

GRAND AND

REDLOfcl,

_—---—

writes to Mrs. Pinlcham

ExcurVernon, and visits to the
Capitol, the White House, and the new
Congressional library have completed a
very

CHAS. H.

MRS. LUCY GOODWIN

delegates at the Hamilton hotel.

the purpose of constructing a railway;
to establish a lighthouse and fog signal
steamship
port over her sailing timo cost3 to the at a point north of tho bell bnoy near the
matter any further.
pound cans, tho.Mr. Thomas
of the Pollock Rip shoals
said that Mr. Strout was Grand Trunk $"09. It is most necessary broken part
be on the coast of Massachusetts, at a cost
mistaken if ho said that more than one that enough freight yard room should
and guaran- and one half cents had been offered for had to keep
to ol §80,060; and giving the assentj of Conenough freight on hand
to a
change of the compact entered
the land for this was the only proposition prevent delay in shipment If there are big gress
between the United States and the State
which Mr. Strout had made him In be- storms to delay traffic.

| Sanborn’s Seal Brand Coffee,
{

Trunk must have some means of handling
The road today has no chance
its trains.
to handle its freights and room must be

^FINeTl^EeS

land

PORTLAND HARBOR-

The portion which it is

sale of school lands, wore pissed.
Mr. Thurston of Nebraska then called
for a commission
up a joint resolution
the collection of a fund
to supervise
among all the schools and colleges of the

correctly. The Statute says:
“Every person qualified to vote as hereinbefore provided, shall vote only in the
ward of the city and voting precinct
This was agreed to and the resolution
thereof, if any, in which he had his resi- was
passed.
dence on the first day of April preceding,
A bill providing that the proof of loyalor of his becoming an inhabitant after
said day.
ty to the Union during the Rebellion
All registered voters
who changed should be dispensed with as a prerequisite
their residence from one ward to another
to the
scouring of bounty land grants
previous to April 1, 1S97, and have not was ulso
passed.
nad their residence properly corrected
The Senate then adjourned.
on the
voting list of the ward where
they reside on said first day or April,
BOSTON GETS §250,000.
should notify the city clerk in person or
in writing of such change, which must
Washington, February £6.—The House
embrace the name of the voter, the ward, did not complete the consideration of
on

STREET.

The accompanying map shows the street as it exists on the plans.
proposed to discontinue is between the lines drawn across the street.

provided.

beverage made from

that the

that with some alterations and improvements he thought it would be on a part
with the best of modern hotels.

manent in its results.
60 cents.

completion

of a famous

So it is not to be wondered

throughly

Scald head is an eczema of the scalpsevere sometimes,
but it can b<
cured. Doan’s Ointment, quick and per

from 9 a. m., to

street and number to which such removals have been made. Or application
for the above purpose may be made to
the Board of Registration, room No. 11,
city building, on each of the nine secular
days, February 21st to Mareh 2nd, 189S,
inclusive, set apart as above indicated,
for the revision and correction of the

Tukey’s bridge.

piece of work.

M*. S'. H. Nunn of Boston, who lias
the hotel
had 20 years’ experience in
business in that city, was in Portland,
Falmouth
at the
Saturday, looking
with a view to leasing the hotel. He
examined the house and said

very

2nd,

■

FALMOUTH.

All persons holding tickets for Mrs
Carver’s essay on “The Beauty of the
Psalms,” will be glad to learn that she
will give her paper on Friday, March 4th
at 4 p. in.
There will ho appropriate
music.
Tickets are for sale at Lord’s,
under the Columbia, at Loring, Short &
Harmon’s and at the door. See advertisement.

will be until March

carefully

in the Androscoggin
Saturday
county case of George C. Wing V3. George
Foster.
drawn up by Judge
Milliken,
Jndgment was rendered for the plaintiff
for ?1,050,
being for his two-thirds interest in the property converted.
court

presents

The Board of Registration is in Session
daily at Room No. 11, City Building, and

Every Berry

DECISION FROM LAW COURT.

Kiss Kate Hayes
Rev. Father O'Brion.
Miss Margaret
Coyne acted as bridesmaid and Mr. Tom
Kelly acted as best man. A largo number
of friends of the happy couple witnessed
the marriage ceremony.
The wedding

Republican See That He Is
Properly Registered.

being made by this road and the steam- extra tracks were needed,
been let.
A contract for rook excavation
lines the export business of Portland Trunk has dono much for Portland and
chip
will be let as soon as the
and dredging
Selected as has become four
the
times greater tho past will do more. The freight yard under
breakwater is completed.
In or- Eastern Promenade does not injure propyear than it over has been before.
as the master builder der to moke the city of Portland what it erty on the hill in the loast and all good
ought to be made, in order to make the citizens should rejoice to see the Grand
This week the Daughters of the Ameribusiness of this port second to Trunk prosperous and doing an immense can
have been possessing
Revolution
cnoosestne mostperiecL&iunca export
none in volume in this country the Grand
businoss.
vi
asuuiytuu, uuu uicu udhuwwuv«o

Laugblin.
Treasurer—Miss Louise Titcomb.

Conception

to

Every

of

with him, his drives for tho cage being
bor, which are very extensive, are limited
very poor indeed. The score was Bath,
Last
of
a
cost
year
$375,000
$785,000.
to.:
3; Lewiston,. 1.
bill
the
and
was appropriated,
present
provides for $300,000 more. Ac present
the contract on the.breakwater has
the Grand only

for the ensuing year:
President—Miss Elizabeth Bines.
Vice-President—Mrs. N. P. Burgess.
Corresponding Secretary—Mrs. N. S.
Gardiner.
Recording Secretary—Miss Elizabeth

THE

-

and

in which to put down extra side tracks it were built it would not be used, for it
and in order to secure this land which is is too rough and hilly and it would cost
now controlled by the city the Grand the city a large sum of money to put it
There is also a
Trunk applied a few weeks ago to the into proper condition.
Strout,
city government for the discontinuance grave doubt, continued Mr.
of this street. On the other hand a num- whether or not this street has not ceased
ber of well known citizens objected to to exist. Having laid for forty years unthe discontinuance of the street on the de veloptd it is by no means sure that the
opinion
upon
express
ground that it would injure surrounding city’s title to this property is altogether regard to the matter. He said that he was
it
would
free.
Should the street be built
property.
or the
not personally affeoted one way
committee on laying out new not be used as a pleasure drive for just
The
other by the matter but he should earnstreets, to which the matter was referred above it would be the broader and hand- estly recommend to the committee that a
almost as
by the city government,advertised a hear- somer Eastern Promenade,
favorable report on the discontinuance of
ing on the petition Saturday afternoon smooth as a floor, while East Commercial East Commercial street be made.
The
and at three o’clock this committee, which street would of necessity be very hilly, Grand Trunk
more
trackage.
requires
consists of the Mayor, Aldermen Rounds besides being too near the tracks of the
The road hssjteen very much hampered
and Moore, Councilmen Brown, Gerrish Grand Trunk to make it a popular or safe his winter
by the crowded condition of
if
it
street
Commercial
East
and Driscoll, took a train at the Grand highway.
its freight yard. The development of PortTrunk station on India str6ot and went were built could never be used as a busiland depends to a great extent on the deout to East Commercial street to view the ness thoroughfare.
velopment of the Grand Trunk. East
were
also
In
this
many
party
The property owners would be a great Commercial street was laid out over a
premises.
prominent citizens who are interested in deal better off, Mr. Strout continued, if generation ago and has never been built
the matter in one way or another, many East Commercial street were not built.
and there is little likelihood of its ever besome city If it is built their
aldermen and councilmen,
property will be dis- ing needed. The merchants on Commerofficials including Commissioner George sected and it is very doubtful if the railcial street- who use the Grand Trunk
N. Feroald and others.
Having viewed road commissioners would allow any would also be
greatly benefltted by the
the street and looked the ground over crossing to be established from it to the
of this petition.
granting
/vU-.-.n
A
111
nnnnniofn
nnnncal
carefully the committee adjourned to the shore. The property owners would be
city building where the hearing on the much better satisfied if they should dis- for the Grand Trnnk,stated what the road
matter was held.
pose of their property to the Grand Trunk desired to do and said that if the street
The first person to address the commit- at a reasonable lieu re. Some time the
was discontinued it would allow the railtee was
proposed Marginal Way may he built road to go ahead and deal with the inhill
and
of
this
wharves
base
around the
HON. A. A. STROUT.
dividual holders.
be constructed all along tho shore
He said may
J. H. BLAKE
counsel for the Grand Trunk.
projecting out into the bay. When this
that the petition for the discontinuance
the granting of the petition
against
is
the
railroad
tracks
spoke
built
Marginal Way
of East < Commercial street arises from the
that the city w*uld iind
will be placed outside of it on tho made on the ground
granting to the railroad a short time ago land and this boulevard will be con- the need of East Commercial street a few
of the privilege of using a portion of the structed nearor the base of the hill and years hence and that if the Grand Trunk
location "of East Commercial street for the inside. It will be
tracks were augmented under Munmany years before this side
construction of temporary tracks. When
hill it would greatly depreciate the
joy
is
is
and
when
it
done
built
MarginalWay
the railroad had bnilt on this land some East Commercial street will he of no use value of property on tho Eastern Promeside tracks it was found that the property to the
oity as a highway as the Marginal nade.
owners In the vicinity objected to the
BENJAMIN THOMPSON, ESQ.
Way will do away with it.
railroad’s taking the land for this purpose
in favor of the
to the efforts of GeneralManager spoke at some length
Owing
and threatened to make trouble for the
of the Grand Trunk, the building granting ol' tho petition. He said that the
road. When this condition of affairs arose Hays
of the new elevator, the combinations en- committee should favorably report on the
the railroad tried to purchase the land
tered into in the "West by tho Grand Trunk petition and allow tho property owners to
to
an
from the owners but failing to come
The
railroad and the new alliances which are obtain their damages in the courts.

The lecture of Rev. John Carroll Per
kins next Wednesday evening, March 2nd
at the First Parish house,will undoubted
The speak
ly be a most interesting one.

LOOKING AT

Locality—Interesting

the

Let

|_KISCEIXANEOP8.

M ISCKI.IANKOUB.

Arkansas with reference to the apportionment of funds derived from tho

BOARD OF REGISTRATION.

These are the only two
Mr. MoCleary, Republican, was recogcarried.for Maine waters. They
nized
by the Speaker on a question of
are to be applied during the fiscal year bepersonal privilege. Be said that a purtheir side of the case. The Mayor told Mr. ginning next June and ending June SO,
interview with him wasjrablishert
The work on Portland harbor has ported
Thomas that the committee was obliged 1899.
relativo to the disaster to
this
morning
to make its report on the matter before proceeded rather slowly, but it is sure to
the Maine. Bo declared that.the interthe meeting of the next oity government go on; and one reason why the appropriview was
utterly unwarranted and unwhen such action could be taken as was ation this year is not larger is because
authorized.
of
last
is
there
enough
year’s approprithought best.
The House at 5.20 p. m. adjourned unation as yet unexpended to keep work goMAJOR SIDNEY W. THAXTER
til Monday.
for a considerable time before this apin ing
his
to
was called

for state.
James IV Brogan.
Assault; probable
cause found; ball $500.
William Black.
Intoxication; 30 days
in county jail and fined $5 and costs.

was

From the time it was located until

the present day not a shovelful of earth much in mind as any man in the city of
Not only is he engaged in
has ever been turned on it and no person Portland.
the business here but be owns a large amount
was almost impossible and only with the ever made any request of the city for
The reason ^for of real estate as well and anything which
greatest care that the long lines of loaded building of this steret.
one
needed East tends to build up the city increases the
hero
from
No
this
is
cars
which
freight
bring
plain.
very
freight
the west for shipment on the English Commercial street. It was thought when value of his property. Mr. Thomas wanted
East it was laid out that at some future time tbe matter put over to the next oity govsteamers oonld be handled at all.
Commercial street, as It is laid out on it might be utilized as a highway between ernment to be acted upon with less haste
who were
Trunk Baok Cove and Commercial street proper, and give the property owners
paper, if secured by tha Grand
would give that railroad plenty of room but as such it has never been required. If effected by this matter a chance to present

In the

decision

1864.

be made between the oity and the railroad
and the property owners and the railroad.
He said that he had the city’s interests as

But even
condition of the freight yard.
with this addition the Grand Trunk has
found its freight yard so crowded that it

were

A

New

in their freight yard.
The
city
granted the railroad this request and
some side tracks were built and during
the past winter have been of great aid to
the railroad in relieving the congested

BEFORE JUDGE ROBIXSON.

Miss

Out

at the expiration of this time they needed
the street for their side tracks and if the
ity found that East Commercial street
would not bo needed then some trade could

room

HE MUNICIPAL COURT.

home

Laying

one-half years more and he thought that
they had best content themselves with
this privilege and if it should happen that

Some months ago the Grand Trunk lallroad petitioned the city government for
permission to utilize a portion of the land
over which East Commercial street runs

gastritis, consumption, or Borne other
deadly malady. Cure catarrh, no mat-

at the

first passes through the lower freight
yard of’the Grand Trunk, past the Portland company's plant and Fish Point and
continuing one comes to the continuance
of D street.
This street was reserved for
one

it into a street. On the slope of Munjoy
hill it runs along parallel to tho traoks of
the Grand Trank up and down sharp
grades until it strikes u point just beyond
the old smelting works when the street
swings to tho west and thus continues in

son, 3216 Broadway, Galveston, Texas.”
The all-pervading power of Pe-ru-na

held

[city

half of the railroad. Mr. Thomas spoke
He
against the granting of this petition.
stated that he owned property on the slope
of Munjoy hill which would be greatly
depreciated in value if East Commercial
street was discontinued.
The railroad
has the power now to remain on the site
of East Commercial street for four and

of the Grand Trunk railroad near the land
owned by the hoirs of Elbridge Gerry and
George \V. Verrill. It is a street in name
only and although it exists on paper it
has never Deen improved and for forty
years no attempt has been made to make

logs and
hands, due to
dropsy and kidmy

was

was

Today.

when I had

meeting of the

the

it

East Commercial street, as it is called,
extends along the slope of Munjoy hill
below Fort Allen park from I) street to
the northwesterly side line of the location

been afflicted
with swelling in

annual
Suffrage club

petition

matter

governEast Commercial
ment to discontinue
street and remove all obstacles to the
acquiring of this land by the railroad.
In going from India street to Back cove

Against by PromiCitizens—Action Deferred Until

nent

recommend

EQUAL SUFFRAGE

on

Item arks for

to everyone.
I took it

Tiie

best to

the

the city by the Preble hEirs but has never
THE boen built. East Commercial street commences near this point and runs
along
MATTER HELD SATURDAY.
parallel to tho railroad as has before been
described.
A part of Finst Commercial
street was located in 1858 and a part in

E-RU-NA is

I

thought

on

TO

REGARD

IN

HEARING

Even

something

understanding

also

suffered

with

nervous

prostration, faint,
^
all-gone feelings, palpitation of the heart, hearing-down sensation and painful menstruation. I could
not stand but

a

few minutes at

a

time.

When I commenced taking your medicine I could not sit up half a day. but
before I had used half a bottle I was
work.
up and helped about my
I have taken three bottles of Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and

V

A New York commuter on one of the New Jersev suburban roads, a
man, the picture of health and manly vigor, a hearty eater,
one who enjoys life in ail its phases, says of

strong, viriie

used one package of Sanative Wash,
and am cured of all my troubles. 1 feel
I can do 8.11 kinds
like a new woman.
of housework and feel stronger than I
I now weigh 131 }4
ever did in my life.
pounds. Before using your medicine I

weighed only 10S pounds.
Surely it is the grandest

medicine for
weak woman that ever was, and mv
advice to all who are suffering from
any female trouble is to try it at once
Your medicine has
and be well.
a blessing to me, and I cannot

proven

praise enough.—Mrs. Lucy Goodwin,
..liolly, W. Ya.
it

I am not the sort of person to often require medicines and T. am specially opposed to pills. They are too violent in their action for me. In the
case of any irregularity I had always relied upon the use of fruits until one
day, on a railway journey, a friend directed mv attention to Ripens Tubules
I afterwards
and gave me some from a supply he had in his hand-bag.
made use of them as occasion"offered, end the result was so entirely all that
could be desired that I now depend upon Ripans Tabides in the case of
of the digestive apparatus.”
any irregularity of the bowels or derangement

1

m

!

The Weavers FROM THE KLONDIKE TO THE MINT
j them on his recent visit.
are sadly in need of help ar^
(f they
cannot get it they cannot hold out much How the Alaskan Gold Finds Its Way Into
MAINE STATE FEESS.
Mr. boinpi’yg promised them
tho United States Treasury.
j lunger.
Subscription Kates.
help and it has n*jt been forthcoming.
Daily (in advance) $G per year; $3 for six The chances tw-o
that Mr. Gompers will
Boston Tran(Washington Letter in
mouths; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
find some
convenient excuse for still
The Daily is delivered every morning by
script.)
further
delaying his promised aid.
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Ever so much has been written about
---Woodfords without extra charge.
The
discontinuance of East Commercial the gold that comes from the Klondike,
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
street may involve sacriiices that the city but nobody seems to have thought of inrate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published ought not to make, and without a better quiring as to what becomes of it after it
ior six months;
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1
understanding of the matter in all its has left the plaoer mines and the Yukon
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip- hearings than we have at
present we region. Of course the miners bring It
tion of six weeks.
should hesitate to express
a
deiinite into the United States by steamer, done
reisons wishing to leave town for long or
in regard to it whether it should up in canvas bags and all sorts of other
opinion
short periods may have the addresses of their
be done or not. We are henrtily in favor packages. And the bulk of It is thus
desired.
papers changed as oiten as
ai dealing liberally with the fetched to Seattle, which is a convenient
however,
Kates.
Advertising
Grand ’Trunk railroad and affording it all port. In Seattle there Is no trouble in
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, for jna the facilities consistent with the
city’s converting tho raw metal into the ordiweek; $4.C0 for one month. Threo insertions
Tho merchants
The road has done far more nary currency realm.
other day ad- interests.
or less, $1.00 per square. Every
for Portland
than
other single accept it by weight, as readily as any
any
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
promises to do much other form of money, and the banks are
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one enterprise, and
more in the future.
In all its dealings always ready customers for gold.
week or $2.50 for one month.
Most of the miners, laden with the yel"A square" i3 a space of tho width of a col-, with the city it has been fair and above
ur.in Hud one inch long.
board, and has scrupulously kept its low wealth, take it directly to the Seattle
Special Notices, on first page, one-third addi- engagements. It deserves all the ac- banks, and deposit it, just as if it wore
tional.
commodation the city can reasonably dollars. They rocelve credit for it in the
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
give it. Our merchants and our laboring same way; but ordinarily the banks act
or less,
insertions
Three
week.
each
square
as agents
for the sale of gold to
men derive great benefits from it.
Indeed simply
square.
$1.50 per
Uncle Sam, you see,
the government.
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed every interest WQ'uhl he seriously affected
advertises to buy all gold that is offered,
wits other paid notices, 15 cents per line each by “anything that
should
the
cripple
with no limit on the quantity. Bis purGrand Trunk road.
insertion.
Pure Heading Notices in reading matter type,
chasing office, nearest to Seattle, is at
The Hawaiian
annexationists argue Helena, Mont. So the banks, which even25 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, Por Sale and similar adver- in one breath that the native population tually get all the gold accepted by the
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, ior is a very highly educated and moral peo- merchants, forward the stuff to the assay
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- ple,
entirely lit for Amerioan citizenship. office at Helena, and there it is received
tisements under these headlines, and all adver- But in tho next
they argue that this and paid for. The payment is made im
tisements not paid in advance, will he charged
»i(B8 people should
have no voice in mediately
on its
receipt by treasury
at regular rates.
the destiny of their country, checks.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square determining
If, then, you are a miner just returned
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for that they should beep perfectly still while
two or three thousand white men bargain from the Klondike with a bag of gold,
ea.h subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub- it away. It strikes ;the common mind you may convert it iuto every-day money
scriptions and advertisements to Portland that a population that is good enough at very short notico The treasury check
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street, for American
the bank is for
citizenship ought to be returned to you through
98 per cent, of the estimated value
Portland, me.
good enough to, have J something to say only
of the dust and nuggets. That you get
about what should
be done with its without any delay at all, beyond the time
country. At the North we have bcutn required for expressing the stuff to HeleWe na and for the return of the check by
insisting for years on this doctrine.

POBTLAJfD DAILY PRESS.
—
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28.

ELECTION MONDAY, MARCH 7.
MAYOR:

FOR

Charles H. Randall
WARD J.

Aldermen—'Wilson Sprague.
Councilmen—Elmer E. Gerrish,
George K. Lefavor,
Lewis P. Houston.
School Committee—Albert B. Hall.
Warden—Harry A. Chisholm.
Ward Clerk—OSman C. Munroe.
Constables—Charles P. Covell,
Huel N. Field.
WARD 3.

Alderman—Sanford A. Maddox.
Councilmen—Williard F. Cole,
Clement 8. Johnson,
John B. Brown.
Warden—James E. Stevenson.
Ward Clerk—Ervin A. Clark.

Constables—Stephen Flynn,
George H. Williams,
WARD 3.
E. Hounds.

Alderman—Edgar

Councilmen—Hugh T. Barker,
Fred H. Johnson.
Charles A. Sloman.
School Committee—William H. Brownson.
Warden—Willard C. G. Caruey.
Ward Clerk—William F. Morse.
Constables—Oliver S. Skillings,
James T. Jason.
WARD 4.

Alderman—Frank I. Moore.
Councilmen-Frank I,. Howe,
John F. Woodbury,
James Naylor,
Warden—Michael E. Conley.
Ward Clerk—Heury W. Way.
Constaoles—Frank Merrill.
Arthur M. Sawyer.
WARD 3.

Alderman—William H. Dow.
Councilmen—George E. Smith. Everett K.
Josselyn. Walter H. Brown,
School Committee—Charles L. Hutchinson.

Warden—George A. Bynon.
Clerk—Philip Q. Loring.
Constables—Eben N. Perry,
Henry S. Thrasher.
Ward

WARD 6.

Alderman—Rufus Damson.
Councilmen—John H. Pierce,
Charles P. W aldron.
Elias Thomas, Jr.
Warden—Edwin A. Gray.
Ward Clerk—Richard H. Ball.
Constables—Samuel W. Joy.
Clarence A. Johnson.
WARD 7.

Alderman—Winford h. Smith,

Councilmen—Herbert

Hips.

O. Ph

Lewis A. Goudy.
Edwin G. Milllken.
Warden—Lyman W. Hanson.
Ward Clerk—Albert E. Neal.
Constables—Charles A. Jones.
Charles K. Cousins.

It seems pretty clear
that the debt
which the peculations of its treasurer
imposed upon Foxcroft is beyond its
ability to pay, and that some sort of a
POmTvnomion mnoli Tin afFnDtarl

The militia generals who are tendering
their services to the
government are
animated perhaps by patriotic motives;
but to the ordinary mind it looks as if

they

simply doing

were

little

a

inexpen-

sive advertising.
for
the
have aroused
mayoralty may
great
enthusiasm in the breast of Mr. Ingraham,
but if it has aroused any in
any other
Even
quarter there is no evidence of it.
the Semitic race is not solid for him.

Moody’s

Congressman

Dingley

Chairman

seems

attack upon
to have been

entirely uncalled for and unjust. Whatever appropriations were reoommended
for Rockland were recommended by the
committee without Mr. Dingley’s solicitMr. Moody ought
ation or knowledge.
to withdraw his aooueation.
If the Argus should charge card rates
for the advertising it is giving Alderman
Rounds it would have a tremendous bill
In its zeal in exploiting
the gentleman from
the greatness of
Ward 3 it seems to be entirely forgetting

against

him.

own
candidate, the “guileless" Mr.
Ingraham. Yet in many ways Mr. Ingraham is as great a man as Mr. Rounds.

its

Congressman Johnson’s recent speech
in opposition to the annexation of Hawaii
seems to have made a tremendous commotion in the ranks of the boomers. They
have been contending ail

arguments

were

so

along

that the

overwhelmingly

on

their side that there was nothing to be
But Mr. Johnson has
said on the other.
not only said something, but much. And
he has put them on the defensive.
The New Bedford strikers are about to
call upon Mr. Gompers of the Federation
of Labor to make good some of the promises

of

That Can

marked Cottolene* contains the shortening that makes everything else
in the market basket more fit for food. It is the sign of a healthy house-

hold, where lard has been thrown aside; wherein thrift and good
and freedom from dyspepsia result from the use
g

financial

assistance

inlnrv tbn

nf

4 U

1

where in one to ten pound yellow tins with
tolene" and steer's head in cotton-plant
Not guaranteed if sold in any other way.
The N. K. Fairbaiik Company,
Chicago. St. Louis. New York.
Montreal.

npnninfi Pnttoipnp inonui
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he

made

g
gj

|
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g
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greatest advantage and necessity,
fan we afford to lose so largo a part of
jur water front?
The time will most
surely come when it will be needed for
jommerciul purposes and the whole front
from Fish Point to Grand Trunk docks Is

EVERY PIANO

ill future possibilities for such enterprise
in order to make a railroad yard of it?
Chore are other places available for such
Let the Grand iron-; abandon
aurpdscs.
.rain and passenger station on Cumiuerbuild a now station at the
and
dal street
ioot of Preble street on tire dump and
jring all its passenger business to that
joint.- It would then have room enough ]
i
m Commercial street for its freight traffic
md its passenger traffic would bo much j
better taken care of. While I would not
idvocato iho city throwing any obstacles
enterprise that is
any
n the wav of
desirous of doing business here (for we
aced a 11 we can get) yet have wo no
been too easily beguiled by fine vows and
in
the
past, and
unfulfilled pledges
should so important a matter as the discontinuance of a street that has a future
for t he advantage of our city’s growth, J
some
be passed by without
thoughtful
tonsideration bv our business men?
“Sours truly,
Zenas Thompson.
3
|
Portland, February 2(J, ISOS.

j

25 a«<i 50c. per box.
At ail Druggists
and Toilet Dealers.

—

us

M. STEINER! 4 SONS CO.,
I

GOODafford
TIMES HIVE COME.

..

No Soaking Required.
Never
Leading and
Popular Dessert.

The

indulge yourself or your
family in the luxury of a good weekly news*
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.

|

to

can

You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.

JJ\ Always
\\\ Ready.

Don’t let your grocer

Minute

You

I

Lumpy.

is hereby given that the Board of
Registration of voters of said city will be
in open session at room, number eleven (11) city
days
builaing, upon each of the twelve secular
prior to the municipal election, which occurs on
of
March
being
next,
Monday the seventh day
from Feb.21st to March 6th inclusive, 'thefirst
nine secular days of said session, viz.. Feb. 21 to
March 2nd. will be for the purpose of receiving
evidence touching the qualification of voters m
said city, and to revise and correct the voting
list of the several wards therein, irom nine
o’clock i the forenoon to one o’clock in the
afternoon, from three till five in the afternoon,
and from seven till nine in the evening, excepting on the last day of said session. (Marclt 2nd)
when it will not be in session after five o'clock
in the afternoon. The sessions on March 3rd,
4th and 5th, will be for the purpose to enable the
Board to verify the correctness of said lists and
for closing up the records of said session.
Sect. 3. Chapter 3o4. Public Laws of Maine,
approved March 29,1893, provides— bean enlivery person whose name lias not
tered upon the voting lists in anv city, in accordance with the provision of this act, must
if lie desires to vote, appear ill person at a
that
place provided for registration and prove
lie possesses all the qualifications ot a voter.
hereinbefore
as
to
vote
qualified
Every person
provided, shall vote only in the ward of the city
and voting precinct thereof, if any. in which lie
had his residence on the first day of April preceiling, or of his becoming an inhabitant after
said day.
All registered voters who changed their resi-

YTOT1CE

517 CONGRESS ST.

TELEPHONE 318-2.

give you anything but

Tapioca.

It’s the Ideal

thing for
Dainty and
Healthful Desserts.

Our little Booklet, over 30 Dainty Desserts (free)
by mail upon application.
Whitman Grocery Co., Orange, Mass.
Also

world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women of culture and refinement than any

manfrs. of the celebrated Alinute Gelatine.

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
per

RAMBLER!

I

Model 19,
Model 26,

$60.00

||,

Cameras and Sundries.

|i

Ladies, $50.00

and

|

Self Toning Taper.

Specialties is Hardware. I

I|

U. II. PERm & CO.,
8 FREE

ST.,

NEAR MIDDLE.

ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE. By Champion BisselL
ta—AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Gilliat.
13—THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R. Vynne,
t4—A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendrec.
5- WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
6- A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. II. Bickford.
7- A MARRIAGE FOR MATE.
By Harold R. Vynne.
8- OUT OF THE SULPHUR.
By T. C. Dc Leon.
9- THE WRONG MAN. Bv Champion Bisscll.
o—THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita VlvantJ
Chartres.
11—HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynne,
'2—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John Gilliat.

*

Inflammations are quickly drawn to the surfaco
and cured by the absorption of the powerful and
highly efficient medications which

v r_.

Y

Rheumatism,

Sciatica,

m

We

j

A

Lumbago, X
x►

..

They Talk,
orchestra,
quartette, cornet solos, piccolo solos, bail jo solos, etc.
In differeot s.yle* at

large

A

E

feh4eodtf

f:

BAXTER

11 JOB

I■

.

>7

BLOCK.

g

We frequently

$

come

|

“

14

make
the price reasonable.”
—-6

(t>

|

hove

j

&

customer*

9)

to as with oopy and lay

Put it in attractive form and
““

in suoh

cases

the work is

always

satisfactory and brings excellent
u

results.

THE THURSTON

PRINT.

PORTLAND, ME.

$ ]
ame

I
8
u

d
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|

to

be

f

choose
one
his
of
estate,
ances
of
Court
a
Insolvency
t
lo

or

more

>Givenn'uuder

my

1 ,er)uty

hand the date first above
C. L. BUCKNAM,

Sheriff

*ilvencv

for

as

Messenger

of the Court of

said County of Cumberland.
seb21&28
~'

AND OTHER CHOiOE BONDS.

25 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.
febll

dlmo

]

or

telephone promptly
sept22eo<Itf

inderson,Adams & Co., Exchange m.
AGENTS OF THE

^KccHsisrix:

[nsurance Company,
on

tlie 1st

Company,

J

HARRIET E.

Pres

FARRINGTON, See. feb2#citd

$2,000,000.00

THE ASSETS OF THE COMPANY ARE,
with
on hand, in bank and
$747,147.73
agents,
and
stocks
tate
29,250.00
bonds,
lartford bank stocks,
569,280.00
J liscellaneous bank stock,
359,907.00
1 orporation and railroad stocks and
2,774,416.00
bonds,
344.270.00
t duniy, city and water bonds,
527,696.67
leal estate,
,oans on collateral,
20,200.00
J .cans on real estate,
132,340.70
33,871.40
accumulated interest and rents,
1

and tirand Ladies’
Orchestra.

County,

Following is the Challenge Repertoire:
Monday Night.Queen”
Tuesday Mat.“Leah”
Tuesday Night.”A Soldier of Fortune”
Wednesday Mat.“Camille”
Wednesday Night.. "A Legal Wrong”
Thursday Mat..To be announced
Thursday night."Led Astray”
Friday Mat.To be announced
Friday Night.“All in the Family”
Saturday Mat.To ne announced
Saturday Night.“A King of Iron”
Strong Cast,
Speeial Scenery.
Prices—Matinees, 10c, 20c. Kvenings, 10c,

4s.

N. H.,

4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,
Prices

4s.

on

application.

lARRETT,

SWAN &

20c, 30c.

186 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
at!
3y27
1

STEPHEN BERRY,
(

fmh, Jl

and Ccaxd

ffid/ndeb)

No. 37 Piiim Street.

now on

sale.

HALL,

MARCH 2.

CLOSING CONCERT.

GRAND

ELMER F. WOODBURY

Z. FRANK LITTLE.

Boston Star Course

LITTLE, WOODBURY & GO,,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,

92 1-2

Seats

CITY
'»

An

Exchange Street,

Telephone
FOHTIj A.KJP,

Keep your speculative
Washington and Havana.

MB.
on

eye

Buy

Artistic and Attractive Combination.

KATHARINE RIDGEWAY, "'S:,
N. SALOME THOMAS, Sjprano.
JESSIE M’GIBNEY, Pianist.
WALTER S. COTTON, Violinist.

No 404-3.

on

reactions Union Pacific Preferred,
Northern Pacific
Preferred, St.
Paul, and Burlington. “There are
others” bnt these will be the boomWe
ers “after the clouds roll by.”
have some gilt edge Bonds. Write
f2Sdtt
or call for particulars.

An opportunity to hear such a quartette of
eminent artists in a single evening is seldom

offered.

ADMISSION TICKETS, 35 CENT.-",
Reserve.! Se-ce 50c, GOc, 75c.
For sale at Box Office. Wednesday at 10 a. m.
GEORGE A. l'OXCROFT, Manager.
feb28d3t

MISS SOPHIA P. STEVENS,

HOMEBOND&

of the Stevens School. New Gloucester,
give a lecture ou

will

Illustrated by Stereopticon Y’iews, at the
Mellows School, ><». 91 Dan forth »trei*t,

Cumberland County,

4’s

Brunswick, Me.,

4’s

nii/u

i,

in

Hi cu

*1111,

Oj

lo

u

UUCIV,

Admission, 25 cents.

feb25dlw

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE ON

Maine Central K. R. Co.,

4^’s

Maine Central R. R. Co.,

5’s

Alaska II Klondike.

Railway,
Portland Water Co.,

4’s

Rev. Henry R. Rose of Auburn, the gifted
nrator, will lecture on Alaska and the Klondike at CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH, corner
Congress and India streets, MONDAY EVENING, Feb. 28. Admission only 25 cents. f26d2t

Knox & Lincoln R. R. Co„

5’s

\

Over 80 Choice

Portland and Rumford Falls
4’s

icWA.

lE^Es^iDirsrcst-

Maiue

By Mrs. L. D.

Carver of

Subjsci—“The Beauty

Angnsla.

ot the Psalms."

At the FIRST PARISH HOUSE on
4 p. in,, March 4, 1898.

PDRTlUfiUST

Friday,

ADMISSION 35 CENTS.
Tickets will be for sale at Lord’s, under the

Columbia; Loring, Short & llarmon, and
door.

at the

eod3t

COMPANY.

OITY

HALL

dtf

Casco National Bank
—

OF

TUESDAY

ROCKLAAI)
Game at 8.30.

—

PORTLAND.

AND

$5,538,379 50

I

ash capital,

leserve for outstanding losses,
leserve for re-insurance,
let surplus,

Total assets,
i i. W. C. SKILTON.

SURPLUS

-AT THE—

First

Parish

:

House,

WEDNESDAY, MAR. 2, 8 P. M.
feb23diw
Admission 35c.
AUCTION SALES.

By F. 0. BAILEY &C0., Anctieneers.

Pianos at

Provincial
Drafts drawn on National
in large or
of Kngiana, ronaon,
Bank
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received ou favorable
terms.
Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks and
others
uals.
Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busiof any
ness
description through
this
Bank.

Auction.

WEDNESDAY, March 2d. at 10 a. m., at
■*
salesroom. Exchange street, we shall sell
1 Upright Billings Piano, walnut case.
1
1
1 Square

Hallett & Davis, cost $400.
Marshall & Kendall Piano.
Edwards Piauo.

Milton Upright Piano.
Sale positive. Terms cash.
t

_

feb28d3t

BAILEY & CO.
Inetioneers and Commission Merchants
F,

Cashier-

O.

Salesroom 4* Exchange Street.

WOODBURY

&

MOULTON,

Cor. Middle &

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtl

The only safe, sure and
reliable ‘Female Pill ever
offered to Ladies. Especially recommended to
married Ladies. Ask for
OR.

LETTERS OF CREDIT,
fe>)9

ALLEN
tf

DR. MOTT’S

Exchange Sts.1

1,022,915.37

C. W.

F. O. BAILEV*
marh4

BANKERS,

2,139,993.40
$5,538,379.50

:

ON

Interest Paid on
TIME : DEPOSITS.

STEPHEN R. SMALL. President
MARSHALL R. CODING,
JebTdtf

A Paper by
JOHN C. PERKIKS,

REV.

DOLLARS.

$2,000,000.00
375.470.73

President.
EDWARD MILLIGAN, Secretary.
feb3eod3w

Seats in advance at Chandler's.
feb25dtf

A GOTHIC CATHEDRAL

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

EVENING,, March 1.
vs.
PORTLAND.

MAINE,

ash

j

C

Thursday afternoon'
BAILEY,

Merrimack

MISS ETHEL TUCKER

4s.

Co.,

LIABILITIES.

ition for the election of olheers anil the transaction of such business that.may legally come
before the meeting, will he held with Mrs
w
T. Kilborn. Brackett St.,
March the third, at three o’clock.

Per order,
MBS. F. O.

Portland Water

TONIGHT,

4s.

R.,

day of January, 1898

'lie Capital Stock of the
which is all paid in, is,

Total cash assets,

Samnrituu Association.
The annual meeting of the Samaritan Assoel-

I

Maine Central R.

TUKESBCRY, Manager.

C. C.

OF HARTFORD, CONN,
tatcnient

us-

■

'ntten'

|

Portland

FIRE INSURANCE.

an

held
will
be
lioldcn
be
to
in said Portland, in
® t Probate Court Room,
aid County of Cumberland, on the Ttu day of
larch. A. D. 1898, at lu o’clock in the

s
“

Exchange St.,

All orders hi mail
,ttended to.

Insolvent
Debtor,
of
said
which
Debtor.
n
petition
was
filed
on
the
10th
etition
A.
D.
to
oi
1898.
which
February,
ay
1 ate interest on claims is to be computed.
That tlio payment oi any debts to or oy said
)ebtor and the transfer and delivery of any
him are forbidden by law.
j roperty by
That a meeting of the creditors ot said
their debts and in case there
to
prove
lebtor
the
authorize
sufficient assets to
re

\

1-3

EXCHANGE,

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

djudged

OPERA,

BONDS.

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

iflice of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
State oi Maine, Cumberland, ss, February
ISth, A. D. 1S9S.
THIS is to give notice that on tho 10th day
of February, A. 1). 1898, a warrant in lusolency was issued out of tuo Court ot Insolvency
jr said County ol Cumberland,
against tile
state of
SIMEON M. HARTFORD, of Portland,

Ei.LIS.

4

financial.

AND-

Gressey, Janes & Allen

and G

TA.lsriSrHA.XJ8
EE,
(In German),

Book, Card ONE MILLION

___s

|

DIETZ DEM & PRIOR,

(Only Performance
W AGri\T JEJn’S

nov23

WH. M. MARKS,

I

|

\

Cata-

I

of

Wind,

TUESDAY EVENING, MARCH 8, at 7.30,

and discounts.

I

I

for

us

.BRING, SHORT k HARMON

on

assortment

constantly
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The Empire Theatre Success,
tn©
The Great Sex Against Sex Drama. Sydney Grundy’s Masterpiece, indorsed bv
Press
PuiDit
1
j
and Public as tlie bf-t pi.ai of -idis, century.
No theatre-goer can afford to miss seeing this famous atiraction.
25, 50, 75c, Matinee.
Seats on sale Wednesday.
Prices, 35, 60, 75c, Si.00, Evening.
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Send
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ELY’S CREAM BALM Is a positive care.
Apply into the nostrils. It is qnickly absorbed. 60
cen ts at Druggists or by mail: samples 10c. by mail,
ELY BROTHERS. 66 Warron St.. New York City.

to

Standard Works.
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prepared

are

hophones! | publications
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Pneumonia,
Y Backache,
Pleurisy,
<» Kidney Affections, etc. Have them in the
<• > house ready for emergency, as delay in treatment
L is dangerous. Be sure to get a BENSON’S.
Refuse substitutes. Price 25 cents.
Seabury <fc Johnson, M’f’g Chomists, New York.

previous

another

to

Interpreted

6’s
Steamship Co.,
supply Town and Public
ALSO BANK STOCKS
Libraries with the latest

l>v joanna v.. wouu.

^

contain. They have found their way into every
civilized country on the globe, and have proved
for the quiok relief of

[ themselves indispensable

>

ward

LIBRARIES.
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11— AN

UNIVERSAL REMEDY
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60.00

dence from
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I

$50.00

annum.

TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256 page
April 1,1897, and Have not had their residence
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the 1 properly corrected on the votiug list of the
first day of March, June, September and De* w ard where liev resided on said first day of
April, should notify the city clerk in person or
cember, and publishing original novels by the In writing of such change, which must embest writers of the day and a mass of short j brace the name of the voter, the ward, street
ward, street and
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc. and mm her from, and the
number to which such; removals have been
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
ade. Or application for the above purpose
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
may he made to the Board of Registration,
You can have both of these if you subscribe room No. ll. city building, on each of the nine
secular days, February 21st to March 2nd, 1898,
a
VOW and
bonus of 10 novels selected from
inclusive, set apart as above indicated, for the
:he list below.
Regular price for each, 50 revision and correction of the voting lists.
During said time, said board will revise and
:ents. All sent postpaid.
correct the voting lists: and the wardens of
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or said
city shall be governed by said revised and
postal money order, or by registered letter, corrected list, and no name shall be added to
from said list,on said day of elecir
stricken
with
a list of the 10 novels selected,
:ogether
tion. and no person shall vole at any election
ay numbers, to
whose name is not on said lists, but the Board
TOW\T TOPICS,
if Registration will be in session on the day of
208 Fifth Avenue, Slew York.
•lection for the correction of errors that may
lave occurred during said revision.
AUGUSTUS F. GEKRISH.
6—THE SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLetJan.
MONROE A. BLANCHARD,
7— THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrum,
8— SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarke I. CHnghara.
mighael c. McCann.
SKIRTS OF CHANCE.
Alfred
9— TH E
Captain
By
Board of Registration of Voters.
Thompson.
feblBd2w
Feb.
19.1898.
Fortland.
10— ANTHONY KENT.
By CharlfeS Stokes Wayne.

Bicycles,

y

BELFAST, ME,,

of

To the Electors of the City

Portland.

MAN
__TO HIS TRADE,

J. E. Cleaves,
Supt. National Hospital,
Chicag0| m. ^

Co.

Bankers.

’

Let’s Be Jolly Together.

with Scenery, Costumes, Chorus and the Damrosch Orchestra (GO musicians)
The entire production exactly as at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, and the Boston
Theatre, The cast will lie tlie same as was seen last Wednesday, February 23d, in Boston, and
includes Mme. Johanna Gadski, Mile. Darna. Mr. David Blspbam. End! Fischer aud Herr Ernst
Kraus. Conductor, Mr. Domto-.h.
Scale of prices—$1.50. $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50. Sale opens Thursday morning. March 3. at the
box office, Jefferson Theatre. Special trains and excursion rates oil all railroads into Portland.

is

ments and Musical Merchandise. Call and examine the celebrated
Graupliner & Meyer Mandolins and Guitars.

Pacific,

tlie

presents his Funniest, Most Successful. nest Played Character Comedy,

Frohman

H. M. PAYSON &C0.,

EVERY...1; I

Mrs.

Clias
_

WALTER DAMROSCH
&rnod. Opera, under direction of TJii*
>easou.)

Portland, Me.
Exchange St.,
guaranteed to be the best that can be obtained for 32 feb28
dtf
the amount paid.
S'i'EINWAl’, HARDMAN, RABLER, PEASE,
NORRIS & IIYDE, Transposing
keyboard.
BRAVintLLEK.
CITY OF PORTLAND.
Easy
THE AERIOE Self Playing PIANOS, and THE iEOEIAN.
We carry a full line of Music, Musical Instruterms of payment.
bought of

to

I have great faith in
it, and always use it.”

TUES. AND WED., MARCH 1-2.

Sowing

-FOK SALE BY—
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well adapted to be tilled in, and splendid
facilities made for business connected
Do wo want to destroy
with shipping.

—

DUE 1928.

by Portland Water

“Infant chafing

the

___

_

NEVER AGAIN.

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Q

i?l esse tiger’s Notice.

yields quickly

OF THE

UOOUAHA !

by an incomparable corps of players.
1"1 *
Two Inout ls of laughter
nh'ht.
tnto
a single
1
h
31n=’
Prices, 35, 50, 75c, S1.00. Seats now on sale.
Flu. AND SAT.. MAR. 4 and 5. Special Matinee
Saturday at 2..70,

BONDS
—

Reserved Seat tor 50 Cents.
Tonight, Dr. liowkrr'a East Travel Talk,
xxA.Vv AXIi
Paradis© of
Magnificently Illustrated. Reserved seats 35 and 50 cents,
__

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER GENT

g

3

I'USMiSSS!."'

THEATRE.

Good

A

GUARANTEED

j.

the opinion of the mercantile interests
m the subjeot? It seems to me that while
the Portland of today does not Deed the
street, that the “Greater Portland’’ of
the future most surely will and find it of

$150,000

8

AMUSEMENTS.

|

,IUI IFRStlY

This company supplies Doering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

country as the white man, but we cheer- If umi rrt a l; ta nn cnnh flftrrmTul. till ft tTfiaullfully skip out to Hawaii anil there de- ry will give you paper money; but the
should be oheok is really payable in gold, if you
clare that the white man

want it. The idea back of this is that
supreme, and that it is little short of
any man has a right to offer raw gold to
brazen effrontery for the resident who the United States
government, and to
is not white to ask that his opinion shall receive gold coin in return.
This
legal obligation is fulfiled at conhave any consideration.
siderable cost by the government. Every
It is unquestionably true that the out- gold coin contains its full face value in
that metal; plus a percentage of copper
side explosion theory as an explanation
added to harden it. The minting of it
tho
Maine has costs something, and for this nothing is
of tho destruction of
grown in popular belief within the past charged. In other words, Uncle Sam
of money in
Yet it is difficult to point to a gives a manufactured article
week.
return for raw material.
Furthermore,
fact
authenticated
either
single well
it must be considered that gold pioces
discovered by the divers or testified to by suffer appreciable loss by abrasion while
coins in bags
eyewitnesses before the court of in- In circulation. Even gold
at the Treasury lose something of their
reason
for
it.
furnishes
that
good
quiry
value by being jottled about. This is a
Ninety-nine hundredths of the asser- dead loss to the government, which only
of
tions
correspondents at Havana protects itself by fixing a “limit of tolerassertions mere- ance,” as it is called. When more than a
are
and Key West,
certain fraction of a gold piece has been
on
founded
when
any- lost
founded,
ly,
by abrasion it is aocepted only by
of
some
on
at
the
all,
impressions
thing
weight.
is a rather interesting fact that a
It
man, whose name is not given, but who
deal of gold from Australia is now
is described as a person who would be good
coming into this country by way of San
likely to know something about the dis- Francisco. It goes directly to the mint
coveries ^made by the divers.
Manifestly In that city, and is there converted into
of the
this is poor 6ort of testimony to base a coin. But, whatsoever the source
raw gold,
the treatment it receives on
conclusion upon in so grave a matter as
office
is the
or
assay
reaching the mint
The ship same. Each lot of Klondike dust, with
the one under examination.
external Its sprinkling of tiny nuggets, is put into
may have been blown up by
closed vessel called a crucible. The
agencies or she may have been destroyed curclble is placed in a furnace, and, when
by something inside of her, and so far as ;he metal is melted, it is poured into a
any evidence has reached the public one mold, which forms it into a brick called
the molof these explanations has just as much t “bar.” While in the crucible,
;en yellow stuff is stirred constantly and
The
to support it as tho other.
pre- thoroughly, so that all the materials it
distributed equally
cautions which the government appears contains
may be
hrough the bar. For, of course, the raw
to be taking to strengthen the seacoast
to bo combined with more or
told is
fortifications, and to man and equip ess of apt
silver, copper and even lead.
them, probably have had some affect to
The bar. when cool, is sent to the
the veighing room, where the assayer chips
that
strengthen the impression
rom it a very small scrap, and this scrap
Maine was blown up from tho outside,
elaborate process, for
s put through an
but their true significance is simply that
lie purpose of determining exactly how
the government is in doubt, like the rest nuch gold it contains. Eventually it Is
■educed to a bit of absolutely pure gold,
To prepare to meet a contingency
of us.
ind the weight of this bit gives to the asnot
does
circumstances
under such
isyer his data for reckoning the exaot
necessarily signify that the contingency ralue of the bar. On this reckoning the
is regarded as probable. We have been
ayment check is made out. The gold
.rick, being now the property of Uncle
for years putting our seaeoast in shape
3am, is subjected to a ohemical treatlor defence, been mounting heavy guns
nent, by which the silver and other imand
making mriries are separated from it and the
along it, constructing mines
'ellow metal is obtained in a perfectly
other arrangements to repel an invasion,
In tills state it looks more
jure state.
but the inference to be drawn is not
ike red gravel than anything else, and
We have , lobody would think of stopping by the
that we expect an invasion.
simply been preparing for a possible con- vayside to pick up a handful of such
1 ituff.
tingency, and that is what the adminlsThe “red gravel” is pressed by hydraultration is doing in the case of tho Maine.
o power into big cakes, resembling angel
Its leaning is still toward the accident ] ood cakes in shape, lint much bigger,
about ?8il,00'i
theory, but if the evidence before the these cakes are worth
.piece. Next the material of which the
court of inquiry shows that that theory is
akes are made is melted again in cruoluntenable, and points to treaoherous j ■1. s, with the addition of ten per cent,
it
<
wants
if
of
somebody
action on tire part
copper, and the stuff is cast in bars for
-I
f Kn r><~irtbr nrronnioc I ( oining.
Each bar is sliced by a machine
nto several strips, which are put under
that may arise from that state of facts.
powerful roller and squezeed to just the
squired thickness for the coins. Then the
crips nro passeu noneain a puncn, which
EAST COMMERCIAL STREET.
uts out of them the blanks for the gold
ieces that are to be. Various mechanical
To the Editor of the Frees:
recesses, requiring no detailed descripCan it be that the citizens of Portland t Lon here, arc gone through incidentally,
are put one
will allow East Commercial street to be 1 dt at length the coin blanks
1 y one in a stamping inachino, which
discontinued? Will not our board of trade
Ives to them the beautiful designs thai
take interest enough in the matter to , take the gold pieces of the United States
bring it before the association and get c urrent at face value all over the world.

COTTOLENE

of
..

The balance due to you comes as
been subjected to
soon as your gold has
the necessary assay. You have a right,
under the law, to receive gold coin for
your check, if you choose to ask for it.

r-

living

jg

j

Ingraham’s oandidacy

Mr.

g

mail.

have imbedded it in our fundamental
law that the negro shall have as much
in

■
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MOTT’S

PENNYROYAL PILLS

|

®d take no other. Send for circular.
b-ice 81.00 per box, 6 boxes for 85.00.

| IB. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland. ON*
For sale by J. E. GOOLD & CO.
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principal
membered through

THEATRE.

a
in
week
usher
Portland theathe
repertoire plays
New England favortre, when the little
comTucker, will
Miss Ethel

will

Tonight

at

of

ite,

commence

week’s engagement, opening

a

one recharacters is
The coma lifetime.
plications of the plot are few and the interests oontinually center In the issue be

tween the old
mond.
For years

man

Brabazon

and

Rosa-

wonderful
Tucker’s
as an actress has been ackversatility
all
nowledged by the very best critics in
cities of America, and'notthe larger
she comes to us as a star in
Miss

great sooiety comedy drama,
“Queena,” a beautiful love story, depict- withstanding
love and emotion most real-

in

her

of

favorrepertoire, she has been held up In
istic and true to nature.
able comparison tr Clara Morris, Richard
Miss Tucker has decided to play “Leah Mansfield and
versatile
noted
other
The Forsaken,” for Tuesday matinee, and American artists, inasmuch as her cona “Soldier of Fortune” on Tuesday evenwonderfulception of a character is most
characterize
ing. Lovers of fine mnsio will enjoy the
ly clear, and her ability to
fine selections by the famous “Premium
bas
in a thoroughly reaiistio manner,
Lady Orchestra” at each performance
placed her in the ranks of onr greatest
next week, each
solo player.
a fine
and best of American players,
Among the members of the above com- land are about to witness this production
we recognize, the
name of a well
pany
with a cast that has seldom if ever been
known Portland young lady, Miss Marin such a work. “Never Again s’
equalled
guerite Fisher, whose many friends hero success has been marvelous all over the
will give her a warm reception. The sale
THK HAYDN ASSOCIATION.
of seats is now open and they may be obAll singers desiring to join the Haydn
tained for any performance.
Association must do so before March 15th,
GRAND OPERA.
members will
as after that date no new
decided that the be admitted.
It has been finally
Membership tickets and
Damrosch-Ellis Opera Company will pre- music may be obtained at Kotzscbmar
sent Wagner’s “Tacnhauser” at the Jeff- hall
Monday evening’s rehearsal.
at
erson on Tuesday
evening, March 8th, Temporarily the dues for men and womwith exactly the same cast as was seen on en are the same.
Wednesday evening at the Boston theatre
W. L. Uand was called by all of the Boston critics
one of the best performances of the work
Have Its H‘Story Written
Mr. Fay has the positive The Club May
ever seen there.
Next Year.
assurance of Mr. Ellis that the rendition
here will be the finest Portland has ever
The delegates meeting of the Union
witnessed, as ho will bring every bit of
entire was fairly well attended on Friday afterscenery, properties, costumes, the
but there was no business of speuballet, chorus, the grand symphony or- noon,
Mrs.
to be transacted.
chestra of 60 musicians; the whole differ- ial importance
in absence of Mrs
Frederick
Jones,
the
from
performances
ing in no respect
read the minutes of the last meetgiven in New York and Boston. The Moore,
ing, and the treasurer reported a balance
-j
«u» mo an

ing

so8nes

of the W. L. U.
Mine. Johanna Gadski, for the past of $:20'J.90, to the credit
prima The members present heard 'with much
three seasons one of the leading
nlonxnnn +!mr fVlOW VrOKO f.O h ft VO tllft
tirfH.
dcnnes of Mr. Damrosch's company, will
one.

be the Elizabeth. Not only in opera has pect of listening to a paper on Paris,
she been a general favorite in Boston and by Miss Deborah Morton, on Saturday
This meeting is
New York, but in concert at the Worces- afternoon, March 19th.
ter Festival, and with the Boston Sym- to he of a social character as well, such
phony Orchestra she has proved to be one as was enjoyed on New Year's afternoon,
this and will be held, as usual, in the vestry
artists ever seen in
of the

greatest

No doubt there
country. Mr. David Bispham, one'of the of Pine street church.
best known concert and oratorio (as well will be a good majority of the members
made an allusion
Mrs. Clark
»s operatio) singers, is the leading bari- present.
by to the approaching annual meeting, addtone, and the title role is assumed
German ing
the principal
that she had heard an expression
Ernest Kraus,
tenor of the
organization, a handsome from some of the ladies as to the advisa
young singer who has become a universal bility of omitting, or at least modifying,
allotted the the reports of the clubs at that meeting.
favorite and is everywhere
place in musical work formerly so well In response, Mrs. T. J. Brown spoke of

Alvary. That sterling the change in circumstances, since the
by Max
favorite, Emil Fischer, is also in the east, beginning of the Union, when there were
a d all in allitlwill be a performance long but few clubs, and the members knew
10 be remembered in musical circles.
but little of each other’s work, that now,
While the expense of giving a perform- there were so many it would practically
ance here is even greaterjthan.in Boston, take two afternoons to hear from all. So,
the terms will not be higher, in fact, a in view of this, she would move that the
shade lower, ranging from $1.50 to $3.E0, reports of the clubs bo abbreviated and
and the seats will go on sale Thursday put into the general report of the secremorning, March 3rd.
tary. Mrs. Osgood rose and said she conmost heartily with what Mrs.
curred
NEVER AGAIN.
said in regard to the changed
Brown
Charles Frohman’s most successful and
conditions of the Union, but, as in its
funniest comedy is said to be “Never
early days there was no “club column”
Again.” Itwiil be|presentod at The Jeffer- the reports seemed necessary, while now,
March
1st
and
son Tuesday
Wednesday,
that practically all the doings of the clubs
a.:d 2d.
were chronicled in one paper cr the other,
No comedy of lato issue has had a greatshe would move to amend by substituer variety of oharaoters, all typical too,
tion
that the reports of the clubs he
than has “Never Again,” nor has any
This
omitted at the annual meeting.
filled

of its class

proven

more

fertile in

amended motion was carried unanimous-

amUslng situations. The English version ly. The Chair spoke of another suggeshas been cleverly and cleanly made, pre- tion
whioh had come to her, of rather a
serving all the fun of the original with- new character, which wub the writing
out using anything not thoroughly accept- of a
history of the Union, and asked for
able to good taste.
some expression of opinion from the memIt was
bers present in regard to it.
moved that somebody should be selected
of
Paradise
the
the
The lecture on Hawaii,
coming
to write this history for
the 'ucifle, is a top of unusual interest at annual meeting, but after some little
as
to the shortness of time
discussion
enjoyed
tho pressntitimo. Dr. Bowker
to prepare such a history, and the greater
both among lltness
special advantages there,
of having it read at the annual
and
is
thereand
Royalists,
meeting in ’99—the Union’s Decenniul—
Republicans
voted
to lay the matter on the
was
it
statements
fore able to make impartial
That matter closed the business
table.
on this vital subject from (knowing both of the
afternoon, and adjournment soon
■Ides of the question. IThis concluding followed.
The
at
Jefferson
takes
Jretnre
place
ABYSSINIAN CHURCH.
evening, and seats are now on sale.
DR.

BOWKER.

SOWING THE

WIND.

the Wind” will be at The Jnfferton on Friday and Saturday of next
week. The story Is very dramatic. The
the world
woman has been thrust into
without the boon of lawful parentage and
through the Irony of fate the man responsible for her situation is now the guardian

“Sowing

between her and
of her lover, standing
the only happiness of which she has ever
dreamed, objecting to her because of the
very conditions that have resulted from
his own youthful perversity, though his

relationship to her is not made known to
Mm until the denouement of the play.
Tae woman, stung and maddened by the
terrible injustice that rests upon her, and
yet unconscious that 6he is speaking to
the author of her first great wrong, burst

In spite of storm and slush the ladies
of the Abyssinian church gave a success
fill concert and supper at Thatcher l'ost
hall on Thursday night. Over two hundred
persons were present, and the affair in
every respect was a pronounoed success.
The following is the programme:
Mrs. Alonzo Matthews
Piano solo,
Mr. Louis Johnson
Song,
Miss Etta Leighton
Heading,
Trio, Mrs. Merrill andjthe Misses Aggeson
Piano duet,
Mrs. and Miss Freeman
Mr. G. E. Smith
Song,
Mr. McDonnell
Piano solo,
Mr. Harry Crane
Violin solo,
Miss Lottie Brown
Heading,
Messrs. Shaw and Smith
Duet,
Mr.
Charles Johnson
Song,
Mr. Loms Johnson
Reading,
Master Love and Miss Palmer
Duet,
Miss Johnson
Song,
Miss Alice M. Love
Accompanist,

of wild emotion
MILES STANDISH RIFLE CLUB.
upon him in a moment
with almost fearful arraignment to the
The Miles Standish Rifle club held its
sterner sex for its pitiless treatment of regular wcokly shoot Saturday
night.
The man, wounded by the There were ton members
womanhood.
present. In the
truthfuluess of the charge, and writhing handicap match these were the highest
in the secret consciousness of his own out of a possible 150:
134
guilt, rallies from tho staggering effects Standish, 139; handicap 5 points,
of the assaults and rushes to a desperate M. Cummings,137; handicap 5 points, 133
G
H.
10
Wilkens, 135; handicap,
battle
the
defense. Tho contest is on,
125
points,
Sex.” Man and
cry is “Sex against
Gift rifle score, possible 350;
more
splendidly
woman
wero nover
127
Standish,
matched against each other and no en- 51. Cummings,
126
126
counter of the kind was ever more skill- G. H. Wilkins,
121
conducted. Tho final scene between G. H. Tucker,

fully

♦
▼

Freedom from Freckles

♦

and from all such disfigurements and b’em- jr
ishes, follews the use of the Carlsbad
Sprudel Salt. It clears and freshens the ▼
skin wonderfully—takes away that dull and ▼
mottled look that comes from stomach derangements. V

jf

in chronic and stubborn cases of skin dis- ▼
▼
orders, like eczema, ft is the prescribed remedy.
Even

Insist upon the genuine imported, natural Carlsbad Sprudel Sait, which is evaporated from the
Sprudel Spring at Carlsbad, and bears the seal of
Eisner & Mendelson
the city and the signature of
on every bottle.
New
Sole
York,”
Co.,
Agents,

▼
▼
▼

▼
V’

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦I

NEW

MARINE INSNRANCE GOES UP.

PROTECTION.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

y

26.—Insurance

New York, February
that the English
Are Being men hero said today
Lloyd underwriters are asking a slight
Planted iu the Harbor.
additional premium on goods shipped by
American
Spanish steamships to Cuba.
Ibis Is
same.
are doing the
at
Night—Getcompanies
Off
the
Seen
Cape
Lights
is a specIt
risk.
what
is
a
war
called
Head
pot
ting Guns In Place at Portland
ulation on the part of the consignee to
the
on
—Ammunition Arrived and
protect himself in case hostilities should
Way.
commence.
If war broke out a special

Torpedoes

It Is Thought

dwellers on the
several nights
shores of the Capa havo wondered about a
number of bright lights which have teen
seen moving over the water at the mouth
of the harbor.
The lights were not those
of vessels passing in and out, lor while

would bo made at onoe, amounting
on
to an increase of from 10 to 60 percont
Marine insurance
rates now charged.
companies have received applications for
speculative insurance.

they moved from place to place they did
not leave a comparatively small section
of the waters of the bay. It is reported on
what appears to be good authority that

made in this oity today regarding the report that Lloyds underwriters were asking
slight war risks upon Spanish steamers
bound for Cuba, but no confirmation of

5

For

SILVERWARE I
AAA A AAAA AAA AAA AAAAA

London,

Fobruary 26.—Inquiries

were

!

03

Rogers,

Hail

& Miller),

Here

cludes
is

Desert

women’s,

per set 1-2 doz,

89c

Spoons,

doz.,

per set,

heel,

1-2

ioc,

$1.59

$1.39

ONE

THE GUNS

OF

PORTLAND

AT

in use by officers of the
engineer corps of the army and it is presumed that the work in progress Is that
It is
of locating and planting torpedoes.

lights

are

said that some time ago a number of torpedoes were received here and stored In
Fort Gorges.
Lately a tug has been seen
at the old fort and at the same time these

mysterious lightshavoappeared at the

en-

informed
trance to the harbor.
man who spent some time recently watching the lights from the shore 6aid that to
A

well

all appearances they were used as signals
to aid persons in some work which was
being carried on in the middle of the
channel. Of course the work is being
done quietly if it is being done at all.
These

torpedoes would

bo

operated by

from the chamber blasted in
the solid rock at Portland Head. The
troops here are not employed on tho work
If the torand know nothing about it.
pedoes are being planted the operations
are conducted
by the officers of the engi-

electricity

corps with the asslstahce of civilians.
In this collection it is said that a steamboat man who is an expert pilot visits
Head nearly
the vicinity of Portland
every night and this in the opinion of the
neer

people living

near

by is sufficient

to

con-

$1.50 to 2.50
99c to $1.69

Pie Knives.

99c to $1.50
And hundreds of others
fancy pieces the latest patterns and very pretty.
We have a lot of broken
Tea Sets, such as Tea and
Coffee Pots, Cream Pitch*

THE INCREASE OF THE NAVY.

Washington,
February 3(5.—Senator
Hale said today that provision would be
made in the naval appropriation bill for
the increase of

the navy recommended
by Secretary Hong. He added, however,
that
there was nothlDg sensational in
this fact,
as it was necessary that the
naval forces should be maintained. “It
requires,” ho said, “about 12,000 men to
fully man our war vessels and the force
does not now exceed 10,000.”
MEN FOR CRUISERS.

I

ers,

Holders and Butter Dishes
These goods will be sold at
cost to close them out.

Sterling Silver

26.--Chairman
Bontelle of the House naval affairs committee has received a letter from the Navy
Department together with a draft of a
bill providing authority
of 1,500 additional

We have

for the

enlistto man the
Columbia and Minneapolis, whioh have
been ordered into commission. The letter
is signed by Aoting Secretary Roosevelt.

Madrid, February 26.—The cabinet has
considered the situation and

no
incident
reported as altering the “cordiality
of the relations between Spain and the
United States,” though tho ministers
was

500

pieces

925of Sterling Silver,
make a ’
We
1000 tine.
straight 25 per cent reduction on every article and we
stock
to
have a splendid
select from.

men

A MILLION FOR SPAIN’S NAVY.

over

1 Stirling
I

Tea Spoons,

$2.79 per 1-2 doz.

him with the work.

fllt_

1

_a

n4*

fVl A

Biddeford, Feb. 21.—Tho strikers in
Saturday and will be
vigorously prosecuted. Tho usual ship- the Pepperill, Laconia and York cotton
ment of ammunition was recently re- mills will remain out until they are
ceived here for Fort Preble. It consisted starved in. This seems to he the situaThis is not an tion at the end of the sixtli
of about 6500 pounds.
week. And
evidence of any warliko preparations as there is no
prospect of a settlement for
tho contractor

on

it is stated that when the supply at the
fort gives out, a large amount is sent to
take its place. For the night and morning
a shipguns and the target practice, such
ment as that recently received would last

News has, however,
about two years.
been received at Fort Preble that a consignment of ammunition for the guns at
Portland Head has been shipped but it
has not yet arrived.
While it is not definitely known what
the engineer officers are doing here and
what other preparations except the mounting of the big^guns are being made, it
would not be at all surprising if every
in
means was being used to put tho port
The news from the
a stato of defence.
Watertown arsenal printed in one of the

despatches below is evidence enough that
the government is taking unusual precautions. In the meantime the life at the
fort goes on as usual, save the difference
made by tho transfer of the detachment to
Portland Head.

AMMUNITION FOR THE FORTS.
Boston, February £6.—Tho Watertown
arsenal is now engaged in loading 50,000
pounds of ordinance and other war material, destined for points along the AtThis material will be translantic coast.
ported in 26 cars which have been supplied to the arsenal on orders from Major
Riley by the Fitchburg railroad. Twenty
thousand pounds will go to oaoh car on
an average, and the orders are to load
tue cars

wicn an

possuuo uispaicu.

of the supplies are for Fort Warren
quantity for points along the

00:i6t,

including Kittery.

Much

cunie

and

a

Maine
of it,

The
points.
however, is for southern
order for the cars was given to the Fitchburg railroad, yesterday by a messenger
from Major Riley and the work of loading
the material on the oars is now well in
progress.
Includes shot and
The ammunition
shell tor 8 inch, 10 inch and 12 Inch rifles
The shot and shell
and 12 Inch mortars.
lbs.
are heavy, weighing from 300 to 1000
labor
apiece, which involves considerable
and time in loading. This work of transfor the
porting war material 13 nothing
Fitcnburg, considerable of that form of
supplies being sent in the cars of that
road during the year past. But there has
of
never been a time within the memory
the Fitchburg officials when such n large
number of ears was called for at any one
time.

Diphtheria relieved in twenty minutes.
Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas’ Ecelctric Oil. At any drug store.

weeks to

come.

Both strikers and mill

managers remain firm and indications of
a settlement by arbitration seem remote.
The strike has caused a loss in
wages of

$200,000. The committee that are raising funds in New Hampshire and Massachusetts mill cities report to the local
labor leaders that it is quite successful
aud is

receiving enough

tions to

carry

weeks to

come.

on

cash

great bargain.
Every article is

A

14 An/1

I
I

I

gnaran

teed to be satisfactory or
Sale opens
money back.

tions.
One lot of silk
Mocha
two clasp

Jouvin

ity 36-inch moired
feta Lining, black

Buenos

Ayers, February 26.—Public
meetings are being organized everywhere
in order to urge the government to push
the armaments of the Argentine republic
is claimed, to
in order, it
guarantee
peace, which is said to be threatened by
the Bellicose utterances of the Chilian
press.

In Brewer, Feb. ID, Ralph J.lcDavitt ol Slierand Miss Sarah Tracv of Steuben.
In Augusta. Feb. 15. Dana A. Lovejoy of
Augusta and Mrs. Aim I,. Ward of'Fairiield.
In Augusta. Feb. 15. Charles P, Austin and
Miss FlosSie Holmes.
In Hancock, Feb. 15, George Rich of Isle an
Haut and Miss Minerva W. Milllken ot Haucoek.
In Hancock, Feb. 10. Dr. I. W. E. McLellan
of Caribou and Miss Marion G. Ober of Foxcroft.
In Phillips, Fab. 15, Walter Stearns of Boston and Mrs. Carrie B. Curtis.
lh Ellsworth, F"eb. 10. Alfred F. Fortier and
Miss Annie May Coleman.

rytield

$3.50.

At

and

Glas-

weight

at

$1.12; sizes 38

75c and

to

neck
men,

counter, a lot
Arctic Socks, to

same

boys’

worn

at

with

rubber

18c,

marked

30 years
In Aurora.

Feb. 15,

Mrs. Emily B. Silsby

“8Ii? A^gusu’/Feb. 15.

Ethel M. Blish, formerly

af

teed 39 years.
In l’ittston. Feb. 19, Mrs. Emma H. Bragdon
rged 84 years.
In Union, Feb. 16. John H. Smalley, formerly
Jf St George, aged 76 years.
T
Ill Ellsworth, F.eb. 15, Mrs. Caroline A. Jorfan, aged 73 years.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 21, Walter T. Sands, aged
17 years.
In West Tremont, Feb. 17, Mrs. Myra Tlmrs;on, aged 79 years.
In liar Harbor, Feb. 16, John Durgan, aged
30 years.
In East) Sullivan, Feb. 17, Dr. Benjamin H,
Jrdway, aged 64 years.
In Buoksport, Feb. 10, Edwin B. Baker, aged
>5 years.
In Palmyra, Feb. 16. Mrs. Eliza Thorne, aged
>0 years.
In Chicago. Feb. 14. Edward, son of Dr. Eoyai
“• Cleaves, of
Cherokee, aged 23 years.
_

at

Mats,

Coffee

blue,

dozen,

Garments,

navy

green and grey, at $4.98,
worth $8 to $13.50.

One lot
Dress
and

of

“Zephyr”

Shields, sizes

4, at 10c

and

3

12c,

15c and
Also a lot of short
17c.
lengths of Skirt Cords,

regular price,

colors and
sold at

black,

be

to

halfprice to-day.

styles,

at

29c,

marked

down from 50c and 60c

yard.
Infants' Outfits

a

Puffs, with stefftog
silver handles, at <560*
Two hundred

blotter,
big quantity,
Great bar*
at 6c each.

At

counter,

same

assorted lot of
canvas

wraps

tumes,
yard, been

48c

train.

o

black silk

Ruffling,

Toilet Goods.

for trim-

and
at

Paste at

a

xoc.

lot of

Remnants,

Hamburg

at 16c

a

Trays,

yard,

A lot of
at

48c,

celluloid

were

$1.

Haberdashery.
A

Laces Counter.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

To^oth
A lot of

“Petroiio,” same as vaseline, in pound tins, at

to 88c.

Embroideries Counter.
One

of

10c.

One lot

cos-

25c

with cover and

a

an

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

various

Thblets

cream-laid

ing Papei;

down

pat-

Flannels,

Stationery Ccawstm

marked
15c,
from 49c.
at

An assorted lot of narrow Val. Lace Edges, at

One lot of fine French

with

der

been 25c.
Counter.

«

of fine

to go

Five lots of black mohair Gimp, assorted

30

hand embroidered Chemisettes, standing collars,

ming

Trimmings.

at

One lot of Down i^Ha^

75c.

German

of

lot

to-day

Jewelry Counter.

a

Neckwear Counter, Womens
One

paper-

SQ£^
marked dowi>f*om Ogtx

plated

Spoons,
regular price
Great bargain.

of

lot

At
copy.
a lot of Calendar^
brass holders, at

green

at 49c

oxy-

36c.

be sold

19c.

One lot of silver

Notions Counter.

dized,

silver and gilt
assorted designs,

Novels^ crlghr
ally published flfc«s§<Vto

down from 50c.
One lot of silk Candle

An assorted lot of women’s fine Mackintosh

fancy comgrain leather

covered

Door

pink,

25c.

Books, with

One

marked

35c,

at 19c,

Fancy Goods Counter.

wil59c,

cocoa

Slipper

Pocket
corners,

marked down from 87c.
One lot of

etc.,

One lot of

bination

and

at

Hampers,

of

screen

of

regular price

at

Shades, red,
and lemon, at

Vassalboro, aged 14 years.

In Augusta. Aue. 16, Mrs. Margaret J. Was
;att, aged 75 years-.
In Madison, Fel). 15, H. Tufts, aged 61 years,
In Madison. Seb. 15, Percy Ilobart, sou oi
Mr. and Mrs. Percy H. Brown, aged 1 year.i
In Buoksport, Feb. 18, Mrs. Ella M. Curtis,
rged 4s years.
III Bar Harbor, Feb. 17. Thomas C. Callilgan

low

lot

One

heavy Jer-

One lot of round

at

cushions,

Soles, wool lined,

Basement.

to-

line

Leather Goods Counter.

Shirts

ribbed

entire

Yarns Counter.

regular price
$1.75—subject to slight

One lot of

been

panels, lambrequins,
at 10c a yard.

silver mixed,

and 19c.

to go

37

yard,

a

lows,

whose

Mackintosh Counter.

[Interment at Lewston.]
In Deering, Feb. 27, Eliza K. Bickford, agec
50 yojjrS
[Funeral on Tuesday forenoon at 11 o’clock
from No. 1271 Vaughan street. Portland.
In Brentwood, L. I** Feb. 26, Mrs. K. Velzora
Spaulding, aged 68 years 10 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In Camden. Feb. 14, Isaac Clark, formerly o
Lincolnvllle.
In Farmington, Feb. 14, Samuel J Mace, agec

50c.

others,

down from 25c.

22 years,

were

brake-

weather,

25c
l'2c•

printed Japanese Crepe,
30 inches wide, for pil-

trim-

teamsters,
or

at

One

$1.12,

sey

of tassel
assorted colors,

Needlework Counter.

counter,
neck Corset

Drawers, for boys one to
fifteen years, at 10c, 14c

protector

At

Feb. 25, George, son of John J
lvaler, aged 11 years and
months.
Funeral from his parents’ residence1 39 Cotton streut Monday morning at 9.30 o’clock
Services at Cathedral of the Imamcalato Con
cepllou at 10 o’clock.
In this city, Feb. 2G, Avenie Clouthler, age<

and

Childrens Underwear.

Hosiery Counter.

line

Fringes,

flaws.

$i, marked down
from $1.50.

Feb. 28, Margaret O’Brion, agec

One

One lot of fine merino
“Oneita” Union Suits,

58c,

fromy)8a

Silks.

Underwear; Knitted.

white and

at

lot of

a

same

at 34c,

Shirts

and Drawers, at
marked down from

$1.29,
$1.75.

$1.98,
$2.90

lot of

a

tapestry
Portieres, fringed at both
ends, assorted patterns
and colors, at #1.88, been
#2.50.

with

at

will sell

we

squares,

Also

fine

extra

high
Covers, hamburg

a

i

heavy

tenbury

day

,,

MARRIAGES,

Taf-

med,

A broken lot of

in all

In this city,
and Margaret

CHILI AND THE ARGENTINE.

qual-

Men's Underwear.

al-

black

marked

at

from

marked

19c,

Rugs,

A small lot of women’s

down from 25c.

boots,

nuvl pulse and temperature. It will be at
least a week, however, before there can be
a well founded hope of
recovery.

at

colors,

To-day

lot of JapaneseJute Floor

fine white Skirts, trimmed
with lace or Swiss emdown

business keens them out

Notice of funeral hereafter.

Draperies Room.

marked down

ruffle,

broidery,
finest

One lot of

men

In this city,
34 years.

fn.rfrtAk

Muslin Underwear.

Counter.

Linings

be

San Francisco, February 26.—Dr. Chas.
B. Brigham at St. Luke’s hospital has
made a complete excision of the stomach
of a female patient suffering with cancer
and 86 hours after the operation she is
rest incr comfortahiv with nlmnat
nnr.

$1.48,

marked

at

Gloves,

Lewiston, February 26.—The striking
weavers at the Androscoggin mill held a

REMOVED THE STOMACH.

Kid

down from $2. the proper
sort for street wear.

WILL NOT RETURN AT LEWISTON.

ford.

Pique

and continues until March
1st.

DEATHS-

lot

a

“Yankee”

marked down from

clasp

One lot of two

for motor-

Green has been' here in their interests.
They claim that sixty of their number
have secured work at Richmond, Me.,

Maj-

Also

trimmed

quality,
wide

HORNING

meeting today and voted not to return to
work on Monday.
They discredit the statement that Hetty

A boxful of cemnaata
and short lengths, best

bons, black and colors^
at half the r-egud&r
prices

Skirts,

pacca

Mens Gloves.

of

Ribbons.

to 23 only,
marked down

One lot of

$1.50.

One lot of the popular
“Danco’s” ?. head and

|

Handkerchiefs, extra quality, at two for 25c.

Skirts Counter.

Gloves, tan shades, at
$1.12, marked down from

some

and that 200 have gone to Canada.
An officer in the Mule Spinners' Union
says that the Union is assisting its own
members and sending aid to
New Bed-

Kid

to

$1.75

One lot of men’s tinea

down from 50c.

lined,

been

Handkerchiefs.

Waists, with hose supporters, at 36c, marked

Gloves.

at

slightly soiled
department, to go

$2.88.

19

children’s

of

in

the

quality satin, gros gram
and other high class gib-

from

imperfec-

become

white and

$1.69,
$2.75.

at

iu

suDjecr

manufacturers’

Mens

subscrip-

the striko for

are

drab, sizes

58c.

50-

1 WEDNESDAY

I

and

40c

“Her

have

patterns,

$1.25,

two

One lot of

28c, 32c and 36c, regu-

price

assorted

and three years
old, at $1.48, marked
down from $2.25.
ren

esty” Corsets,

Bowls, Spoon

Sugar

Washington, February

ment

&

uj&Lur juuuica,

Coats, fancy mixed goods,
braid trimmed, for child-

knees and soles,

inese

Berry Spoons,

the rumor could be obtained.

expressed “regret at the passion whioh
has crept into public opinion during the
have not been idle during the week and present incident.”
A million pesetas was voted to develop
tho third o£ the great guns is on the
skids ready to he placed on the carriage. he na v y.
The work of hauling the fifth gun from
WILL FIGHT UNTIL STARVED.
Fort Preble to the Head was begun by

nect

sum

Hosiery,
spliced

Corsets Counter.

lar

Gravy Ladles, 50 to 75c
suup

gage

heavy, ail
wool, ribbed Stockings,
at

$1.49

HEAD.

The weight of these 10-inch rifles is 67,200 pounds. The total length in feet is 30.6. The powder charge is 250 pounds; weight of projec ile filled, 575 pounds; length of projectile, 4 feet;
muzzle velocity, 1973 feet per second. The penetration in steel is, at 1000 yards, 18.5 inches; at
The effective range is from 8 to 12 miles.
The guns
2500 yards, 16 inches; at 3000 yards, 14 6.
can be operated by from 6 to 10 men each and electrical appliances are used.
the

Medium Knives, 1-2 doz.,

twenty dozen
linen
Damask Nappure
kins and Pattern Cloths,

a

marked
years, at 24c,
down from 32c.
Also a lot of short

finely finished, at
three pairs for 50c.

spliced

About

boys’ percale
Shirtwaists, five to eight

One lot of

Desert Knives, 1-2 doz.,

I

high

section,

small lot of

Childrens Hosiery Counter.

$1.79

doz.,

cotton

Linens Counter.

12c

mer-

One lot of fine
black

Spoons

to save

ooc.

yard,

i-2C a

9

dozen, been 50c and

a

30c

Nain-

marked down from

Hosiery.

the

plaid

and 15c,
In same

of which

desirable

money on
chandise.

at

sooks,

following

one

and

striped

regular

opportunity

an

for

Sale in-

the

items, every

prices:
Tea

terns, at
42c a yard,
marked down from 62c.
Also a lot of fine quality

fair.

be

Bargain

& Towle
few of

a

are

to

OURto-day’s

(Simpson,
Rogers & 8

Bro., Pairpoint
companies,

Teeweatherto.dau Is libels

selections

I have over Two Thousand pieces of Silverware
that I shall sell at lower
prices than ever offered for
iirst class goods in this city.
The goods are made by

Win.

OWEN, MOORE& CO.
Portland, February 28, 1898.

!

SALE.

!

rato

AAA

Table Spoons, per set, 1-2

-«

uaab nisu

play

PORTLAND’S

these two

MUSIC AND DRAMA,

lot

of

with drawers

Suspenders,
strap,

at

19c.

I

OWEN. MOORED CO.

Another Rousing Meetiug

I'eivocratic Caucus—Meeting of Finance
Issued—Mrs.
Committer— Town Warrant

Saturday

Evening.
Travelling 13ad bat

larloj’s Wax l'iggei;B—Personal Items,
I'd

Attendance Targe-

Clarence W.

Small. Tntlier II. Huberts,

Thomas

Harris

and

Fred V. Hat-

thews.

iings,
Andrew J. Cash,
Oyer, S’. E. Marr,
Cyrus E. Roberts, Mr. Libby of Ligonia
and George M. Stanwood.
Mr. Janies Dyer was made chairman
tail N. K Knight, secretary. It was deeded that the regular caucus forthenom-

As the time approaches for the vote of
the citizens of
Deering on the question
of annexation the interest in the subject
becomes more apparent, and is shown in

[Continued.]
“Our poor frieud Potts,” said the
minister, looking vaguely in tbo direction of the oldest Miss Potts, “naturally requested permission to say adieu to
his family and friends. Tbo request
was denied him, but he was granted
permission to write a few lines, and

the public meetings being held, particularly by the annexationists who have had
and neighbors as long as it lasts. I am
so much obliged to these fellows for taking mo and leaving my meat and meal.
It is needed. I am not.”

‘‘That is all,” said Miss Melanie,
folding the letter reverently back into
its envelope.
“I feel just as if I had been listening
they #re ip this envelope.
to a sermon,” said Mrs. Denman, wipHa gassed the envelope to Mrs. Brow- ing the tears from her eyes.
nqfi, VPliu handed it to Mrs. Phipps,
After which the meeting at the old
who, far thro sent it over the interven- courthouse was dissolved in a solemn
ing; heads uStil'-Jdiss Melanie grabbed it silence. Little Potts, who yesterday had
with eager
crept around town with dejected mien
A profound Silence fell upon the as- and in forlorn loneliness, was the hero
it.
semblage while she was reading
of the hour. Destiny deals largely in
Presently she looked up with shining irony.

«i think l should like to read Brother
Lestur’a note, asitis so full of loving
tkpugtjt for sll of you.u
An ©seating murmur rippled roundabout her. And so little PottB’ pencil
Boravrted note passed into the local annalaof Applegate county’s war record.
‘My dear ones at home, he wrbto,
“I would much rather say this temporary good by in person, for I am sure
you are going to make a mountain of
bereavement out of my little molehill
of ItjpoMwaieooe, but the gentlemen
who insist upon ipy taking this little
wht^r excursion with them take a different view ofrmy wishes, so I must lay
my'injuDctions cm you this wise:
“You, my dear Melanie, are not to go
borne and lock all my personal effects
out of sight as if they were never to be
put iffto requisition again. I know you
and all your dolorous little ways. I
Strictly prohibit you and my dear girls
from the prefix of ‘poor’ every time my
name is mentioned; none of that, none
of that, on pain of confessional and absolution when I get back.
“This is the first time,’’the Rev.
Brownell interrupted the reading to
say, “that I ever suspected Mr. Potts of
After which he
Romanist proclivities.
lapsed into austere silenoe, and Miss
Melanie resumed her reading.
“So you see after all, my dears, I am
to have a war reoord. I can’t say at
this early day what the oharacter of my
laurels will be, but they can wait.
“Now, to come down to serious topics,
one of yon will have to be my business
man.
Perhaps all three of yon will
kindly see that my wishes are carried
out in the following particulars:
“I note that Mrs. Matthews hns been
robbed of wood. Please ask old Timothy

tenants, to whom he paid wages.
The novelty of compensation for services
rendered in those days of freshly broken
shackles brought to his doors a drove
of bewildered creatures, tentatively trying their great gift of freedom to see
what amount of strain it would bear.
Actually there was nothing left for
him to do by way of preparation for that
paying off of old scores which ha had
spent so many years waiting for. The
house, a marvel of splendor, was in the
hands of a trained corps of domestics,
imported. The plantation was running
along in its new grooves with a smoothness calculated to “make the head of
an old time planter swim.
The chief misfortune of Mr. Whitney’s life at that juncture was that
:here was none of the old time plantsrs’ heads within reach, no men for him
:o loaf about little Potts’ wareroom
loors with, discussing crops and the
money market, as old Tony Belknap and
"he others had done in those leisurely
sygone days wnen tie, JJenms, tne ae■pised son of a plebeian overseer, had
been scarred for life for striking a genileman’s dog.
When such thoughts came to him,
hat ugly scar over his eye flamed augriy, marring the marvelous beauty of his
:ace with a hideous redness.
Things were not working out at all as
m had planned them a short year ago,
ivhen, deciding that the moment to
strike had come, he had turned his faco
aomeward, after years of pointless wanlerings in foreign countries; perhaps
act pointless either, as they had brought
;o him a certain amount of self respect
lue to the lifting of the social barriers
Lustoru had erected about the overseer
dass at home.
“But this infernal war!” If he had
mown that the sections would actually
:ome to blows, he would have deferred
lis return until better results could have
The plan of revenge he
jeeu seonred.
jad been maturing for years included

sure

brother never meant this letter
to be read aloud."

■Drew to replenish her wood pile and
■find out, as delicately as yon can, if
she stands in immediate need of anything in the grocery line.”
Here Miss Melanie stopped and looked
nervously at Mra Matthews.
“I’m sure brother never meant this
letter tp be read aloud.”
Mrs. Matthews emerged from behind
& very damp handkerohi'ef to say in a
choky voice:
“Goon! Goon! I’ve been thinking
that the ravens were looking after me
very particularly since igeddie went
Now I know who my raven
away.
Vras.

”

So Miss Melanie read on:
“Of course, my dears, you understand that there are no charges to be
made. I closed my daybooks the day
the sharpshooters rode out of town. But
old Tim must be compensated, if he
declines taking pay &r his wood in
provisions from the warehouse, you
will find a roll of bills in the right
hand drawer of my desk in the study at
home. The gentleman who has me in
charge is hurrying me to finish this, so
I will just give you general directions
concerning all of the dear Cloverdell
friends.
“So long as there is a pound of meat
or a pint of flour left in the old warehouse give to those who need. We have
no charges to make.
Freely it has been
given to us in the past peaceful days;
freely we will give in these troublous
I should like my dear girls to
ones.
make it their business to find out who
really needs help. You know our peojfle are not much used to askiDg alms,
and I would not for the world have
one soul need a thing that we could

supply.

“I’m afraid I’ve been something of a
trial to you all at home since the war
began, but I bavo simply tried to do
what seemed the right thing to do.
Sometimes one gets puzzled. I am now.
I don’t suppose they are going to do
anything very terrible with me, but if
they keep me until I give them any information about my old friends we are
net likely to meet again very soon. So
goodby, my loves. I hope I have cut out
enough work to keep you all three busy.
Sly last injunction to you is to give
freely of our substanes to our friends
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neant to settle his Belknap score, and
;hen, after dazzling the neighborhood
with his splendor, he was to “have it
jut with Bascom.
Bat here he was,

neighbors to dazzle and Bascom
fighting, with a tolerably good
:hance of never coming back.
with

no

away

The loneliness of his

began

new

life

soon

to wear upon a set of nerves none

loo well strung. In the extremity of his
isolation he remembered his sister—the
jnly living link between him and the
fid life, so full of bitterness and humilation. He invited her to visit him. Inleed, it was not impossible that ho
would need her. The prospect of hav: ug some one besides his trained domestics to view the beanties of Belhaven
renovated restored his good humor. It
was pleasant to reflect upon the astonishment Betty would experience on her
arrival. She oonld not fail to be considerably dazzled, for from economical mo£768 he had never descanted largely npdh his improved fortunes in the few letters that had passed between them.

(To

he

continued)

i]avion of town officers be called to meet
t the town hall Wednesday evening
at
7.30 o’clock.
Those prominently mentioned as candidates before the approaching convention

and
ential citizens were in attendance
added to the interest and enthusiasm of
President W. W. Merrill
the mooting.
oailed the meeting to order and introduced

wore

Deering’s interests, but I believe

superintendent;

we

Greater Portland. The Great Falls plant
installed in 1898 with its 5000 h. p. has
been followed by three other installations
of equal amount at different points of
The year 1901 saw the most
tne river.
wonderful development that has ever been
known in the state of Maine. The International Exposition located in Portland
that year was one of the greatest enternriaeia that has ever been carried through
in this section of the country. The entire
Back Cove was
surrounding
acreage
utilized for this purpose and an island
made up of the dredgings of the flats ten
aores in extent is a most beautiful garden
and is connected by bridges to the main
The entire flats have been dredged
land.
out and what was once so unsightly and
injurious to health is now a beauty and a
joy forever. A boulevard surrounds the
entire
bay, a Great Deep Sea Fish
Aquarium which has been allowed to re-

voted
prepare
report of the amount of bonds and note
with interest approximately ten or eleven
which had
thousand dollars in value,
been paid since the rendition of the last
These being a part of the instatement.
debtedness of the two towns of which one
was

on

size 50x80.
40x:on each.

Eor prices and particulars apply
Real Estate Office. First National Bank Build.
28-1
mg, FREDERICK S. VAILL.

WOOD for open tires. Rock maple and yel
low birch wood, well seasoned and kep t
under cover. A. D. MORSE, 23 Plum street
telephone CO-2.23-1

f'OR

in

SALE—We now offer a good investmen t
the restaurant hue, located on Es

change street, all complete and doing a gooi
business at present. Inquire of A. 0. LIBB1
22-1
& CO., 42 1 2 Exchange street.
sets 2nd

part of city, house

nearly

new
containing to rooms with bath,
fireplaces, hard wood floors, stationary
tubs, sunny exposure, several bay windows,
etc.
to

harnesses

on

light riding harnesses,one set light double
driving harnesses, at J. G. McGLAUGHLIN
22-1
65 Preble street.

owing
unforseen circumstances is now
the market. Price $5500. Particulars. Real

lREDRRlCKS1VAIL,a.t,0nal
POR SALE—Stock

Periodical store, 422 CONGRESI

and, fixtures of the well
shoe store of (he lata
^ Melch, Bath. Me. lias been a slice store
40 years, is well situated and has a well estal).
lished trade
Inquire J. W. ROBERTS, 128
Front St., Bath, Me.
26-1

?,00^ aIi?

t

STREET,22-1

F

28-3t

open

four

XiOR SALE

Tr°R SALE—Pianos at auclion. New anil
second-hand Upright Pianos, second-hand
auction Wednesday. March 2d. at
At private sale Monday and Tliesdny. F. O. BAILEY & CO., Exchange street.
at
s,'Wares
10 o clock.

IJ°R SALE—In western

hand double tear

SALE—Two
FORharnesses,
three single express

Munjoy Hill, contain
each; price only $t;oo.

of Munjoy and Moody streets,
Also two on Eastern Promenade.

corner

■

MISCELLANEOUS.
ORTGAUES N E G OTIA T EI )-At rT"pe
HI cent, we have funds of clients to invest li 1

SALE—Here is a good chance for a man
f?OE
*
with a small capital to start In a good payMortgages. Partiei desiring loans on goot ing business in the grocery line, location first
real estate security, can obtain same by apply : class and everything complete including horse
AT

iirst

ing at the Real Estate Office. F’irst Nations 1
Bank Building,FREDERICK S. YAILL.

__28-1

185

feb2Gd4w

Middle St.

Will be sold at
wagon, pung and harnesses.
and very cheap. Inquire of A. 0. LIBBY
& CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.
25-1
once

GOODS jnst received:1 pianos,
MUSICAL
music boxes, reginas, violins, mandolins,

guitare, banjos, cornets, harmonicas, populaf

music, music books, music rolls, superior violin and banjo strings.
Please call at HA WES’,
Congress SL
feb24-4

414

Also
number of uprights little
PIANOS.
used, for sale at low price for cash'or by ina

AERILLE, Clairvoyant. Sitting?
daily on health, business of private, famili
matters, in regard to tile past, present or future
Everything strictly confidential and reliable
Office hours from 9 to 9.
79 FRANKLIN ST.
opposite Lincoln Park. Prices 25c, 50c and .?1.

Lillian

all

instruments.

you
Ladilh
dress skirts

HaWES,

can

nave

414

Congress SL
feb24-4

tne bottom ot youi

brushed, cleansed and re
bound for 60c, also all kinds of repairings dom
at reasonable rates. Send us a postal. PORT
LAND SKIRT BINDING CO., 10 Rim St.
22-1

stalments ; 1 standard li cornet; l
senhorter; 1 Cloos flute. For sale
414 Congress St.

Conn; 1 Mesby HAWES,
24-1

SALE—Farm of 23 acres, 1-2 mile from
railroad station and post office; 3 minute*
walk from school; buildings in good repair;
good orchard. JAMES GRAY, White Rock!
Me.
24-1

FOR

WOE SALE.—One of the best farms for the
A
money in York County, situated in Bux
ton, 12 miles from Portland, two miles from
two depots, three-quarters of mile from postoffice, store, church and school.
Pleasantly
stock raising, 233

65

acres.

acres

of

field, cut-

ting 70 tons of hay. excellent land, clay loam,
good orchard, excellent pasture of 85 acres,
well watered by never falling trout brook.
80 acres wood land covered with large hard
wood growth and thrifty growing pine.
2 t-2
story brick house and ell, cemented cellar

TWONEY TO LOAN-On first and seconc
quarter, according to the terms of separa- 1'A
mortgages on Real Estate at as low rate o:
tion,is chargeable to the old town of Cape interest
Two barns 86x76 and 40x84, all
and cistern.
as can be obtained in Portland; also
Elizabeth, the remaining three-quarters loans made on stocks, bonds, personal proper In good repair. On account of the advanced
or any other good securities.
of A
age of the owner tills farm will he sold at a
ty
Inquire
incorof
to
the
account
the
newly
going
C. LIBHY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
17-4
great bargain. Terms easy. W. K. DRESSER,
No. 80 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
22-1
Awaiting this report, the
porated town.
will advance money on any kind ol
coniniittee adjourned to meet in the First WE merchandise consigned to us, or wil
SALE-Examine the elegant new FalrpOR
household furniture,
stori
A
National bank building, Portland, Thurs- pay cash for
banks’ mandolins just reoelvedand for sale
stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS
by HAWKS, 414 Congress St. A large number
& WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street, ll-ti
day next at 2 o’clock p. m.
of other makes, second band, taken in exThe warrant for the annual town meetchange, for sale from 82.50 up. Also a number
Household goods of every de
SHIRT WAIST AND PLAIN SKIRT COSTUME PROM HARPER’S BAZAR
second hand and new guitars at exceedingly
scription are always to be found a' of
ing contains 48 articles and is one of the
low prices.
24-1
with
a
width
Auction
for
sale
at
our
We
otter
wear,
model
Rooms.
is
a
made with
private
every-day
A new shift waist
of
the
the
town.
in
$603
history
largest
have articles less than half the cost to manbloused In at the foot of three and three-quarters
SALE-One
of
pointed yoke and slightly
&
tli&best
laundries
ufacture.
GOSS
II
of
WILSON,
paying
the
Auctioneers,
to improve the heating facilities
in New Hamshire; fully equipped, good
Free street,11-tf
The bank is closely fitted with a yards. It has live gores, and may be
front.
town hall, the removal of the trees in
business, expenses low; poor health cause of
in the baok, as preor gathered
in
form
to
that
of
the
similar
Notice.
Notice.
XrOTlCE.
pleated
Highest casl selling, orand chance for anyone looking for a
pokey top,
the change of the place of Is
Knightville,
prices paid for rags, rubbers, bottles ant good investment. Address LAUNDRY, Press
front. A touch of novelty is given some- ferred. The propor out of this shirt waist
meeting of the town officers, and the all kinds of old metals. Mail orders solicted office.
18-2
times to this style of waist by making and skirt can be obtained from the out
CO„54 Lincoln St„ Portland
PORTLAND.RAG
appropriation of land near Willard for a Me.
24-2
SALE—One refrigerator. 4 1-2x81-2, and
the yokes
double, with a contrasting patterns furnished by Harper’s Bazar,
a meat bench, oil tauk, barrel covers, two
park and recreation purposes are likely to
where it appears. The same model is also
space between the two, which, when care
WANTED—All persons in want of trunke paper cutters, measures and scoops, baskets,
call out a lively dlsoussion.
«*
barrels very nice beans.
8. HOBART1
or
call
on
E.
D.
and
to
REYNOLDS
dock
linen.
for
eight
suitable
bags
a
crash,
Quanvery pretty
fully stitched, produces
The exhibition of Mrs. Jariey’s “Wax 563 Congress sheet, one door above Shaw’s 143 Brackett St.18-1
effect. The fronts admit also of many tity of material for skirt, five and a
as
we
manufacture
our
store,
goods
grocery
Figgers” by the ladies of the Free Bapbottom prices. POR SALE—An 8x13 horizontal engine niada
can
therefore
give
variations, depending upon the kind of quarter yards forty-two inches wide, or tist church will take place at the town and
by Kendall & Roberts, 28 bor e power;
\Ve frame A
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
The front as well as the six and a half yards thirty-six inches
tubular holler; allin good order. Terms to suit
material used.
23-2
pictures.
hall Wednesday evening.
if taken s oon.
For particulars address C. Tshirt
waist—cotton
For
wida
be
cut.
It
material,
sleeve often has a bias
may
10-4
AMES, East Waterford, Maine.
PLEASANTUALE.
made also with bias or pointed tucks or three and a quarter yaids; wash silk,
WAN TED--FEMALE HELP.
wooden house with
SALE—Two-story
leats. The wool skirt is a practical four and a half yards.
FORbasement, it rooms in first class condition,
Conductor A. P. Bartlett of the
Cape
Forty words inserted cinder this head with all modern conveniences.
Pleasantly
electrics while carrying
the mail on one week for t' cents, cash in advance.
located on Cumberland street, near Cathedral,
The Friday last about 1.30 o’clock p. m. over
two minutes from Congress street electrics.
as members of the Deering board of trado, two act faroe, “A Game of Bluff.
188 Pine St, a competent sec- Sun all day (when it shines).
Terms easy.
to have been held on the hill near Llnooln and Brown streets WANTED—At
»*
votod with the unanimous vote that was ball which was
22-i
ond girl.
One-half purchase money can remain on mortforward
to
has
been'set
in Ligonia helped out of trouble a party
gage, if desired. H. L. JONES, 470 Congress
passed recently that it was for the best Tuesday evening
feblO-if
street.
MALE HELP WANTED.
of two girls and a boy on Minister Mains’
interests of the city to have suoh protec- Thursday evening.
lease, a lot of land at the West
The members of hose 3 of Morrill's oor- team. The horse plunged into a ditch
tion.
FORSALE—Or
End, corner Forest and Congress streels
Mr. Fred V. Matthews predicted that ner realized $80 as a result of their recent and out loose from the sleigh.
Mr. WANTED—A man to work on farm, work containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to E. HARthe year round, must be a good milker.
919 Congress St.
as
was
jan25dtf
The
amount
LOW,
$75.
reported
Bartlett quickly grabbed the reins] but DOLE MILK FARM,Stroudwater, Me. 26 1
the Deering tax rate must increase in the ball.
The regular monthly meeting of Hose caught his finger in a buckle and put the
coming year from $17.50 to about $20.20,
man here and one or two
while Portland’s taxes .will be reduced to 3, Morrills’ corner, will be held on Tues- Anger out of joint. He will have to lay WANTED—Reliable
LOST AND FOUND,
”•
outside to open small office and handle
day evening.
oS for a while. The children suffered no my goods. Position permanent and good paya bout $19.50.
to honest workers. Address with stamp and T OST—Brown waterproof handbag contalnThe paper on “Wills”before the A. B. narm.
Al ing’pair gold glasses. Reward for its return
references, A. T. MORRIS, care this paper.
C. Klass and their friends on Friday
Mrs. Alice Taylor, teaoher in Cash cor23-1
at Preble house.
25-1
DEERING.
evening was by Judge H. C. Peabody ner school No. 2, reports that out of 74
salesman to sell most
and not by Judge Bonney as stated in pupils only 22 are able to attend school. WANTED—Traveling
• ■
TO LET.
complete line of lubricating oils, greases,
The board of overseers of the poor have Saturday’s PRESS.
Liberal terms
There is an epidemic of measles in the specialties, etc., on the market.
..
to
THE
ATLANTIC
for
the
proper
party.
Address,
their
year
submitted
report
Forty words inserted under Util head
neighborhood wnioh has assumed startling REFINING CO., Cleveland, Ohio.19-2
one week for 25 cents, cask in advance.
which shows that 1430 tramps were proSome families have as many
proportions.
WESTBROOK.
vided for during the year. The number
WANTED—SITUATION 4.
as four or five cases.
LET—Two tenements 1042 Congress Sr.,
provided for during 1896-7, was 576; in
words Inserted
under this head To S10 each, near Union Station.
Single
Forty
in
was
number
44S;
the
1891-B,
8 95-6,
WIT AND WISDOM.
Lower
181 Oxford St., S18 per month.
house
for
25
oash
on®
week
cents,
in
advance.
Cloudman [Relief oorps ladies held the
tenement 37 Merrill St., S8 per month. Very
there were 92, and in 1893-4, there were

CONSIGNED

FOR

FOR

—..

08

The

number

for
first rehearsal ..'yesterday afternoon
the ohildron that are to participate in the
May Day festival to be held under the
auspices of the corps.

during the past year

nearly three tunes as great as the
previous year. The appropriation made
for the support of the.poor amounted to
§500 last year. The earnings.of the farm
was

The Hebecca circle which was postponed
last Monday will be held tomorrow afterThe circle is to be entertained at
noon.
Odd Fellows’ ball by Mrs. William El-

been larger than on previous years
of overseers have been
so that the board
able to pay all expenses and report a balof this department of
anoe to the credit
have

moll and Mrfl

board of registration will be in
ments in this line alone would fill a voldiseases are as follows: Measles,
session Maroh 1, 2, 3 and 4, in Odd Fel- tagious
Electric
Harrison
&
Windham
The
ume.
scalret
fever, 3; consumption, 3;
86;
to
5
3
and
7
9
to
lows’ block from 9 to 1,
railroad proved a great success. The Yardiphtheria, 10; typhoid fever, 3. Deaths:
on March 4th the seso’clook,
excepting
mouth road is now a connecting link of n
from diphtheria, 2; measles, 2. The last
sion closes at 5 o'clock.
of diphtheria In this city were
through line from Boston to Bangor. An
outbreaks
the
of
members
Deering
High
The
Immense hotel on the summit of Mt. Infrom near by cities,the viotims
imported
on
concert
a
Wednesschool will give
the nature of their illness
dependence was opened in the year of the
in Lewis hall, Woodfords, not knowing
The Portland road ex- day evening
great exposition.
of the Athletic association. until their arrival here.
benefit
the
for
tended its lines to Blackstrap on the west
Mrs. Josoph Larrivee, who was so badanti-annexationists will hold
The
and the Yarmouth road met at the sumburned while [polishing a hot stove
ly
on
and
SaturThursday
All of this and public meetings
mit from the east side.
inflammable mixture a few days
in Lewis hall. The annex- w’ith an
evenings
day
has
much more has taken place and thero
at 6
died
Saturday morning
will hold a publio meeting on since,
ationists
been no more potent agenoy in bringing
o’clock. Mrs. Larrivee was a very popuin
Deer-,
Hoegg
hall,
evening
Saturday
about this great prosperity than the turnlar young married lady among the French
ing Centre.
She was the teacher of a private
ing down of political tricksters in 1898
senior claHS of Westbrook seminary people.
The
the
hands
and plaoing these matters in
hall for Friday eve- school before her marriage and before the
have
Hoegg
engaged
of men best fitted for these responsible
convent school was established. Mrs.
ning, March 4th, when the Bowdoin Glee I
positions.”
Larrivee suffered intense pain during her
their
for
benefit.
I
a
conoert
olub will give
and death came as a relief.
The Red Men’s fair which has been in brief [illness
MR. CLARENCE W. SMALL
She leaves a husband, Mr. Joseph Larhas
been
the
week,
past
during
in the course of his remarks said that the progress
j
who is employed at the silk mill,
successful considering the weather >. rivee,
antis had yet to disprove a figure or to fairly
three children.
and
be
to
had
contended
has
;
travel that
explode an argument made by the annex- and
The board of registration are to comThe
managers have decided to
ationists.
Judging from the Mayor’s with.
their sessions Tuesday and conon
week
and
mence
it
this
Monday
continue
annual recommendations of the apprountil Frldnr.
Thn RpRRinns of
the
Tho
is
following
evenings.
Tuesday
priations for city purposes during the xi
f
tnrl n V
will be held in the oity assessors’
board
coming year, the various accounts will
rooms.
4-Vwaw Viaim
tliic
nil
SOUTH WINDHAM.
we shall be called upon to meet these will be closed from o to b o'clook.
Evedeficits In the shape of increased taxes.
The winter term of the Frederick Roble
ning, from 6 to s o’clock, salad and cold
meat
supper. Commencing at 8 o’clock, High school, closed last Tuesday. The
MR. LUTHER B. ROBERTS,
selection by orchestra.
under the
toim has been a successful one,
Cnpid’s Stratagem ,a comio opera in one
the Demooratio candidate for mayor, was
of various
direction of its prtnoipal, Mr. Fred Bensuggestions
consisting
aot,
I am no
called on and ; said In brief:
as to matrimony, dueling, honor and sen5on of Westbrook.
From all timent, with the following cast:
new convert to annexation.
following class; parts have been
The
of
the
rellquo
late
Sr.,
from
which
I
John
have
Beau,
the points of view
Mr. W. P. Goss assigned for the 'graduation which ocBeau,
Mrs.
made my observations we are going to
in June:
John Beau, Jr., son of the aforesaid,
curs early
There
(Applause.)
carry annexation.
who through long separation has
Susie M. Cloudman
Valedictory,
was a time when wards six and seven,
ceased to know him,
Tyng F. Brackett
Mr. E. A. Butterfield. Salutatory,
Arthur W. Smith
were
Oakdale and Stroudwater,
Oration,
working
Miss Lulu Kaiser
Mrs. Augusta Button, widow,
Now the other wards
for annexation.
Miss Sadie L. Burnham Prophecy,
Hans N. Smith
History.
of the city are for it and are as enthu- Miss Augusta Button, her daughter,
Miss Inez Mayberry
Miss Harrietts L. Pike Them?,
Miss Besiie Iredale
asiastic as we were then.
Master Clifford Pike Theme,
Class Song,'.
Cupid,
Mr. H. H. Luring Theme.and
MR. THOMAS G. HARRIS
Miss Lulu Cooke
Pianist,
between dawn of civiPeriod—Anywhere
said: I have no fear if annexed that our
lization and the milennium.
city will be overrun with the liquor ele- Scene—lteception room, Long Plat.
Too late to cure a cold after consumpOrchestra tion has fastened its deadly grip on the
The anti-annexationists say that Selection,
ment.
Take Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
On Tuesday the programme is to be a iunes
there is no need of a steam fire engine in
while
yet there is time.
one and will conolude with the
musical
men
same
of
those
Syrup
very
Deering, yet some

j

a

av

Enquirer.

TTrarl T .(Vihw

According to the yearly report of the
board of health, the rate of mortality In
Westbrook the past year was 16.4 per one
thousand; a slight decrease from the preceding year. The number of oases of con-

§510.

——n

Asbury Peppers.
“The Indian,said the philanthropic
boarder, “is a ward of the government.”
“And the agent," said Asbury Peppers,
“is often a ward worker.”—Cincinnati
Mr.

Bull

The

vanv

hall

lots
FORmgSALE—2
3200 square feet

Also lot

23-1

Me._

under thU head
week for 25 cent*, cash in advance.

one

acros

Saturday afternoon. T. B.
26-1
Haskell, C. A. Tilton, G. M. Stanwood,
E. C. Robinson, M. B. Fuller. Stephen
‘t'VERYBOIS Y says Fairbanks’ mandolins am
Scomman and E. G. Reynolds, represent- -14 banjos excel all others; what everybod;
must be true; please call and examine
ing South Portland, were present and it says
also superior strings and instruction books foi
a
that T. B. Haskell
town

Forty word* Inserted

SALE—Farms of every description fron
to 2000 acres, suitable for bay
stock, dairy, liens and summer
boarders
Farms large'ly covered with wood and timber
Shore farms pleasantly located for summer o:
winter homes. Farms to exchange for nearb'
city property, We give personal attention ti
farm properly and negotiating farm mortgages
W. F\ DRESSER, 80 Exchange street, Portland

FOR2

UfONEY LOANED on 1st and 2d mortgages
Heckbert, ill.
real estate, life insurance policies, notes

E.

road commissioner.
lhe oommittee to adjust the financial
relations of the old town of Cape Eliza-

The adjourned meeting of the IJeeting
main and is still one of Portland’s great
Democratic)
city committee will be held
exrun
attractions. Railroads are now
in Hoegg block.
this
evening
clusively by electricity and the develop-

_—

Edwin

FOK SALE.

SAXE.

moderator; Noah B. Knight, town clerk; bonds and any good collateral security. Note
rate of interest 5 per cent a yea
George C. Mountfort, treasurer; Frank discounted,
W. P
and upwards according to security.
E. Marr, collector; George M. Stanwood, CARR, room 5, second floor, Oxford Building

should beoome annexed and reap ns a
benefit the fruits of progress and the advancement of onr own interests. Some of
the laboring men that work on our streets
are afraid to vote for annexation for fear

sumpscot river was harnessed and electric
rivers supplied by the Sebago Power company plants, now amounting to 20,000 h.
p. are coursing through the streets of

Tilton, JN. R. Dyer, Stephen
F. A. Skillings and Fred W.
seleotmen; J. W. Lowell, M.

Mr.
Jordan,
Fickett of
Fleasantdale and Frank P. Scamman for
school committee, with J. O. Kates as

Mr.
of ward seven as the first speaker.
“Let not your good
Hanscome said:
works cease. Every citizen should feel it
his duty to work and voto for annexation. 1 am and always have been loyal
to

C. A.

-caniman,
Jordan for
D. Fred W.

HANSCOME

CHAPTER XII.
There was one spot in Applegate county which, in spite of the difficulties attending every undertaking and the genthe cities are united
eral upheaval of the old order of things, that in the event that
little
will
that
comparatively
get
they
took on a fresh lease of life and activSuch men ought to consider that
ity. This was Belhaven, now the home work.
they would faro better under Greater
of Mr. Dennis Whitney.
as the improvements anil worR
upholsterers, Portland,
(jlarpenters, painters,
our domains, if carried out by
In
needed
other
various
landscape gardeners and
would give
sorts of artisans who live by the necessi- the enlarged municipality,
citizens than the
ties of the rich, materialized—imported more work to Peering
from whence no one knew—immediate- work now being done, allowing Peering
a
separate municipality.
ly on the heels of Marianne’s evacuation, to remain as
until now, at the expiration of a few With annexation would come a reduction
insurmonths, the old place wore the air of a in the cost of eleotrio lights, better
fashionable city belle, languishing for ance rates and the privileges of credit
from the Portland savings banks in borthe want of associates.
In the
Mr. Dennis Whitney had achieved a rowing money on our property.
we have but
triumph artistically. He had brought state legislature where today
to bear upon the making of his new one representative we should under the
home all the knowledge of the elegant greater city be a part of a municipality
Business
side of life picked up by a quick percep- that has seven representatives.
firms today are consolidating their busition in various quarters of the globe.
His billiard room was modeled upon ness and oapital and it seems as wise a
business move for cities to take up with
one he in common with a lot of other
This is done for the purtourists had been permitted to examine consolidation.
Lot us settle
in the chateau of a real nobleman in pose of reducing expenses.
the south of France. The old Belhaven this question of annexation on its merits
dining room had touches of Moorish or- with an eye open to the greatest good for
namentation, vaguely suggestive of the the greatest number.”
Alhambra, The great central hallway
MB. GEORGE W. BROWN
was divided in two by tapestry porfollowed by reading an original paper entieres which might easily pass for gobe“Portland
titled
(Peering Plstrict),
lin in the absence of any critic who had
1S09,” The paper presents two pictures,
ever seen the real thing. It was all very
while the
one of which might have been,
fine, even if a little mixed, but it threat- other is what has been and is to be as
ened to prove lacking in that element
as there is a determination that it
of sweetness which can only be distill- long
shall be. Mr. Brown’s vision of the Ported from a perfected revenge.
hearers and
land of 1009 amused his
There was really nothing left for him
In part, he
the proceedings.
enlivened
or
the
to do either to the old house
said of Portland in 1909:
grounds immediately surrounding it.
“Portland is now a thriving,prosperous
Everything was in perfect order. His
of 100,000 population and her wealth
city
in
the
cabins
whitewashed
quarfreshly
The Preincreased to $500,000,000.
has
with
to
full
ter lot were
overflowing
new

urm

largely attended meetings every week, regardless of the weather ar the travelling.
The attendance at Saturday evening’s
meeting wus no exception to the rule, as
150 of Deering’s best known and influ-

MR. A. LEON

C

DemoAn adjourned meeting of the
nic committee was held at the town
all on Saturday at two o’clock p. m.
mo among those present were George C.
uountfort, James Dyer, F. A. S. SkilCaptain Davis, J. D. Hoyt, H. E.

Interesting Speeches by GeorgeW.Cram,
G.

FOR

SOUTH PORTLAND.

ANNEXATION.

man.”

Calf—'-Oh, Lord! Sir, I

am

a

diseased

Falstaff—-‘What disease hast thou?”
Bull Calf—"A cold, sir, a cough, sir.”
—Henry IV. Act III, Scene

I.

Use Pond’s Extract as directed and be cured.

byyoung lady stenograWANTED—Situation
»»
Four

pher.
Apply, MISS
Auburn, Me.

years’ experience ireferences.
T. M. ATWOOD, 28 Elm St.,
22-2

rivo

practical Bookkeeper
WANTED—A
11
First class references.

position.

BOOKKEEPER, this office.

a

Address
22-1

NOTICE OF FORECEOSIIRE.
Whereas Ida M. Waterman of Portland, in
County of Cumberland and State of Maine,
by her mortgage deed dated May 27, A. D.
1895, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds, for

Prodigy.
“Whr.t is an infant prodigy, grandpa?”
“An infant prodigy is a little boy who
knows so muoh that be never has to ask
An Infant

questions.”—Chicago

Record.

Fac-simibb signature of CHAS. H.
is on the wrapper of every bottle

FLETCHER
of Castoria.

Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she ha-i Children, she gave them Castoria.
When

A RAILROAD AT AUCTION.

Memphis,

Tenn.,

February

26.—The
Memphis and Charleston railroad extending southwest from this city to Stevena
distance of 290 miles, was
son, Ala.,

today. The Southern
railway company bought the property at
the upset price of $2,600,000. The sale

f'mnhArln.rwl
in bnnl» A99 naira
62, conveyed tome, the undersign-d, a certain
parcel of real estate situated in said Portland,

said County of Cumberland, and bounded
and described as follows, viz:
the buildings
A certain lot of land with
thereon, situated on the northerly side of Kimwood Place, so called, in said Portland, and
bounded and described as follows:
Beginning
on the northerly side of a passage way Known
as Elmwood Place, at a point distant
sixty-six
(66) feet northeasterly from Kim street, and
from said point of beginning running northeasterly by said Elnnvood Place efghty-ilve
(86) feet, and from these two points extending
northwesterly seventy-live (75) feet on lines parallel to said Kim street to laud formerly of Harmon and Baker, now supposed to be owned by
heirs of J. M. Kimball and E. G. Willaru,
meaning hereby the same premises described In
the deed from George Conant, Jr. to Samuel S
Rich. dated June 16,|A. D. 1870, and recorded
in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, book 377,
page 356. and the same conveyed hy Nathan
Cleaves to the grantor by his deed dated July
5, A. D. 1892. and recorded In said Cumberland
Registry of Deeds in book 594, page 126.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
RICHARD F. CHASE.
Dated this seventh day of February, A. D.
febl7dlaw3wF
1898.
in

made necessary because of a default
in payment of interest on the road’s
bonded debt.

large halls and plenty of closet room.
Apply to J. FRANK BABB. Buck’s Ticket
26-1
Office, 272 Middle St.
room,

LET—Three good rents on
avenue, near Union Station.
rooms, two of 8 rooms each. Very

TO

pleasant and moderate priced.

BURKOWE8,187 Vaughan
IWOR
•*-

RENT—Half of

\<uixi,

wasu

iuuxxi.

a

Washburn
One of 10
convenient,
WILLIAM
26-1

street.

double office.'with

eiu.,

xxx

wc

v/a uiu

Building. Elevator service. Inqure of janitor.
26-1

rr,0 LET—Office room together with desk, etc.,
-X- all complete, situated upon Exchange
street, steam heat and Sebago water included.
Trice $8 per month. Will mike discount 15 fixtures are not required. A. C. LIBBY & CO.,
42 1-2

Kxcliangejstreet.__25 1

and milk farm, locatFORed RENT—Vegetable
in Deering, near ears, 60 acres, good
buildings, barn accommodating 30 cows, has

produced too tons of nay. excellent_opportimity
tor right party. Particulars Realnstate Office.
First^tational Bank Building, FREDEHH Iv
a.

VAILL.___25-1

rr\0 LET—Furnishedrooms with board;, also
nice front parlor on first floor unfurnished.
Steam heat, gas. hath, centrally located, new
management. First class table board $.>00 per
wreek. Transients can be accommodated. Ap24-1
ply at 307 Cumberland St.
WANTED.
and ironing to
IVANTED—Family washing
>'
do at home. Will do it cheaper than in
been
working in laundries
the laundry. Have
for the past 7 or{8 years. Flannels and night
shirts 5 cents each.

No. 7

Fremont Place.

case of dyspepsia that 1 can’t
relieve with two bottles of I)r. Ahak's
No
blood remedy.
relief,
stomach and
money refunded. C. K. NEWCOMB, C3 Vesper
Me.
26-1
Portland,
St.,

sold at auction

was

LET—Flat No. 929a Congress street, near
Uuion Station, contains six rooms, bath

the

ooirl f’rmnfv nf

■

desirable room at 5531-2 Congress St., near
Oak. third iloor, rear. FRED’K L. JERR1S,
28-1
Congress St.

3%

A

wants

..-i

WANTED—A

Messenger's Notice.

the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
State of Maine. Cumberland ss.. February
5 per cent about $2500.
First
23rd, A. D. 1898.
G. B M.,
class city real estate security.
rjiHIS is to give notice that on the 21st rtayof
25-1
February, A. D, 1898, a warrant in In- Press Office.
solvency was issued out of the Court of InsolANTED—To buy for spot cash, from 10 to
vency ioi said County of Cumberland, against
25 acres of vacant land on line ot electric
the estate of
Answer by letter giving
cars or near depot.
WILLIAM R. WAKEFIELD, of Portland,
lowestprice anil exact location, etc. C. A.
lie otor<
to
he
an
Insolvent
adjudged
89 Court street, Boston, Mass.
WINTERS,
on
petition of said debtor, which petiof __23-2
filed on
the
was
2lst
day
tion
February, A.D. 1898. to which date interest ou WANTED—Lovers of music to understand
claims is to bo computed.
»” that B. A. Libby furnishes his pupils
That the payment of any debts to or by
and goods banjos absolutely free, also free music
trauster
Debtor.
and
the
said
first sixlessons. Nothing tiresome,lessons
for
fordelivery of any property by him are
interesting from the first. Terms, fifty cents
bidden bylaw.
of sale per lesson. Address, 110 FRANKLIN ST.
Office of

WANTED-At
Wr

Don’t boi! good clothes to
shreds and have
a

vile-smelling, steam-laden
home, when
James C. Davis’
Ammoniated

KEROSiNE SOAP
Does more and better work

in cold,

warm or

hot water than

old-time soaps.
ALL

GROCERS.

meeting of tlio creditors
aau
debts
to
tlieir
prove
assets
sufficie.it
there
are
choose one
the same to
authorize
be ueui
or more assignees of his estate, will
at a Court of Insolvency to be lioiaen
said
Probate Court room in said Portland, in
ot
County of Cumberland on the 7th day
the
in
March, A. D., 1898, at 10 o’clock
That

a

22-1

debtor,
In
to

case

aj

l0Glven

under my hand the date first above
C. L. BUCKNAM.
Court of
Deputy Sheriff as Messenger of the
of Cumberland.
said
foi
County
Insolvency
feb24&ni2J.‘«>
written.

as general agent
or gent
Maine. Circulars and agents fur$26 required to cover cost of stock
which is secured. Money refunded if not satAddress L. B.
isfied. Call and talk it over.
DECKER, W’est End Hotel, Portland, Me.

WANTED—Lady
*»

ior

nished.

22-1

TO RENT—A first class house
TT/-ANTED
v V
of at least ten rooms, within five minutes
walk of City Hall.
425.

Apply at

once

to P.

O. Box
22-1

GORHAM.
Caucus Was

Republican
Animated.

The

ORCHARD.

BIG BLAZE AT OLD

I.arge

and

of Gorham hold their
hall Saturday afternoon.
caucus in Kidlon
ehoosen chairHon. Isaao W. Dyer was

Old Orchard,February 26.—A Are which
at one time threatened to sweep away the
entire business section of this
town,
started in a wooden building owned by
Mrs. W. E.Leavitt of Boston, at Ao’olock

0.notations of Stable Predicts in the
Leadinsr Markets.

Republicans

The

this morning.
The flames quiokly spread to the large
three story wooden block owned by Major
R. Spinney, olork.
man and Mr. George
E. J. Day, and this was soon a mass of
There was a lively contest for street com- flames. At this point the Are appeared to
missioner and collector which called out be beyond the control of the local departthellargest attendance for years.
ment, and the old post office bnilding
The following ticket was nominated: owned by Postmaster Mott E. Hill, but
Moderator. Elbridge M. Wilson; clerk, unocoupied, was the next to catch Are.
John C. Summersides; selectmen and The entire square appeared to be in danLewis McLellan,
overseers of the poor,
were sent
ger of destruction and messages
A
Fred D. Scammon, Charles S. Purinton; to Saco and Biddeford for assistance.
treasurer, John A. Waterman; collector, steamer from the latter city oame on a
Charles W. Harding;street commissioner,
but before it arrived, the

special train,

comcsohool
of the Are.
Johnson;
department had gained control
Howard
Augustus F. Kemp,
The total loss is estimated at about

P.

Frank
mittee,

McKenney,

A.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Charles

W.

Peerhosen
H. R.

were c
The
following
oammittee for two years,
Millett, B. F. Whitney 1 Isaac W. Dyer,
Lewis U Files, F. D. Scammon, F.' L.
Whitney, George P. Plaisled, C. K. Wes-

ing.

town

$11,000.

The buildings which ordinarily have
tenants in the summer are unocoupied
fact alone
during the winter, and this
accounts for the small financial loss.
Had the wind been blowing hard, nothsaved the ening, apparently oould have
fire is a
tire district. The cause of the
to have been
mystery, but it is supposed

Maine
Onion

Gascogne.New York. .Havre.Mch 12
Central...129
York..Liverpool. .Mch 12
Pacifio.„t'S/s Lucama.New
Wera.New York. .Genoa!,.
.Mch 12

American
American

Bell.2‘”

Sugar. common.l*o
Sugar, ..111
Cen Mass, pfd...
9

do commo

Flint it Pere Mara.
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R .loots
Eastern Railroad 1st 6s. 1900.119
New Fork Stock Market.

New York Stock andJMoney Market.

Money
2;

prime
sterling
business

■,By Teleirraph.1
NEW YORK, Feb. 26.
on cal! firm at 2KO percent; last loan
mercantile paper at3%®4 percent,
Exchange was firmer, with actual
In bankers bills 4 84Vi-«4 84% for de-

mand, and 4 81»4®00 0 for sixty days; posted
(ausat .13314 86.
commercial bills 4 61@
4 81%.
Silver certificates E6s/a@66%.
Bm Silver 65%
Mexican dollars 46%.
Government Bonds irregular.
State bonds quiet
Railroad bonds steady.
Retail Orocors

isncar

flat..,

Portland market—cut loaf 7: coufetlon fa y
Be: pulverised 6o;
powered, 6a; grauulatco
5% ; coney crushed 6c; yellow 4c.
Hides.

The

following are

Opening.
Delaware & Lackawanna.
Philadelphia & Reading.
Jersey Central.
Delaware it Hudson.
Erie..
St. Paul.
C.,i’B. &Q.

Closing

18%

18V*

92

02

Pa., February 26.—The

Wllkesbarre,

^SPECIAL TO

THE

PRESS.J

committee in the case of
South Windham, February 26.—At a
Sheriff Martin and his deputies, on trial
attended caucus of the Republifor shooting strikers at Lattimer, today largely
Windham held this afternoon.
cans of
for
further
funds
for
an
issued
appeal
Charles H. Authoine,Cornelius N. Morproseoution of the case. When court met,
rill and Lewis Weeks were nominated for
today, Superintendent Fred Zerb3y was
selectmen, ""sessors and overseers of the
examination.
for
cross
stand
on
the
put
Anthoine
all i. .i-railroad loan.
poor,
that
elicited
was
feature
new
The only
the Demoendorsed
were
Morrill
and
by
the instructions given by
he told of
cratic caucus held later, which ensures
Sheriff Martin to the deputies not to
election.
shoot unless their lives or his were in their

prosecution

49

112%
191 Vs
61%
88%
61%

danger.
TOO
TROOBLE
FOXCROFT’S
George Weiserburn of Harwood, a blackHEAVY.
smith at the oollery there,saw the McAdee
strikers coming to the breaker.
26.—The townsFo xcroft, February
John T. Simons of Haz lalon saw the
people of Foxoroft are most peculiarly

strikers drive the men from the Hazle
mines and club and stone them.
Mrs. Anna Goodman said that on September 7 she sow from her home at Lattimer a lot of men come to Lattimer from

situated over the outcome of the Hale
That the enormous debt cannote case.
not bo paid, is the expression of a large
number interviewed, who further allege
the statute of '78 states a town cannot be

They oarried clubs and stones
and -were very boisterous. They cried out.
All
“Tomorrow 1600 men will come.
will shoot."
Several other witnesses testified to the
riotous bearing of the strikers before the
shooting. The court adjourned until Monday.

deserted unless the holders of notes will
compromise upon a small sum for the
This will be brought about If pos
same.

EXPLOSION DOES DIREFUL WORK.

eible.

Ebervale.

_

holden for more than 50 per cent of the
valuation. The business of the plaoe will
not warrant the assessment of a tax, if
legal, to cover the debt. People will abandon their property and the plaoe will be

Detroit, Mioh., February 26.—A special BAR HARBORCOTTAGES ENTERED
to the Free Press from Kalamazoo, Mioh.,
Bar Harbor, February 20.—The discovsays: Fire broke out in the Hall Chemical
has just been made that half a dozen
ery
after
and
it
o’olock
ten
at
works
tonight
cottages
belonging to summer visitors
exhad burned half an hour, two terrifio
here have been broken into during the
plosions blew the whole top of the buildof
winter and that a large quantity
ing off, burying firemen and spectators
and other
clooks
harnesses,
blankets,
Beand
debris.
walls
the
under
falling
Unninrf fwrrt flvftTTlPn
A>. IflRSt
wU.h- valuable goods were stolen. A rifle valued
in the building, five men have been taken
The dead reout dead and ten Injured.
ported are Patrick McHugh and John
Hastings, firemen. A man named Wilcox
and two unknown men.
L. L. Halloway, druggist, is badly injured and will probably die. At least a
of people are injured.
The loss to the chemical company,

.J.

a

a>L>rz

rtnlnn

_1_FI

resident for

a

small

tOttC

finlfl f.D

sum.

AT SAND BAR.
Lewiston, February 26.—A Greenville
special says that the spring of 1899 will
one of the finest
see the completion of
hotels in New England, at Sand
Bar, Moosehead lake. Messrs. M. G. Shaw
and sons of Greenville, and Edwin Smith
summer

score

$20,-

000; box factory, $2,300.

of Wisoasset,

are

FILIBUSTERS ACTIVE.

the

promoters.

boat off
Bahia, Honduras, were landed here today
They
by the steamer City of Key West.
are the leaders of a big
filibustering expedition which has just landed in Cuba.

picked

up in

a

row

York, February 26.—Today in
interview with a representative of
New

Associated Press Consul General Baidasano said that he had written to Admiral

Bunce and Major General Merritt thankThey are General Nunz, Captain Johnny ing them on behalf of the caiJtain of the
O’Brien, Cartaya, Carlllo, Pugluchi and Vizcaya and himself for courtesies exfour others. The J unta here says that
tended while visiting at the navy yard
another big expedition has landed safely
The salutes and
and Governor’s Island.
In Cuba.
This is said to be O’Brien’s
welcome had pleased the consul

general
general

largest expedition.

BANGOR CITIZENS.
Bangor, Febrnary 26.—A so-called Citizens’ caucus was held this evening and
’I homas White was nominated as the candidate for mayor at the city election on
The caucus was
14.
March

adjourned

next

Thursday evening when the
nomination of
ward
officers will be
made. The attendance was very small
to

this

evening._
CORNISH.

Cornish, February 27.—David Morrill
who returned a few days ago from Buffalo, N. Y.,'is sick with typhoid fever.
Mrs. Rose Norton and Mrs. John Woodman

are

in Portland.

Mr. Bryant Bradley
Harbor

John Bradley has
several

returned

to

Bar

Friday.
days.

been

very sick for

and CaptainJEnlate. A third letter
was addressed to Chief of Police MoCuldwelling on the efficiency of his

lagh

men.

In a recent letter from Washington,
D. C., to an old friend, Major G. A.
Studer, for twenty years United States
“While at
Consul at Singapore, says:
Des Moines I became acquainted with a
liniment known as Chamberlain’s Pain
Balm, which 1 found excellent against
rheumatism as well as against soreness
of the throat and chest (giving me much
I had a touch of
easier bieathing).
pneumonia early this week, and two applications freely applied to the throat
I
and chest relieved me of it at once.
would not be without it for anything.”
For sale by D. W. Heseltine & Co., 1187
Congress street; Edward W. Stevens, 107
Portland street: King S. Raymond,Cumberland Mills; Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress street; II. P. S. Goold, Congress

Squear Hotel.

ano

aocev’rd
Oil.

Kerosenel20ts
so,
Llgoma. 8Va
Centennial. .scs
Pratt’s Asuai ..10 'v

Company.

80

50

86

102
104
Portland Water Co.100
130
135
Portland St. Railroad Co..100
128
Maine Central R’y.100
130
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. 100
60
61
BONDS.
Portland 63. 1907.118
120
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 103
103
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
108
102
Bangor 6s. 1899. K. K. aid.101
116
Bangor 6a. 1906.iWater.114
Bath 6s. 1898. R. R. aid .101
102
Bath 4Vis, 1907, Municipal.101
103
Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding.101
103
Belfast 6s. 1898. R. K aid.101
102
Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
106
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding_loo
102
107
Lewiston6s/1901, Municipal .106
105
Lewiston4s, 1913, Municipal.103
Saoo 4s. 1901. Municipal ...100
102
Maine Central It R 7s, 1898, 1st mtglOl 101%
7s. 1912,cons. mtgl33
135
“4%s.
106
107
4s cons. mtg.... 103
g«s, 190o,exten’sn. 104
Portland & Ogd’g g«s,' 900, 1st mtgl04
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899_101
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103

10B
IOC
106
103

104%

Grain Quotations.

CHICAGO EOARD OF TRA'IS
Friday's quotations.
ffStAt

Feb.

July.
8*jy*
82%

Opening.
Closing.

May
103%
103%

corn;

Feb.
Opening.
-.28%
Closlnt..

31

SO’/i

May.
£9%
29*/*

OATS.

Mav.
24%
24%

..

26
2 6 Vs

FOBS

1
ODening.
Closing....
I Saturday’s quotations,

May.

1060
10C0

smut

102Vi

July.
89 Vi
86V*

May
;103

30s/*
307/s

29%

102%

A--ARV

Feb.
Opening.
Closing. 28

May
29Vs

OATS.

Feb.

Opening.

26%

May
24%
24Va

PORK,

10 36

•■•••••••

Boston

26
26

May.

Jan.

Closing.

ntocn

.stuntor.

the
closing quotaThe following wore
tions of stooits at Boston:
Meiieau Central ;4s. 63%
Atchison, Top. & Santa'Pe. Knew. HVs
Boston & Maine.162

opofd

91%

92%

145

..

€6%

prfd.148

148
130

St paul.!Minu. & Mann.134
Texas Pacific... 10%
fc30%
Union Pacific.

10%
28%

••••

6%
abash....
do prfd. 15%
Boston At Mains..16 L
New York&New England pfd,
Old Colonv. .1-2
126
Adams J Express.
American ExDrebS.126

7

loVa
164
193
112
125
-J2
90
4 4.
3 %

42

90%

Peoples Gas.
n Oiliest*.fee,

46
3

Ontario.
Pacific Mail... 28"%
Puiman', Palace.178
gar common...123

27%
‘76
121 Vs
8 7

87%
Wesrern Union..
Southern Ry pfd...

are

FLOUR.

Soring patents. 6 50.26 10.
Spring, ciearlana straight. 4 70£5 G5
Winter patents. 6 25.it5 75.
Winter, cleariand straight, 4 70 2)5 45
Extra and seconds 00.
Fine and Supers

via Boston.

Steamship Manhattan, Bennett.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
GOING WEST.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as follows
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mondays aad Fridays, at 7.16 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
PEMAQUID for PORTLAND, Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. in., touching at above landings,

York—

New

Coyle.
Steamer Percy V, How, Plnpsburg via Cundy
Harbor.
Sch Alice M Colburn, McLeod, Norfolk—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sch May O’Neil, Watts. Boston for Boothbay.
Sell Loring C Ballard, Bearse, Gloucester for

passengers and mdse to J B

Boothbay.
Sch Railroad,

Simmons.

Friendship.

Cleared.

j

GOING EAST.
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Thursdays
and Saturdays for
Bootlibny Harbor, South Bristol,
and East Boothbay.
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
for PEMAQUID and above landings.

Steamer Salacia, Oliver. Bath. Boothbay Harbor and SViscasset—C R Lewis.
Steamer Enterprise, Race, East Boothbay—
Allred Race.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
octSOdtf
Sch Nellie F Sawyer, Willard, Ilaggetts Cove
to iovd ice for Glen Cove—Peter S Nickerson.
HARPS WELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Sch Mary F Corson, Bailey, St John, NB
j
Ryan & Kelsey.
Beginning October 1st, 1897, steamer AncoeisSch Wm V Hutchins, Lake, Harrington—J H
co will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, SunBlake.
days excepted, as follows:
J II
Sch Railroad, Simmons, Friendship
For Long and Cliebeague Islands, Harpswell,
Blake.
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 2.00 p. m.
Sch Clara & Mabel. Leemau, New Harbor—J H
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays aud
Blake.
Fridays. 2.00 p. m.
SAILED—Steamers Scotsman, Iioseneatb.
Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island, by
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive PortSUNDAY. Feb 27.
land, 9.30 a. ni.
Arrived.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen'l Mgr.
Steamship John Enghs, Bragg, New York—
sepll
B
and
mdse
to
J
Coyle.
passengers
Steamer Levi Woodbury, (USR) Hand, coast—

wise, cruising.
Sch Fannie L Child. Fuller, Jacksonville, with
southern pine to Richard son. Dana & Co.
Sch Florida, Bunker, Boston.
Sch Clement, Alley. Jonespoit.
Sch Florence E Tower, Johnson, Machais.
Sch Maud S. Seavey, Trement.
Sell Ralnh K f-trunt. Simmons. Friendahin.
Sell J:ts A Brown, Thoniastoii for New vork.

SAILED—steamer Williamsport, towing barge
Glentlower, tor l’liilailelplila ; schs Nellie F
Sawver, Emma, Damietta & Johanna, Loring C
Ballaru, May O’Neil.
FROM

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

WISCASSET, Feb2G—Ar, 3Ch Lucy Friend,
Thomas, Gloucester.
Feb 27—sill, sell Henry H Chamberlain, Fossett, Haggetts Cove.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOATMe.CO.
Custom House Wharf,

Nov. 28, 1897.
Peaks’ Island.
For Forest Cltv Landing.
6.30, G.40. 8.00. a. in., 2.15, 6.15 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
U.

ui.,AS.it> M,

Portland.
Ar at Yokohama Feb 25, ship John K Kelley,
Chapman, New York,
Memoranda.

Boston, Fell 2G—Capt Palmer, ot the barque
Charles F Ward, at this port from Trinidad,
reports,—from the lime of leaving Cuba, encountered cales a most continously. principally from
E to N E, with tearfully heavy seas, Tnc decks
were constantly flooded, and on six different
occasions the cabin was filled with water and
had to be balled out. Several sails were split,
but otherwise received no important damage.
Boston. Feb 26—Sell 8 M Bird, from Philadelphia, arrived hero yesterday with quarter cut
down to within a few Inches of water, boat and
raitssmasned, aud other damasc to the extent
oi $2,000, having beeu run Into by schr Isaac T
Campbell. The latter lost jibboom and headgear, and was towed hack to this port for repairs.

Liverpool, NS, Feb 21—Barque Clara E McGilvery. which has been ashore at this port for
some weeks past, was floated this morning with
assistance of steam
The McGilvery was
ed 10th of Feb.

m.

For Trefethen't Landing, Little and Oreat
Diamond Islands tf.OO, a. m., 2.15 p. ni.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboai Co.
line discontinued for the season.
C. W. T. CODING. Gen. Man.
sept24dtt

wrecker Aid and

a

incorrectly reported

tug.
float-

Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK—Ar 25th, schs Georgia Gilkey.
Gilkey, Deuierara: Lena White, Ott. Rockland,
Commerce, Vettcriin, do.
Ar 2Gtli, steamer Cacouna, from Savannah for
Sydney. CB; sens Willie L Newton. Coombs,
Brunswick; F C Pendleton. Burgess. Brunswick: M L Wood, Spaulding, Savannah.
Cld 26th, barque Xenia. Greene. Santos; sells
Belle Wooster Oram. Norioik; Goodwin Stoddard. Andreasou, Baltimore.
Cld 26th, sch Annie Lord, Kendall, tor Porto
Rico.
Sid 25th, schs Maggie G Hart, for Fernandina
Nelson Bartlett, for Savannah; Henry Crosby,
do; Warner Moore, for Charleston; Puritan, tor
Norfolk.
Sid 26tli. schs Fannie H Stewart, Virginia;
Belle Wooster, Norfolk; John S Bcaeham, for
Richmond.
Passed Hell Gate 2Gth, soil Druid, Hutchins,
Amliov for Thomastun.
BOSTON —Ar 25th. schs Henry May, Perry.
Norioik; Carrie C Miles, White. Staten Island ;
Clara Dinsmore, Brown, Red Bench; MV B

•#

»

T.

..

...

..

„„

■

,,

Niagara,.NewYork. .Cicuiuegos..Mcb
..

■

10
10
,2
12
12

and

Fridays

for

.owell’s (Jove. Orr’a Island; Card’s Cove. Poor’s
Jolnt, East Harpswell; Small Point, Aslulale
Sebasco, Phippsburg and Cundv’s Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
.00 a. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
ouching at all landings.
For further

Telephole

particulars apply to
J. II. McDONAj.D,
168

46-3.

Commercial street
dtf

iastport. Lubes, Calais, St. Ja 'n. N.B.,HaIitax. H.S-

tnd all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Capo Breton. Tlie
avorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
Si. B.

Winter Arrange in cm.
On and after Monday, Dec. 20th. steamer will
Bor
Hand on Mondays at 5 p. m.
eave
Returning leave St. John and Eastport Thurslays.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
0 destination.
gj^r-Freight received up to 4.00
).

Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
’ine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
or other information, at
Company’s Office,
iailroad Wharf, loot of State street.
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
H. P. C. HERSEY Agent.
sep20dtf

STEAMER SALACIA

will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a, m.
for Popham Beach, Bath, Koothbay Harbor
and tv isca.set. Touching at Five islands on
Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Wlacasaet
Mondays.
Returning—Leave
Wednesdays aud Fridays at 7.00 a. m., for
Koothbay Harbor. Bath, Pophnm beach
and Pottiand. Touching at Five Island, on
Mondays aud Fridays. Weather permitting.
O. C. OLlVUil, President.
nov9dtf
CHA9. B. LEWIS. Treasurer
STEAMSHIPS.

OCEAN

Wallah
MAIL

_BOTAt

_Liverpool

line

anti Portland,
From

Liverpool Steamship
FeK

2
5
10
20
30

Mongolian,
Californian,
Laureutian,

Mar.

Steele.

Tampico.

SAVANNAH-Sid 22d, sch Jennie S Hall.
Watts. Boston.
SALEM—Ar 25th, sehs Carrie I- Hix, Rogers,
Rockland lor New York; Wseterloo, Mayo,

.ONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE TRSPS PER WEEK.
Steamships Manhattan and John lEnglis

ilternately leave Franklin whart

Tuesdays,
and Saturdays at (J p. iil, for New
Cork direct. Returning, Heave Pier 33, East
liver, Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays at

[hursdays
in m.

These steamers

Foro

nnn

CSC

rtfl

Staterooms are in the cenleast motion is ielt. Eleclighting the ships throughout.
lights being at the command of the
Music
passengers at any hour of the night.
Booms and Smoking Booms on the promenade
are
staterooms
heated
deck. The Saloons and
by steam.
A reBates of passage $52.60 to.J70.00.
duction is made on Bound Trip Tickets.
and
London
Cabin—To
Liverpool,
Second
return,
Londonderry, $34.00 and 836.25;
1 lie Saloons and

tricity

is
the

used for

*66.75 and *69.00.

Steerage—To Liverpool. London.

Wednesday and Saturday.
Philadelphia every Wednesday and
Saturday.
From

:rom Boston every
Tom

From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 p. m.
dne street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
urance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.

Freights

for the West

by

the

In-

Penn. K. R. and

SitFf®'

Dally Une, Sundays Excepted.
the new

Glasgow,

and f alatiar,

steamers

BAY STATE ANQ PORTLAND,
leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
with earliest tra.nsfor
for
connection
season

points beyond.
Through tickets

for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
India
leave
Wharf, Boston, every
Returning
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.

J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt

Sept 1.1897.

Royal Mail Steamers— Liverpool Service.

Thur. 24 FeB.

From
Portland.

3Mar.,

17
31

Labrador, Sat. 12 Mar., 1 p.
19
1 p.
Vancouver.
2 Apr., 1 p.
Scotsman,
16
1 p.
Labrador.

Boston

m.
m.
m.
m.

Service.

TO LIVERPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
B. M. S. CANADA, MARCH 26. 8.30 a. m, Sat.
R, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 8.31) a. m. Sat
HATES OK PASSAGE.

Return
First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
$lco and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Return $66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
and accommodations.
London,
Sieeraae, to Liverpool, London,
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast
$22 50 and $25,60 according to steamer.
Apply toj. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange
street, T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torrance & Co., general
agents, foot of India
street.
dec28dtt

THOMSONS

LINE.

PORTLAND
TO

LONDON^

RAILROADS.

•[Tourist Sleeping:

DOMINION LINE.
Steamers.

W. PETERS. Supt.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R,
In effect

Nov. 11,1317.

Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath.

Rockland.
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan, Lisbon Fall9,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Bucksport.
8.30

a. m.

Mechanic

Danville Jc. fPoland Springs,)
Falls.
LewFalls. Rumford

For

iston, Wlnthrop. Oakland, Readfield. Waterville, Livermore Falls, Farmington and PhilhDs.
11.10 a.m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Danville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
11.20a. m. Lxpre's lor Brunswick,

Bath, AuWaterville. rittsfieid. Bangor. Bucksport,
and Aroostook County,
B. & A R. R. for Houlton, Woodstock.
via
St Stephen, and St. Andrews, vi3 Vaneeboro
and St. John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Fails, Rumford Falls,
Bemis, Danville Jo., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington, Kingfield. Carrabasset, Phillips

gusta,
Is arbor.: Greenville
ar

and

Rangeley, Wlnthrop, Oakland,

Bingham

Waterville and Skowhegan.
Au
1.16 o. m. For Freeport, Brunswick.
Rockland and
Boothbay.
gusta.' Bath.
on
Knox
all
stations
the
and
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast, Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamiceag.
6.10 p.
For Brunswick. Bath.
m.
Lisbon
Falls, Richmond,
Gardiner,
Augusta and
aiervuie.

6.16 p. m.

For

New

Danville

Gloucester,

Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Flails,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p.m. Night Express, every nlgnt for
Brunswick, Bath. Lewiston, Augusta, Watervilla, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Old Town, Bar Harbor, Bucks port.

Stephen, St Andrews, St John and
County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train doe»
not run to Belfast Dexter, Dover and FoxcrotS
or beyond
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St John.
St.

While Mountain Division.

For Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. Quebee, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish. Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
LunenDurg. st Johnsbury. Newport, Sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.
8.45

a. m.

DIRECT.

7000 tons, Feb. 18,
7000 tons, Feb. 25.
Cervona,
7000 tons, Mar. 4.
Devona,
weekly thereafter.
Special attention given to the carriage of
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo.
For all Information apply to

Aunandale,

8. S.
8. S.
And

Th3 ROBERT REFORD CO., Limited,
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
<ltf
sept23

RECEIVER’S NOTICE.
Notice is herehv given that a license lias been
to me by ilie Supreme Judicial Court,
authorizing and empowering me as Receiver In
the case of the Petit Manan Laud Company
against the Petit Manan Land and Industrial
Company, to sell at public auction the following
described property belonging to the estate of
said Petit Manan Land and Industrial Company, to wit:
All the right, title and interest which said
Company lias, or had on the 26tli day of November, A. D. 1806. in lands located on Petit Manan
Point in the town of Steuben, in the Comity of
Washington in this State, on which land is located a deer park stocked with deer, also sonic
lumber and other building materials on said
laud; also one cottage and lot at Ferry Beach
in tile city of Saco, In the County of York,
In accordance with said license, I shall sell
at public auction all said property at the Court
House iu Belfast, in the County of Waldo, on
the twelfth day of March next, at t.-n of the
clock in the forenoon,
B. W. DUNN, Receiver.
Dated at YVaterville, February 16, 1808.
dlwdwW
IebI6

From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
а. in.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Eoekland, 12.23 p. m.; Kingfield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis, Bumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
D. m; Lewiston and way stations 3.25 p. m.; St
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County,Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.;Rangeley. Farmlngton.RumfordFalls, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.; dally from Bar Harbor, Bangor.
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. dally; Halifax,
and AugusSt John. BarHarbor.
ta, 3.50 a. m.. except Moimays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. F. Si T. A.
novirdtf
Portland, Nov. 14, 1897.

Wajgrville

ilternately

Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage *22.60 and *23.60.
For tickets or further information apply to
T. P. McGOWAN, 418 Congress St., J. B.
KEATING. 61V* Exchange St.. H. St A. ALAN, Montreal, 92 stalest™ Boston, and 1 India
]ly31dtt
St, Portland.

From

J.

by connecting lines, forwarded free of
ommission.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Round Trip $18.01
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
P.
m.
7.20 a.
Paper train for Brunswick, AuFor freight or passage apply to F.
WING,
gusta, Waterville and Bangor.
igent, Central Wharf, Boston.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
12.50
m.
p.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
dauager, 89 State St. Fiske Building, Boston, Bath. Augusta. Waterville, and Bangor.
oeCBdtf
11.00
m.
Night Express with sleeping cars
p.
dass.
for all points.

I South

or

Liverpool.

Portlond, Me.
jc25dtf

AroostooK

afar.

tral part, where

given

CA

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

only.

S. S.

u-nr

Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
regulations of Merchants Association of
S. Y.,only $5.00.
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent,
oct4dtf
j. B. COYLE. Treasurer.
inder

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Laureiltian carries cabin passengo.s only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

••

fitted and fur-

superbly

Parisian,9 April

Mar.

Ballast

are

lished for passenger travol aud afford the most
between
lonveuient and couiforiahle route
Portland and New York.

_Portland.

Numiiilam
* arthagtulan.

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

“Springfield.”

Worcester
Trains arrive In Portland from
at 1.30 p. in.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m., 1.39
and 6.62 p. in.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.60 a. 111., 1.30, 4.15, 6.52 p. in.
For tickets ior all points West and South apply to T. F. McGILLICUDDY, Ticket Agent,

ARRIVALS IN' PORTLAND.

STEAMERS._

From

12
17
20
10
12
24

New York Direct Line.

Nov.

Tuesday.
1807, the

after

anil

On

11AINE STEAMSHIP CO.

1

p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For
Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m„ 12.30 and
5.35 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30, 3.00,
6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction ami Woodfords at 7.30, 9.46 a.m.
12.30, 3.00, 6.36 and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction witli “Hoosac Tunnel Route”
for the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via “Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Aibauy R. R. for
the West, and with the New York ail rail via

m.
For

Navigation Go. BOSTON l! PHILADELPHIA.

Maine Coast
Will.

2Gth, steamer Hurona, Dorwood

Portland,

table, commencing Sunday

Week day time

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at London

..

Alllanca.New York Colon.Mch
Concho .New York.. Jiav & Mat Meh
Labrador.Portland.. .Liverpool ..Mch
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow..-Mch

Mondays, Wednesdays

n„

a.

—

1

—.

L or Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windliani and Lipping at 7,30 a. m. and 12.80

iVlll leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co Internationa! Steamship Co,
FOP._:

Steamship Escalona, (Br) Lindsay, Antwerp—
mdseito liobt Refold Co.
Steamship Arcadia, (Ger) Pietsch, Hamburg

Chase. Kastman. Apalachicola; Ruth Robinson,
Theall. Hoboken; Win J1 Bird, Barrett, Phlladelpuia.
Ar 2Cth. schs Susan N Pickering. Haskell.
Fernandina; Clarence II Venuer, Smith. Philadelphia: Win T Donnell. Norton. Baltimore.
Domestic Market*.
Cld 26th, sch Jas B Pace, Garfield, for Hargett’* Cove and Baltimore.
(By leiegr.tim
Cld 27th. schs Alfred W Fisk, Kelley, Bremen
FEB 26, 1898.
Garland, for
NEW YORK—Wheat closed easv at 1 04% and Glen Cove; Allied Brabrook,
Kockportand Shelter Island; S P Blackburn.
for March: n8'/» c for May; 9 % for July.
FerDunton,
Viola
Ross,
Baltimore;
Reppard,
ior
easv
asked
rather
34%c
May;
Corn closed
naudlna; R Bowers. Young. do.
35 va c lor July.
News;
Blackburn.
sens
S
P
Newport
Sid29th.
for
May.
Oats steady S0%c
Alice Holbrook, Poole’s Lauding and Norfolk;
ST. LOUIS—Wheat closed easy at 96c for bid
Alfred W Fisk, Biemen and Glen Cove; Cumcash, 96Vac for Feb: 98V4C for May;— July.
nerland. Haggett’s Cove and New York; Alfred
Corn closed easy 27c cash, 2t>%c Feb; 27 for Brabrook. Rock port aud Shelter Island ; Lizzie
yt
c
July.
May:
Clark, Portland.
Passed Highland Light 25th, sch Carrie A
easy at 94 for No 1
DETROIT—Wheatclosed
I.
nnah OKrt
ClAI/.
MlIV
Norton, and Alice M Colburn.
sx
chin TTonrv Villfl.rri
July.
New York for Portland. O.
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat In store closed Patten,
BRUNSWICK—Sid 25tli, sell Florence Leeasy; No 1 Northern at oss/sc for Feb: 94A»@ land. Suoft'ord. Norfolk.
Dl’/B lor May: 3&S July.
Sid 2Gtli, sell Anna Pendleton, Thomas, lor
DULUTH—Wheat easy—No 1 hard at hlHc New Y’ori;.
for cash; No 1 Northern 97c cash; 9dVic for
BALTIMORE—Ar 25tli, sell William H Oler,
I
May.
Kennebec.
BRIDGEPORT—Ar24tb,sell Howard B Peek
MILWAUKEE—Wheat closed steady at $1
<
Hamilton. Norfolk.
cash and ay.
B Weaver, GourBATH—Ar
CHICAGO—Wheat closed rather easy to-day ley, Darien. 20th, sell Myra
at l 02 Vs for May.
BOOTH
11
26th, sell Lewi3
AY
HARBOR—Old
Feb
;29%
('orn closed easy at 28 for cash and
II Howard, Haines, Washington.
bid for May.
GloucesAr
schs
Sarah
K
2Gth,
Nightingale,
Feb:
and
Oats closed easy at 25Vic for cash
ter lor Eastport.
26 for May.
for Quaeo.NB:
Sin
Waver,
Silver
sehs
2Gth,
Pork closed easy at 10 30 for cash and Fell; John B
Norris. Alt Desert; Emma W Dav, Wln10 35 for May.
Mary Hawes, Boston for Castine; AnLard closed easy at 5 12 cash and Feb; 5 17 terport;
telope. do for Rockport.
for May.
CHARLESTON-Ar 26th, sell Ella M Willey,
Willey, Key West.
Cotton .Markets.
DARIEN—Sid 25th, sch Edw M Reed, New
.j y Telegraph.'
Loudon.
FEB. 26, 1898.
FALL RIVER—Sid 26th, sch Fannie C Bowen
Cotton market to-cay for Norfolk.
NEW YORK—The
closed quiet; middling uplands 6 5-16c; do gulf
GALVESTON—Sid 25th, sch Geo A AloFad6 9-160; sales CC bales.
den. Wallace. Port Tampa.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 25th, sell Scotia. Davis. New York.
European MarKcts.
HYANN1S— Passed 25tli, sch Clias E Baleh,
Bv Telegraph.
Crocker, from Phipsburg for Baltimore.
LIVERPOOL, Feb 20. 1888,—Cotton market
NEWPORT NEWS- Sid 24th, sch Kate S
is quiet; American middlinglat 3 5-16(1, sales Flint, Tapley, St Lucia; l.benezer Daggett,
10.000 bales, including 600 bales tor spec Poole, Gaivestou.
ulation and export.
Ar 25th, sch Sarah & Bllen, Providence
NORFOLK—Cld 25th, sells Edward R Hunt,
LONDON. Feb. 26. 1898.—Consols closed at
and
112 13-16 for aecount. Crowed. Providence; Hattie P Simpson, Sau
112 13-16 for money
born, Boston.
Bid 25tli. schs Bello O’Neil, New York; Wm
0 Snow, Kills, Fall Fiver.
DAYS
OF
SAILING
STEAMSHIPS.
Sid 26th, sons Alaska, Libby, for New York;
FROM
FOR
Edwin R Hunt, Providence.
Santiago.New York..Clenfuegos!.Mcli 1
NEW LONDON—Ar 25tli. sells Fred Gower,
l’rave.New York.. Bremen_IMch 1 Sargent, Philadelphia for Aliyns Point; Mary L
Trinidad.New York. .Bermuda .Mch 2 Crosby, Trim, Noank for Brunswick,
Paris.New York. .So’ampton,.Mch 2
NOISSKA—Passed 26tb, sch Alicia B Crosby.
Noordland.New York. .Antwerp ..Mch 2 Bunker, Norfolk for Portland.
Portlaud... Liverpool... Mch 2
Numidian
Ar 2«th, sch Woodbury M Snow, from Port
.New York. .Liverpool ..Moll 2 Johnson for Bueksport, and sailed.
Germanic
Yumuri.NewYork. Hav&Mex.Mch 5
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 25th, sch S S Kendall,
Alps.New York. Port Prince Mch 6 Whitney, New York.
Altai.New York.. Kingston,&cMch 6
PASCAGOULA—Cld 26th. barque Harriet
Manitoba.New York.. London.. ..Mch 5 S Jackson, Dodge, for Philadelphia; schs R D
Umbria.NewYork..Liverpool...Mch 5 Snear. Farr, do; Longfellow. Chase. New York.
Seneca ...... New York.. Havana.... Mch 6
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 26th, sch Laura,LamPretoria].New York. .Hamburg. .Meh 5 sou, Port Royal, SC.
Ski fin Delaware Breakwatar 26th, sell Ghas
Bretagne.New York.. Havre.Mch 6
Carthaginian Portlaud... Liverpool.. Meh 6 P Nottman. from Philadelphia lor Bath.
Wordsworth...New York, .ltlo Janeiro Mch 5
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 26to. sell Ueorgia BerCaracas.NewYork. .Laguayra. .Mch 6 ry. Tuttle. Portsmouth.
Rotterdam-NewYork. .Amsterdam.Mch 8
PROVIDENCE —Ar 29th. sch Ella May,
Saale.New York. .Bremen —Mch 5 Greenlaw, Rockland.
Sid 26th, schs Sarah W Lawrence, Coleman
Rotterdam.. ..New York.. Rotterdam .Mch B
Havel.New York. .Bremen —Mch 8 Norfolk; David Torrev, McDuffie, New York.
SAN FRANCISCO- Ar 25th, barque S C AlStPaul.New York. .So’ampton.. Mch 9
F'riesland
New York.. Antwerp.. Men 9 Jen. Johnson, Honolulu.
SABINE PASS—Ar 2Cth,sch Asa T Stowell,
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool...Meh 9
...

“Percy

CAPT. ('HAS. H. HOW,

STEAMERS.

SATURDAY, Feb 2G

.....

to-day’s quotation* of Provisions, etc.:

StuCion Toot o£ Preble SI.
4, 1897, Passenger

On and after Monday, Oct.
trains will Leave Portland:

_

.....

srostQ'.i Produce Market*
BOSTON. Feb. 25. 1898—The following

nr.

§tcai!iei'

^WORCESTER.'

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

On anu after January 3rd. 1898.

dec3l

....

Feb.

Closing.

do

STEAMBOAT CO.

PORTLAND.

—

Feb.

Opening....

Opening...
Closing.

15%
18%
84

145%
bfd.
St.Paal # Omaha. 69%
uo

s. Exnress.

Portland Rally Press Stock Ooutatiom*.
Corrected by Swan * Barratt, Bankers, 186
Middle street.
STOCKS.
Far Value.
Bid. Asked
Description.
106
110
Canal National Bank. ..100
100
1O2
Casco National Bank.100
3o
Cumberland National Bank. ..40
10(1
Chapman National Bank.
98
10o
Fh st National Bank.100
Merchants’National Bank— 76
109
ill
97
99
National Traders’Bank.100
102
Portland National Bank.100
104
Portland Trust Co.100
230
166

C'osing...,

pfd......*.174%
GO
16%
Ont & Western.
18%
Readme.
95V*
Rock Island..

..

19S20 in half bbls lc extra
FreshWestern.. 18019
Raisins.
Musctl.60 lb bxs6©6 Vi
Held.
London lay’rll 7602OC
Buttes.
Creamerv.lDcy..l8®’.‘0
Coal.
SUtEuae Vr’mt.
®18
Retail—delivered.
Cumberland 000®4 50
Choice..
Chestnut,.,.
at6 60
Cheese.
800
N. Y. ferry 10Vi@ll
IraoutUm...
Vermont ...lovifkll
Leblgh.,..
66 00
4 00
Sage.12
«12ys Pea.

Portland Has

120
173

>.

Vi bbl.uure eViScVs
do com’nd. 6
CabVt
oalis.comndBMpgoy.
pails, pure 6V4617
pure U
8Vi®9
Hams...
9
09 Vi

Eastern extra..

an

the

50

do common $2 @3 00
Baldwins 3 603-1 60
Evap # In
9011a
Cement.
a u0@4 00
Messina
orsDsn.
4 00@4 60
Florida
Jamaica
3 7504 00
California, 3 00(3.3 £0
jEggs.

Key West, February 26.—Nino Cubans SENOR BALDASANO GIVES THANKS
who were

Lara, tes

Apples.

Eatingapnl’s3 50@t

69%

do
ao
pfd. 60 Va
Northwestern.'....3 21 %

Spoken.
Jan 17. lat 128 S, barque Garibaldi, from New
York lor Saigon.

NEW6

Arrived.

70%
16%
31%

Northern

StPAUl..

PORT OF

121

Northwestern.121

Omaha.. 70
Ontario it Western. 16%
Cleve.Cinii., Chicago it St. Louis 31%
Canada Southern.{49
New York Central.113
Lake Shore.192%
Northern Pacific pfd...
61%
American Tobacco. 89%
U. 8. Leather pfd. 61 Vs
Southern Ry.
Southern Ry pfd. 28%
Louis & Nash. 64%
Tenn. Coal it Iron.20%
Wabash pfd.1
Missouri Pacific. 27

..

Pea Beans.l 30®i 40 Timothy.
3 66®3 75
Yellow Eyes.i 65*1 66 Clover.West eya®»
do
Cal Pea.... I 66®1 60
N. Y. 9V4S10
Iri3hFotat's.Dus85®95 Alslke.
lOSjioVa
Red Top,
ao, bDl
©
16®, 17
Provisions.
SweetsJersey376@4 00
Perkao Noriolk 0 00 at
14 00
do Vineland,4 5o®«5
heavy b eks
medium 11 50®13 00
00
Unions.KgpSo OOjgO
short cut and
do Natives 8 60®3 75
clear
Chickens....
®13@18 50
10@12
Turkevs. Wes. ISfinfiu Beef—light..9 0009 25
Northern do... .1( 017 heavy... 9 76(a)io 26
Fowls...
809 Ernests Vi n* 6 76S

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT PORTLAND

10

{_6

92%
93%
86%

92%
04Vs
RockJIsland. 8BVs

,,

THE ANTIS WON IN WINDHAM.

Foreign Forts.
16
Cld at Sonrabaya Jan 6, ship P N Blanchard,
16 Oakes, Manila.
17
At Demerara Feb 9. sch Lucy A Davis. Mc19 Down, New York next days: Thomas W Hyde,
Kumrlll, for do 22d.
Sid fm Macorrls Feb 13, sch John Paul, Foss,
MINIATURE ALMANAC:FEBRUARY 28
New York.
Sunrises. 6 21|,T1
(....430
Ar at St Croix Feb 23, sob Falmouth, Wallace
00 South Amboy.
Sunsets. 5 33 P1 gl1 water
00
Moouseis. 1 141 Height.00—
Ar at Point-a Pitre Feb 20, sch Carrie Bucknam, McKenzie, New York.

M ARIIs K

The following quotations represent the pay28 Vs
cott, C. W. Deering, C. S. Purinton,
ing prices In this market:
Cow and ox hides.7%c p lb
64%
Joseph W. Hale.
Bulls and st'gs.G%c
20
The Crystal Spring hotel entertained a
Ccalf
skins,
trimmed.lCc
party ot forty from Standish last evening. the work of tramps.
do
untrimmed. 9c
The Democrats will hold a caucus in
26%
E. J. Day, $4,500; Lamb skins.. to 80c each
are:
losses
Major
March
The
hall
Thursday afternoon,
Harding’s
27%
PaclflcJMail. 27
E.
W.
Mrs.
Leavitt,
3rd.
insured $1,800;
Exports.
30 %
Union Pacific. 30%
The selectmen have completed compilE.
Mott
ENG.
LIVERPOOL.
Hill,
Steamship Scotsman$3,500; insured $1,200;
11%
160 bags beans 2 (5 do oatmeal us d4 wheat Atchinson. 11%
ing the town reports and they are now in
86%
$3,000; insured $800.
the printers’ hands.
11,326 maple blocks 67 cs 276 bales leather 45 Western.Union. 87%
101%
pkgs ag Imp f6 organs 897 bdl staves ^7-sdoors Manhattan.102%
blitter
3904
boxes
cheese
4704
391
bbls
appk
THATCHER
MONUMENT ASSOCI122%
CORNISH REPUBLICANS.
ples 500 cs canned do 56 pk suudr.es 112,664 Sugar.123%
ATION.
hush wheat 1168 boxes ham and bacon 4i97 b«
Cornish, February 26.—The Republican flour 968 bales cotton 76] cattle 178 horses.
New ForN Unotaflou*, Stnc ts and Hoads
The Thatoher Monument association
cauous of Cornish was held this afterFri lay’s quotations.
held a meeting at Thatoher post hall, SatPortland IVantsism MamThe meeting
noon in Grand Army hall.
The folloing ware to-day’s closing quotatioi s
PORTLAND. Feb. 26.
urday evening. The object of the meeting
enthumuch
and
of
attended
Bonds
was largely
Flour is dull land rather easy. with Wheat,
was to hear the report of the treasurer on
The
Feb. 25.
Feb 24.
meeting was which declined about lc as compared with Friiasm
manifested.
from the recent
New 4s, reg
the amount realized
126%
i24Vs
called to order by Walter P. Perkins, day’s
Oats
and
for
Corn
do
124
fairly
126%
May,
coup,
figures
lecture given under the auspices or the
was chosen
3
12
C.
New
a’s
James
reg.Ill
Mr.
Vs
Ayer
are
a
little
easiChicago
Esq.,
options
steady, though
113
association in City hall. The amount
e\* 4’»
coup ...113
chairman and Wm. B. Randall secretary er. Sugars continue firm with a good demand
Jrnvcr it R. G. 1st.109
109
the
asto
realized was very satisfactory
The following officers at unchanged prices.
rie gen 4s.
70
of the meeting.
sociation. At the meeting Saturday night were nominated:
Mo.Kau. & Texas 2ds.60%
61
Moderator, James C,
The following are to-day’s wholesae prices o
■Ho Kansas Si Texas pfd— 100
waB appointed to arrange Ayer;
town
clerk, Wm. R. Copp; se- Provisions. Groceries; etc
a committee
103
(t-insas
dacillc
Consols..11.
of
r
loan
uraiooverseers
assessors and
poor,
°
for two more leotures to be given for the lectmen,
114
Simerlino &
Corn ear
Umrara Ri-nckett
Elihu Parker. Asa E.
39gi0 riras.cn Nar. lets.
127%
low grades.4 00®4 So
do bag lots .... 42 Union P. Ists.127%
benefit of the fund in the near future.
H.
Geo.
Parker;
treasurer,
Kimball;
Meal Dag lots
Spring Wneat Dak® 40
C o.'ing quotations of stocks:
The association started last November superintendent of schools. Geo. F. Willers.ci ana st5100510 Oats, ear lots
36®:>a
Feb. 25
Feb 24.
school committee. Patent ^irae
Oats, bag lots
©37 I Atchison.
and now hae nearly 1200 in the treasury wood; superintending
il%
10%
James C. Ayer, EdWneat,.. 5 9006 10 Cotton Saoe.
Howard Brackett,
Later
monument.
26%
the
Atchison
pfd.
27%
towards building
car lots. 00 00®23 00
ward B. Pugsley; road commissioner, L. Biien. sir’ll,.
3
12
Central'Pacific.
5
50
35.®5
roller....
start
bag
lots
will
0000024 00 Cues. 63 unto. 20%
subscrip- F. Pike; town committee, James C. Ayer,
on the association
20%
clear do.. .5 10.g5 26 Backed Jir’r
163
Chicago # Alton...162
books for the fund and no doubt Walter P. Perkins, Daniel E. Kimball, -t Louis st’g.
tion
ear lots. 16 60® 17 60
do
Pfd
John F. Jameson.
5 3635 60
bag lotslT 00018 (10
roller...
be a liberal response from Wm. B. Randall,
there will
& Quincy 94%
93%
Clear do..6 20®5 36 Middling £10506,17 6” Chlc&ffO^Burilngton
obmost
Hudson CanalCo.109
this
108%
towards
Delaware#
worthy
the pnblio
bag ots. .£17018 00
"jit’r wheat
150
# WesilSO
uelaware.Lackawana
6
6
00
85®
CANDIDATES.
feed....
Mixed
17
patents..
50
MAYORALTY
12
ject. The books will be presented only
12
Denver & flRio u-rande..
Pish.
Coffee.
* 3%
4
(Buying* selling price) Bio,roasted
by parties duly authorized to reoeive
11@16 trie,new......3
[SPECIAXj TO THE PRESS*]
39
38%
1st
•to
prefer
Javh&Mocba do26®28
LS.‘i~1‘are"
funds ffir the association.
100%
Illinois Central.101
Shore
t .* 760600
A&olasses.
Biddeford, February 26—The Demo1*"»
omali do.. 2 00®3 60 Porto Rico.26S80 Lake isrie# West. 16%
exfor
mayor,
THE DEATH RATE.
191
crats have nominated
.191%
F0U00K .. .2 25®3 60 Rarbadoes. ....26626 Lake Shore
Biddeof
Haddock.. .1 7602 00 Fancy.80(6.33 Louis & Nash.64o/s
Frank J. Smith, one
63Va
There were twenty deaths in the city in Assessor
Hake.2
26
102 %
Xea.
.102%
Manhattan Elevated
radical silver advocates, In Rerrlng, box 0002
5 Vi
6%
the week which ended Saturday noon. ford’s most
Amoys.15®20
Mexican Central..
1896. Many of the DemScaled....
9®14c Congous.16iS60 j Michigan Central.106
304%
Acoldent, apo- the campaign of
The deaths were due to:
Mackerel, bi
20
26
St
Louis.
Japan..18036
&
Minn
as
citizens'
the
tioket,
ocrats will support
Shore IS £22 00g£26 Formoso...22050 Minn & St Louis.pf. 84
83%
plexy (3), diphtheria, enlarged spleen,
Shore 2» £18 uu©820
26
last year.
Sugar,
Missouri Pacific. 26%
meningitis, neglect, nephritis (2), neu- they did
ss
6
34
Large
StandardHran
S12@;i4
91%
91%
Central.
New Jersev
The Saco Republican mayoralty cauproduce.
Ex ehne duality
6 34 New York Central.112%
lli%
rasthenia, peritonitis, phthisis, pneumoaiOO
Chnrreie
Cape
nominated
jtxtrau.
«96
ex-Mayor
Louis
this
St
12%
12%
afternoon,
New York, Chicago#
nia (3), rheumatism, senility <2), disease cus,
do bbl
1
90o@S9 60, Yellow Extra C....4V?
68
68
do pf
James O. Bradbury.
8 00
Mamo.
Seed
20%
cf the spinal cord, tuberoulosis.'
Pacific com-.. 21%

THE TRIAL OF THE DEPUTIES.

..

12
12
12
15
15

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

..

NEW YORK. |Feb. 26.
to-dav’» opening and clos-

ing quotations of stocks:

Puiria.New York. .Hamburg...Mch
Alexandria —New York.. London_Mch
Obdam.New York. .Rotterdam .Mch
Asti.New York. .Santos.Mch
Kaiser W de G New York. .Bremen
..Mch
St.Louis.New York..So’amston ..Men
...New
York.
Kensington
.Antweru ...Mch
Britannic.New York. .Liverpool...Mch
Venezuela... .NewYork. Laguayra .Mcli
Saratoga.New York. .Havana_Mch

New York for Boston.
Sid 26th, sells Battler. Hunt, and Carrie L Hix
for New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 26th, sch John L
Treat, Greenlaw, Brunswick for Portland.
Sid 26th, sells Will Cobb, for New York; Geo
W Glover, for Portland.

Cars!

To California. New Mexico,
*
Arizona and Texas.
Sunset Tourist Excursions leave WashingD. C., every Wednesday and Saturday.
ton,
< ► Through sleepers to San Francisco without
> change through New Orleans and the semi4 k tropical regions of the South. Personal Conductors and Porters through. 5 days to San
4
days to
: : Francisco, 4 days to Los Angeles,
< * New Mexico and Arizona. 2>< days to Texas.
i ► Sleepers open for occupancy Tuesday night
4 ► and guide to show the National capital (with4 k out extra charge) on Wednesday morning.
tickets and reservations,
4 L For information,
address,
A. So. Fee. Co..
N.
E.
E.
CURRIER,
E. a.
0 A.
9 stat9 street, BOSTON.

J[
\< *>

X
X

Y

J;
W

Portland & Romford Falls
In Effect Nov.

R'y.

15, 1897.

DEPARTURES.
From Unton Station
Falls. Buekfleld. Canton, Dixlield, Rumford Falls.
From Union
830 a. m., 1.10 and 5.15 p. m.
Station for;Mechanie Falls and intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls lor Bemis and all stations on K. F.
& It L. K. K.
Through Tickets on Sale.
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic

R. C.

BRADFORD, Tiafflo Manager,

E. L.

LOVEJOY, Superintendent

Portland, Mains.

jeis dtf

•

_Rumford Falls. Maine.

O

X
A
Y
Y

•

^
a

[

&

►

228 Washington St.. BOSTON.
A
AJ.V.TC. S. THWEATT. East’n Pass. Afft. So. Ry.
271 Broadway, NEW YORK.

X

Y

$

Boston & Maine

R.

R.

In effect Ocl. 4th, 1897,
Station lot Scarbor?
Trains leave Union
Crossing, 10.00 a, m.. 6.15. 6.20 p.m.; Scarboro Beach. Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. in.. 3.80,
б. 15, 6.20, p. m.; Old Orchard. Shoo, Blddeford, 7.00. 8.40. 10.00 a. in., 12,45, 8.30,
U.

iU,

O.AU

IUM XVDUUDUUUn.

(V

*“•»

12.45.3.30. 5.15 ,6.20p. m.; Renneounkpert.
7.00. 8.40. a. m.. 12.46, 8.30. 6.15 p. m.;
Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 a. m.. 3.80. 6.16 p. m.,'
North Berwick, Somersworth, Dover," 4.05,
12.45, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.»
7.00. 8.40 a, m.,
eod4m
nov29
Rochester, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.46, 3.S0 p. m.;
Alton
Bay, 8.40 a. Bt 12.45,
Farmington,
3.30 p. m.; Northern Div., Bakeport. Laconia, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m.. 12.45 p. m.:
Wo roes ter. yla Somersworth. 7.00 a. m.;
Rockingham
Manchester, Concord, via
3.30
p.
7.00 a. m,
m.;
Junction,
Junction. Exeter, HaverKocklngliam
hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, Ut4.05,
m..
Most Direct 17.00, 18.40 a.
§12.45, 3.30 p. in.
The
Arrive in Boston, 7.26, 10,16 a m., 12.50,
and Popular Route
4.22. 7.25. D. m. Leave Boston lor Portland, 6.59. 7.80. 8-00. 8.30 a. tn.. 1.00, 4.15,
10.13, 11.00 a.
Arrive Portland,
p. m*
m., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00. 8.00 p. m.
SCNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Well*
Beach, 12.56. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Bowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.65, 4.30 p. tn. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. in.. 5.28, 8.46 p. m. Leave
arrive PortBoston lor Portland 3.45 a. m.,
land 7.10 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
For Way
Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
and
several
Portsmouth,
routes,
Choice off
+2.00, t9.00 a. m., §1.00. +6.10
Boston,
Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m., 12.60,
impartial information given.
p. m.
for
Leave
m.
Boston,
9.25
n.
Full particulars as to sailing 416
7.00.
Portland, 7.30. 9.00 a. m .12.30,
11.60
.a.
ra., 12.15,
off all steamers from Pacific p. ra. Arrive Portland,
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
Coast cities for Alaska, anti acSCNDAY TRAINS.
commodation reserved in adPortsmouth.
NewburyBiddeford.
vance thereof.
port, Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. nx. 1.00
a. m.. 4.15 p, ra.
in
5.57
m.
Arrive
Boston,
and p.
passenger
Through
Leave Boston ior Portland, 9.00 a. ra., 7.00
10.30
Arrive, in Portland, 12.25,
p. ra.
freight rates quoted.

^

Quickest,

Yukon Gold Fields.

p.

ra.

Alaska pamphlets and maps,
tConneets with Kail Lines for New York,
South ami West.
containing full information as
"[Daily except Monday.
{Connects with Sound Lines lor New York.
to the Yukon district furnished

application
Trunk Agent.
on

to

any

©rand

_

febl9dtf

WHERE WILL YOU CO
THIS WINTER?

The

LnxmioMS

Through tickets to all points for sale at Union
Station.
D. J.FLANDF.K3. (1. P. & T. A.. Boston.
GKO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Portland.

CALIFORNIA
OR MEXICO?
“S UNSET EIMBTEB>”
w

Y NOT TRY
YNOTTRY

Sow runs SEMI-WEEKLY between CIII DAGO, ST. 1,0018, and SAN FRANCISCO
Via Chicago & Alton It. If.—St. l oirs Iron Mt. & Southern It. It.—Texas &
Pacific R. It , auii S outhera Pacific ft. It.
rates,
For full Information, free illustrated pamphl ets, maps and time tables, also lowe
aud
baggage checked, aj ply to nearest nirenl of any of the <bov»
sleeping-car tickets
mimed

comyuniea.

decUMe't

U

PBE55.

THE

Rev.
of

Items
NEW

Interest

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

Owen. Moore & Co.

NEW

HELPFUL THOUGHTS.

HARBOR NO TES.
kicked

Along

Up

shore.

John

Carroll Perkins

preaohed

Alaska Steamship Line.
Card of thanks.

Kosneath, Scotsman, Numldian,

there

FINANCIAL.

which

AMUSEMENTS.
_

New Wants. To Let. For Sale. Lost. Found
and similar advertisements will oe found under
their appropriate heads on page CS.
"Mrs. Wlulow

b

Soothing oi syrnp,

been used over Fifty Years oy millions ol
Teething
for their children while
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
S0iten3 th* gums, allays Fain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
far Diarrhoea whether arising from
lias

mothers

remedy

For sale by Drugor other causes.
Be sure and
gists in every Dart of the world.
ask for Mrs. W inslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
a bottle

teething

Fac-simile signature of CHAS. H. FI.ETCYw)JR
is on the wrapper of every bottle of Castoeia.

Baby

sick,
gave her Castoria.
a Child, she cried for Castoria.
we

was

was

in

steamers

port—the
Norwe-

the

scows

took

outside

and

The ship left London February
12th and had a fair passage.
The Arcadia, Captain Pietsel, of the
Hamburg line, from Hamburg, February
5th, and Roston the 25th, had a moderate

dumped.

Portland Theatre.
Jefferson Theatre.

When she

seven

gian, Cervona, Escalona and Arcadia.
The Cervona, Captain Stooke, of tbo
Thomson line, brought several hundred
tons of coal but mostly mud as ballast,

II. M. Foyson & Co.
Little, Woodbury & Co.
AUCTION SALES.
F. O. Bailey & Co.

When

were

Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them CastcriA,
When she became

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

III. SO.
All the turmoil of life is our own making, it is in our own imaginations. It is
not we who besiege the
portals of truth
and beauty; it is they who stand at the
doors of our souls
knocking for admit-

tance, while

we
in our
stupidity and
blindness and ignorance will not open
to them. We cannot open an eyo nor

Store open

of coal.
The schooner Clara Goodwin, which
arrived from Norfolk Friday was out in
the recent storms and encountered some

made clear.

boat lrom the davits.
The tug Knickerbocker has come off the
railway and the P. V. Bradley has gone

during the

at

recess.

The Samaritan Association will celebrate their 70th
anniversary Friday,
March 4th, with a dinner at Riverton.
At a special meeting of the board o]
mayor and aldermen held Saturday ar
insane person was ordered sent to tin

asylum at Augusta.
The regular meeting of the Ladies' Veteran Firemen’s aid society^ will be held
Orient hall, this evening at 7.3(
at
o’clock.

Mystic lodge, No. 2, I. O. G. T., will
give a complimentary entertainment a!
their hall next Thursday evening. A tint
musical programme has been arranged
and
two temperance
speakers have
been engaged for the evening.
The members of Pine Cone and Fern
lodges, I. O. of O. L. will entertain the

government at dinner on March 2.
Portland lodge, N. E. O. P., will celebrate its anniversary with an entertain
ment next temorrow evening.
About 6 o’clock Saturday the chemical
engine was called to Newbury street tc
extinguish a lire, but as it happened the
confined to the parlor stove,
blaze was
so

the services

of the chemical were not

required.
the
e Fraternity club will meet at
residence of Mr. Sidney IV. Thaxter,
Paper by
Spring street, this evening.
the Rev. Dr. Fenn.

PERSONAL.
Gen. John Harper of Lewiston was in
the city Saturday.
Dr. N. P. Pottor of Bridgton visited
Portland Saturday.
Mrs. Abba Goold Woolson will give a
course of five Tuesday morning lectures
in the De Medici Salon at the Tuileries,
Boston.
POLO TUESDAY NIGHT.
The Rooklands meat the Portlands at
City hall tomorrow night and this will be
the last appearance of this team here this
season.

me nocKianus

nave

won

men

last two games, defeating Lewiston and
Portland and now are playing just as fast
polo as any team in the Maine league.
The teams are on the home stretch now,
each determined to win and the fun will
be fast and furious from now on.

CONTINUED SILVERWARE SALE.
Owing to the extremely bad weather
the past week, McKenncy, the Monument
Squnre jewler, is going to continue his
silverware sale until March 10th. There
which it
numerous good bargains
are
would pay you to call and examine.

on.

The tug Salem has gone on

and

The tug Seguin has gone to the Vineto tow the Jennie Herbert to Portland. It will be remembered that the
Herbert met with injuries In the late gale

yard

and lost

man

a

overboard.

sailed
that
front Barrie, Eng., for this port to load
spool wood, will probably arrive in the
A

Norwegian steamship

course

of

a

week.

The Hermann Reesing brought lobsters
for Trefethen.
Schooner Fanny L. Child arrived with
hard pine, the deokload for
a cargo of

Richardson, Dana & Co.,

Are needed for

success

Nerves

Everywhere.

Depend simply, solely,
Upon the blood.
Pure, rich, nourishing
Blood feeds the

nerves

And makes them strong.
The great nerve tonic is
Hood’s
Because it makes

Sarsaparilla,

Joanna,

Pure, giving it
To feed the

power
nerves.

Sarsaparilla

Cures nervousness,

Dyspepsia, rheumatism,
Catarrh, scrofula,
And all forms of

Impure blood.
%

A

yesterday.

Sawyer

the
Steamer Williamsport towed in
barge Glendower coal laden.
A large fleet of coasters sailed yester-

A WINTER PICNIC.

will

Thousands

Upon
Thousands.

Lamps.

Date.

paid

\

/

^T) That

fifteen years, and have come to seem like
the home of the association, yet there is
rejoicing among many of the members

'''Mm

wick, Dome

so*

ready

ASSAULT

WITH

KNIFE.

Frank R. Walker, who says he resides
at No. 17 Greenle3f street, made a complaint yesterday to the effect that he was
in his house reading the paper
when William Pettis came in, intoxicated
and claimed that Walker had a knife that
belonged to him. Walker said he had not
got his knife but that Pettis might use a
knife of his that was lying on the table.

sitting

Pettis seized the knife and made an
assault on Walker, so Walker states, and
that he was forced to take refuge in his
bed room iron; whence he managed to
get a policeman and have Pettis arrested.
Pettis will be brought before the court
this morning.

for

A $2.25

a

sing’e

shape.

Burner,
All

Oil

the

Lamp

set.

Div.

gold

Floral

and colors.

Worth $28.00

a

and

every stylo of dish that is made of Glass. New
and handsome shapes. At Half and Two-thirds price.

furnish Lithia Water

,»

at

Silver Ware.
A new metal
An absolutely
No plating to wear off.
in part of Pure Sterling Silver and

combination.

Sale

a

a

useful

at 8 o’clock.

drop
As

Our tablets are put up in
handy bottles of 40 each at 25c
and are absolutely reliable.

>

J|

H. H. HAY & SON, Middle St.

PALMISTRY!
PROF.

LEOSAIDOW

Sale!

castored

foot.

manufac-

turers’ agents we can of
course undersell. Worth

Sonata On. 80 (Adagio)

Brautgesang
March of the Israeltes(Eli)

A i

Pl|
VTiOU

THE SPARRING CARNIVAL.

1
c

S&3.C5C5

frames, worth

SOFT TOP MATTRESS, full six inch box. extra well
sides and ends, worth

made, square

iest for you, the best reason of the year
to make changes, all diseases located, no
matter of how long standing. The Professor clearly demonstrates to you the
facts through the science of Palmistry
IIo does not profess
and chiromancy.
to be superior to ail other individuals;
on the contrary ho claims that Palmistry is a science. Any one can acquire it.

All who are
mirers of the science.
lesirous of having a plain and truthful
reading of their life should consult the
Professor. It is a fact well known that
from the age of 12 to 15 years is the making or marring of one’s life. Therefore
[ advocate the examination of the hand
it that period or younger for hv so doing
the best qualities will be fully demonstrated to parents or guardians. The
human hand is a much plainer and surer
jhart than the head or lace. Business

PR. tJAIOA1 PILLOWS,
worth

most literary people of the city and as
the demand for
tho course continues

©nr

a

most desirable soft

pillow,

IS inches

2,00

price,
You

I ATKINSON

RANDALL & MCALLISTER

wide,

S12^30

eosnbination

-------

8.055

$3.63

save.

A Full Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Goals tor Domestic Use.
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge

use.

Lykens Valley Franklin,
English and American Cannei.
Genuine

FURNISHING

COMPANY.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.

REAL ESTATE

TRANSFKR^

OFFICE:

both of Naples, for $100, land in ^Naples. For Klondike,
River and Cook Inlet.
Harriet A. Kendall to town of North QECURE your berths in NEW YORK and
i~
avoid
for
land
In
expensive delays on the west coast.
North Yar$500,
Yarmouth,
THE ALASKA STEAMSHIP LINE "Copper
River” (1,800 tons) will leave NEW YORK
mouth.
March 10: rate $148.85 upward, Passengers can
remains the same, save for a gradual loss Naples.
John Howard of Brunswick to Ellen join at San Francisco or Seattle about two
of strength.
land in Brunswick.
Newman H. Titcomb to Seth F.
months later; l.ooo pounds baggage free from
Saturday he passed a very
of
Boston,
Sweet;- Howard
NewYorlt. Freight, etc.
bad day, suffering greatly. Today he has sir, both of New Gloucester, land in
Rufus R. Groves et al to Elmer E.
New
STEAMSHIP
LIKE.
ALASKA
been unconscious the greater part of the Gloucester.
land
of
in
Brunswick,
BrunsCraig, all
CHAS. C. ROBERTS, (I. P. St P. A.,
time.
John Haselton to Edgar O.
f28dtt
44 and 46 Broadway, N. Y.
Saracnt wick.

(

i 4)0-2

TELEPHONE

--

These real estate transfers are reported
Walter A. South worth of Hauscm to
Sumner O. Hancock of Casco, land in

Consultation SI.00

SSaOO

-------

Mr. Bellows’s
course will be given this afternoon at the
These lectures
Second Advent church.
have drawn crowded audiences of the

Rev. Henry R. Rose will give an illustrated lecture on Alaska and the Klondike, in tho Church of tho Messiah this
evening ot 8 o’clock. Tho lecture will be
interspersed with over eighty choice views
from photographs taken on the spot. Mr.

ed

Palm-

fetes___jlw

wire, finish*

^-Jr

ot

A.LASKA AND THE KLONDIKE.

made of best

Egyptian

Hours 9 to 12. 2 to 6 and 7 to
md $2.00.
) o’clock; office No. 778 Congress street,
□lass lessons given Tuesday and Friday.

WOTESWIRE SPRING,
g,

LECTURE.

Decadents.”

the

strictly confidential.

Smith & Broe’s,

tickets becomes greater.
The subject of Mr. Bellows’s lecture
and the
today will be “Symbolism

Leosaidow,

Proficiency depends upon study and experience.In all the larger cities Palmistry
iias been making great progress, classes
ire beiDg formed continually and some
very briiiant and noted persons are ad-

Bed,

trimmed, with
are

Prof.

ist, whose accurate demonstrations and
revelations created such furore in Bangor for the past nine months, is at present located in Portland where he can be
WIIIIHMIIWIIIIII ———M consulted on all affairs of life. Present,
past or your immediate-future revealed,
hence on business affairs, speculations,
political, investments, marriages, etc.,
what business you are best adapted to,
whether your companions are true or
false, what part of the country is luck-

=.

we

Kidney Diseases

and all uric acid troubles.

THE EGYPTIAN PALMIST.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

and brass

accessory in treatinc

89c

begins Tuesday morning

white enamel

at home

moderate cost,

Lithia is much in favor now as

♦

An entire revolution in

This full size Iron

Preside and Fugue in E minor
Sonata Op. 133
a—Fugue

lecture

♦
♦

Rheumatism,

POSITIVELY FOR THREE DAYS ONLY.

Baoh.

[third

TABLETS

< >

Table Silver.

# X X

LITHIA

|

Combination

Rheinberger,

The

HAY’S

See them In Congress St. windows.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

of Boston and Alley Brown of Lowiston,
James Davenport and James Gorman of
Boston, and James Gallagher vs. Mike
Dyer. Reserved seats oan be jobtained at

Special Bargains.

497 CONGRESS ST.

<*

50 years.
$1.49
Price per set,
These are the Articles:

gramme follows:

MR. BELLOWS’S

New Patterns end

set.

the pure and solid metal composed
Aluminum. The same metal throughout. No plating, every piece bearing
the trade mark “So. American Sliver, Solid,” and is guaranteed to wear

the organist of the cathedral. The first
recital will be given tomorrow afternoon
The proat a quarter to four o’clock.

Jensen,
Costa,

j

$12.75

§1

b—Intermezzo
Guilmant.

designs.

Pripe,

Absolutely

Amt.

|Qc

8c and 10c Valenciennes and
Torchon Laces only 5c yard.

Round

complete

for

and

yard.

Semi-Porcelain, 112 pieces in the set, exquisitely decorated in

Tea Spoons. Coffee Spoons. Soup Spoons, Napkin King, Orange Spoons. Table Spoons, Sugar
Spoons Butter Knife, Pickle Forks, Dinner Knives, Dinner Forks, Salt and Pepper Shakers,
Desert Knives, Desert Forks. Berry Spoon, Nut Picks and Crack, Child’s Set, Gravy Ladle,
Long Ladle, &c.. &e., &c„ and will be sold at the very low price of 89c per set.
We also have a line of Aluminine Polish, the best ever put on the market, which we guarantee will polish any metal in less time and with less work than any other polish ever made.
Small can, 8c. Larger, loc.

Glassware.

and 18c Oriental
15c
Valenciennes Laces only

in Dozens

payable in

A switchman on the Grand Trunk by
the name of Jackson, while in the execution of his duties, fell off the top of a
Rose is an eloquent speaker and is thorfreight our Saturday night about eleven
with the subject which
o’clock. He was badly bruised about the oughly acquainted
he handles in a masterly manner.
his
ankle.
Dr.
Merhead and sprained
rill was called and the injured man was
PROF. ROGERS’S CONDITION.
192 Congress
removed to his home at
Waterville, February 37.—-The condition
street.
of Prof. W. A. Rogers of Colby university
What’s the secret of happy, vigorous
health?
Simply keeping the bowels,
the stomach, the liver
and kidneys
and
strong
active.
Burdock Blood Bitters does it.

heavily plaited

match.

At City hall, at 8 o’clock sharp tonight
oven at the removal to temporary quarters the sparring carnival will
be
given.
It is expected that
in the new building.
Among the marked event* of the evening
they will occupy the store till about the will be tho bout between Charles H. Farmiddle of^September, and then have the rell and Joseph Dillon, Sherman Griffin
grand opening.
and Joseph Mullen of Boston, Jack Foley
WITH

Lamp,

with nickel, Miller

reputation

afternoon the Young Men’s
held their last
Association
Christian
This
service in the Farrington block.
week they move to one of their stores in
Congress square for temporary quarters,
until the new,building is coraploted. The
rooms in Farrington block have been
occupied by the association for about

for

Sets.

the tenth in as many.months and voted by
It has been the custom,
for several
all to have been one of the most enjoya- years, to give a series of organ recitals in
ble. A letter was written from the class St. Luke’s cathedral during Lent. This
A. K. P. Small of Chioago, year the recitals will be given by Mr.
to Rev.
their former teacher.
Lambord, a student under Mr. Carter

Yesterday

Sets,

people.

entertain-

1 Eastern Railroad 0’s, 1906, 3 $207,510*
Old Orchard Water Co.6’s, 3
1,880
10,000
Lindsey, 47 15 Portland &Rumford Fails, 1
evening with Mrs. John
Beckett street, the occasion being Mrs.
•Interest on sterling bonds remitted
A social afternoon for but not included in this sum.
Lindsey’s birthday.
was followed by a beautiful picnic supper
dividend
Is a
The Rumford Falls
and a very delightful evening with music
one.
quarterly
by Mrs. Lindsey’s daughter, Mrs. PhilCoupons on bonds for the towns of
brook, and others.
Dexter and Corinna, railroad aid, will be
The party took leave with best wishes
paid on March 1st at National Bank of
This
for many happy returns of the day.
Redemption, Boston.
class of twenty members has made quite
LENTEN ORGAN RECITALS.
one
this
for its pionics,
a
being

MOVING.

Fine China in

Besides the Sets, here are long Counter tables, each on n
Then what’s theSingles
Of pieces of this great Bankrupt lot.
loaded with Dishes of every imaginable shape and use and
an
advertise, and Dozens.
use of any attempt to classify or detail it in
counter has its own price.
each
rnent?
Only a touch here and there to whet the buying
There are 3 cent counters, 5 cent counters, 8 cent counters, 10 cent
appetite.
counters and so on up.
You can buy an entire china outfit for less than your grandmother

March:
Name.

week—you get

ICaam

Baiter block

be

25c Silk Laces only |0c yard.

in

and Boarding: House

MARCH DIVIDENDS.
dividends

LACES.

us,—

Single pieces. Class Ware, All manner of Table things,
Never within our memory
Lamps, &c., at Half and Two-thirds price.
has such an opportunity been given Portland people to refurnish, or
assort up Dining Room, China Closet, Kitchen and Chamber.
The great show windows, Nos. I and 2, on Congress St., give
illuminated hints of what’s in store for thrifty Housekeepers, Hotels
and

Piano duet,
Misses Curtis and Colesworthy
Mrs. Montgomery
Reading,
Mandolin duet,
Misses Colesworthy and Murphy
Miss Skillings
Vocal solo,
Mrs. Montgomery
Reading,
Miss Marrean
Piano solo,
Mandolin duet,
Misses Colesworthy and Murphy
Colloquy of Nations; or Liberty Seeking
a Home.

These

“Class 29’’ of the First Baptist Sunday
school and their friends to the number of
twenty-five spent Friday afternoon and

all the

Tuesday,—and

Dinner

Thursday evening. Colombia lodge serves
supper from 6 to 7.30 p. m.

came to

For you.

The following proSaturday evening.
gramme was finely rendered:

day.

FELL FROM A CAR.

The blood rich and

Hood’s

re-

the

'Ellis discount applies to every
Corsets in our stock and
offers an unusual chance to se-

pair of

I cure standard makes at a reducNo shopworn goods font
tion.
everything FRESH and CLEAN.

ton’s biggest department store took part, and part

mainder to the Grand.Trunk
The cutter Woodbury arrived yesterday
Special mention should be made of the
song by little Fannie Skillings. The visit
from a cruise.
Schooner L. R. French arrived with a of the Auburn Rebekahs to Ivy has been
postponed to March 26. Ivy degree staff
cargo of lime yesterday.
The schooners
Emma, Dsmietta & will exemplify the work at the district
meeting to be held at Woodfords next
sailed
and

A

nerves

and the

ment in their hall in

an

FOR ONE WEEK we shall
offer auy style Corset in our

China, Glass and Crockery has been
Portland, for quick cash selling, Bos-

Their immense stock of
divided between Boston and

IVY KEBEKAH LODGE.

Ivy RebekaU lodge gave

Saturday evenings.

Norcross, IVielien & Co.

M/B.

blocks

Spear’s.

CHARGED

Strong, steady

the

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦»♦♦♦♦<>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»

of Boston’s Great importers
Wholesalers of Crockery,

aiuui

the scientist a soofler. God never hides
himself nor his works from us. It is our
blindness, not the withdrawal of his
light, whioh obscures him.

_■
«■

♦
♦

Saturdays.

Bankrupt Smash

non

a

I♦

|

What one of us ever waited In prayerful attitude of soul, but that innumerable

She was twelve We must all acknowledge God. We may
severe weather.
Tonight and tomorrow night the Mont- pretty
on the passage and on the ’16th and call Him anything we choose; we may
gomery Guards will be instructed by Cap- days
1
infrt
A
VlflAW
Dfirthwflflt, CTfllo
name Him the Great Unknowable; but,
tain Morton, U. S. A.
her heaving to under even in that name we acknowledge Him.
necessitated
which
Parish
of
the
First
The regular meeting
She then ran before Modern science has accomplished one
reefed sails.
Unity will be held in the parish house on close
the gale but was struck by a heavy 6quall great work; it has banished the word
tomorrow at four o’clock.
and jib “Atheism.” No longer do men fear inThe vestry of the new Danish Luthorac that carried away her spanker
all awash nearly taking vestigation into truth,; no longer think
church on May street, is ready for occu- and put her decks

mornings

at 8

| stock at

patiently waiting on the outer side. He
The Escalona, Captain Lindry, of the can do no more. He will wait for
us, but
Thomson line, brought 360 tons of coal we must open to Him.
We may ascend
and six returning cattlemen.
to Heaven, or go down to the grave, or
The Dominion liner Scotsman, Captain fly to the uttermost
parts of the sea and
E. Maddox, had a beautiful afternoon to still we are in His care. It is
only wo,
sail and it was shortly after one o'clock ourselves, who stand in the
way of our
Into tha knowledge of Him.
when she slowly backed out
He Is manifest to
stream and pointed her nose toward the everything, from the flower to the ripple
She car- of the brook. The Christ is all the
broad Atlantio and Liverpool.
beauty
and 23 and the goodness of the world and of the
ried 13 saloon, S intermediate
human heart.
steerage passengers.
When
we
aocept ever
The Rosneath discharged her oargo of so little of these we accept Him; we open
the door to Him. We gain nothing by
sulphur and sailed Saturday.
The Lorna, Minnie Davis and Matila clamoring for it; it is in the stillness
that the understanding of things comes
to us; In the silence, that our duty is

❖

March 1st, this store will open

o'clock P. M., except

close at 6

o'clock,

ments.

Emma brought 8,000 lobsters Saturday.
The Alice M. Colburn brought a cargo

Tuesday,

On and after

including surgical instruments, drugs, absolutely shut the door upon Him, and
toys, harmonicas and musical instru- then we are not rid of Him for Ho stands

pancy, and class meetings are held there.
There has been no formal opening of th<
church yet.
The city schools will open again today,
The rooms have beon cleaned throughoui

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

opening—and closing.

Store

winter passage. She brought 30,108 bags at our hearts is
gentle but It is persistent.
of isugar and 250 tons of general cargo We cannot
get away from God unless we

uc lux o

ADVERTISEMENTS.,

<&0&04^«>****

an
ear
without letting in the
Divine. God and His heaven are ours
for the asking. The knocking of truth

uuu»

NEW

❖

unstop

puiunnjo

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

a

There was great activity at the steam- any man hear
open the
my voice and
ship wharves Saturday with the arrival door, I will come in to him, and will
and departure of steamers.
At one time sup with him, and he with me.”
Rev.

Eastman Bros. Ss Bancroft.

NEW

strong sermon at the First Parish yester“Beday morning taking for his text:
hold I stand at the door and knock; if

Atkinson Furnishing Co.
\V. E. Flummer.
McKenney.

J. R. Libbv Co.

I

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Copper

cakd thanks.
Saturday, February

2fitli. 1SDS.

space to extend
thanks
good people of Portland for
their kindness extended to me autl my family.
I can’t extend my thanks as desire in those
tew word-,
hut l have been so well cared for
by the people of tills city that I shall forever
that
Hod’s
pray
blessings may rest upon tins
tily. I take leave from here Monday night or
from
Do Elm street.
luesday
f23(111
J. V/. LAVjJSOX.
I
my

hope you

will
to the

allow

7b Oommercisl & 70 Exchange Sts.
M.W&Ftf

aprS

me a

Indian PM#
Ointment is «. sure cv.ro
for 2»I1*£S. It absorbs

SWlUInros
tumors.

Stops

itching.

GIVES RELIEF. 5©c.
and »1. At Druggists,

For sale by J. E. Gooulife Co,
iucS'i&wit

